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ABSTRACT 
On November 7 ,  1 825 , in Frankfort , Kentucky , Colonel Solomon P .  
Sharp , a distinguished Kentucky statesman ,  was murdered by Jereboarn 0. 
Beauchamp , who was hanged for Sharp ' s  murder on July 7 , 1 826 , a few 
hours after he had stabbed hims e l f  in the abdomen and had witnessed the 
suicide of his wife Ann. This event -the celebrated case in which a 
young Kentucky gentl eman , to ful fil l a vow of revenge imposed upon him 
by his wife as a condition of their marriage , assassinated the man who 
had been his wife ' s  lover years before-became known international ly as 
the Kentucky Tragedy and for over a century and a half has appeared as 
a maj or theme in American l iterature . 
Occurring at a time when American authors were searching for events 
from their national history for treatment and at a time when Americans 
were eager for stories of chivalry and romance,  the Kentucky Tragedy 
developed into one of the most popular l iterary themes in the nineteenth 
century . Among the important reasons for the popularity of the Tragedy 
in literature is that it was a factual account that satisfi ed and 
ful fi l l ed the curiosity and expectations of Americans about the viol ent 
character of frontier l i fe in the Southwest of the early 1 800 ' s .  Although 
viol ence has always been common in America, the South has always seemed 
to many the very embodiment of that viol ence . As Charles R .  Anderson , 
in "Violence and Order in the Novel s  of Robert Penn Warren ," Hopkins 
Review ,  6 (Winter 1953), 88- 105 , .  points out , "the witch-burning of New 
Engl and , the bandit of the Wil d  West , the underworld of Chicago , 
iv 
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al l • . . fade before the succession of Southern images of vio l ence that 
fas cinate the popul ar mind : the l ash of the s l ave-driver , the Bowie 
kni fe of the old Southwest , the due l l ing pistol of the hot-headed 
gentleman , the rebel  yel l  of the fire-eater, the gasoline  torch of the 
lyncher ,  the fiery cross of the Kl ansman . "  The "popul ar mind , "  
fas cinated with stories o f  the violence of the South , could not have 
been more s atisfied-than with the story of the Kentucky Tragedy , an 
incident fraught with murder ,  sui cide , and hanging . 
A wealth of  incidents in fronti er l i fe, especially incidents of 
l awlessness and crime , appeal ed to the American pub l i c  and provided 
American authors with native themes . J .  B .  Hubbel l ,  in South and 
Southwest :  Literary Essays and Reminis cences (Durham : Duke University 
Press ,  1965 ) , p .  277 , quotes one southern historian who suggests that 
"what is di stinctive in American , in contrast to general English 
literature , comes out of our experience with the frontier . "  Of al l the 
stories of the frontier the Kentucky Tragedy became the most  popul ar . 
In fact , Professor Richard Beal e Davis has pointed out , in "Thomas Hol ley 
Chivers and the Kentucky Tragedy , "  University of Texas Studies in 
Lit erature and Language ,  I ,  No . 2 (Summer 1 959) , 28 1-288, that the 
"Kentucky Tragedy stands as one of the three great historical events , 
matters , or themes which American writers have drawn upon in creating 
fi ction , poetry ,  and drama. Only Pocahontas and Merry �iount rival i t . "  
Since its occurrence in 1825  and 182 6 ,  the Kentucky Tragedy has 
been discus sed by many Kentucky historians , and many theses have been 
written whi ch deal with the Tragedy as a maj or theme in American 
vi 
literature . The facts as report ed by some historians , however ,  have too 
o ften been biased , mis le ading , and erroneous , creating a distorted , 
confused picture of what actual ly happened and why . The earlier studies 
whi ch have examined the use authors have made of the event are usual ly 
sketchy in the background information rel ated to the case itsel f and 
have been neces sarily l imited in their appraisal of the literature b ased 
on the Tragedy . 
This s tudy, therefore , attempts to present an accurate , chronological 
hist ory of the Kentucky Tragedy--taking into cons ideration the economic 
and political c limate of the times --relying oft en on court and county 
records to verify or disprove information that has long been regarded as 
factual . Moreover , four works are examined which have often been used 
by writers as source material for their works b as ed on the Tragedy to 
determine how reliab le thes e  works are as factual sources . 
Finally,  an examination of  all extant works based on the Beauchamp­
Sharp case by American authors is undertaken to determine how the Tragedy 
has been presented in fi ction and nonfi ction and to demonstrate the 
ubiquity of the story as a maj or theme in American l iterature from its 
first appearance as a p l ay by an anonymous author in 1 833 to Robert Penn 
Warren ' s  novel World Enough and Time in 1950 . 
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INTRODUCT ION 
The 1 8 20 ' s  were colorful but tumultuous times in Kentucky . The 
wi l d, untamed frontier existed side by side with the beginnings of a 
more refined society . The stat e  was growing and opportunity was 
avai l ab l e  to those who wou ld sei ze it. Excitement, growth , and 
opportunity, however, were mixed with despair . The effects of the 
nation ' s  depress ion in 1 8 1 9  continued to be fe l t  in Kentucky, and many 
historians bel ieve that during this time, because o f  the existing 
politi cal and financial conditions , Kentucky was on the verge of civil 
war .  There was little  faith in the banking system in Kentucky; trade 
was s l owing down rapidly; and debtors were finding it increasingly 
difficult to meet their ob l igations . 1 
To forestal l complete financial di s aster and possib le  anarchy , the 
Kentucky legis l ature passed l aws whi ch al lowed deferment of debts .  The 
lower courts and the Court o f  Appeal s immediately decl ared that many of 
the more important re lief  measures were unconstitutional . The l egi s l a-
ture responded by passing an act that cal l ed for the three regul arly 
appointed judges of the Court of Appeals to vacate and decreed that a 
new set of judges be appointed by the governor . The so- cal l ed Old Court 
justi ces, or Anti-Re l i ef justices, refused to resign after Governor 
Joseph Desha appoint ed the New Court , or Rel ief justices , as they we re 
1Arndt M.  Stick l es ,  "Joseph R. Underwood ' s  Fragmentary Journal of 
the New and Old Court Contest in Kentucky," The Fil s on Club History 
Quart erly, 1 3  (1939 ) , 202- 2 1 0 .  
1 
often cal led .  As a result , from 1823 until  1826 there was an annual 
contest in the legi s l ature over the court i ssue. Final ly , in 182 6 ,  the 
Old Court part isans triumphed and the l aw that had estab l ished the New 
Court judges was abo l ished . Thi s  pol itical - financial imbrogl io divided 
2 
the people o f  Kentucky into two bitter factions, bringing about numerous 
quarrel s and altercations that quit e  often led to homicide . 2 
One Kentucky newspaper editor wrote : "If the peop le of other 
countries were to judge the condition of morals in Kentucky from the 
frequency of murder . . .  they could compare us to a set of savages . 
The reign o f  Governor Desha wil l be recorded by the future historiru1 as 
the b l oody reign. "3 Even the governor ' s  son , Isaac B .  Desha,  had been 
convicted of murder in 1825 . 4 
Al though many start l ing events took pl ace during this time, one 
incident occurred at the height of Kentucky's politi cal turmoi l that not 
only arrested the attention of the citi zens of that state but captured 
the hearts and minds of the entire nation--an incident ent angl ed with 
political intrigue , party rancour , and personal s l ander . In 1825 , during 
the months prior to the hot ly contested el ections for governor and state 
legi s l ators, it had been whispered in the street s and taverns of Frankfort 
and surrounding counties that i f  Coloner Solomon P .  Sharp won his  race 
2stickles, p. 204 . 
3Alvin F .  Harlow , Weep No More My Lady (New York : Whittlessey House , 
1942) , p. 1 08 .  
4Robert S .  Thomas and George W. Wil l iams , A St atement o f  the Trial 
of I s aac �· Desha, 1825, p. 1 .  
for representative of Franklin County, he would never l ive to take his 
5 seat .  Sharp, one o f  the most prominent po l iti cians in Kentucky and a 
3 
l eader of the Relief or New Court Party , won his race by a narrow margin .  
When the legi sl ature opened on November 7, 1 825 , he was expected by many 
to become the next Speaker of the House . In the pre-dawn hours o f  
November 7, 1 825 , only hours before the state l egi s l ature was t o  convene, 
Jereboam 0. Beauchamp, a young backwoods l awyer from southern Kentucky , 
knocked at the door of Colonel Sharp ' s  home and ,  pretending to be a 
friend of Colonel Sharp , asked for lodging for the night . l�en Beauchamp 
was admitted into the hous e, he pul l ed out a kni fe and stabbed Sharp to 
death . 6 
Beauchamp later cl aimed that he had ki l led Sharp to ful fi l l  a 
promise that hi s wife, the former Ann Cook, had exacted from him before 
she would cons ent to marry him . According to Beauchamp , several years 
earl ier Sharp had s educed Ann and had refused to acknowl edge that he was 
the father of Ann ' s  sti l lborn chi ld. Her virtue comp l etely sul l ied, Ann 
withdrew from society . She moved from Bowl ing Green to Simpson County, 
a few mi les from the farm owned by Beauchamp ' s  father . Beauchamp met 
and fel l  in l ove with Ann . After a brief courtship,  she consented to 
marry him i f  he would promis e  to ki l l  Co lonel Sharp to avenge the wrong 
5 L .  F .  Johnson, History of Frank l in County (Frankfort, Kentucky: 
Roberts Printing Co . ,  1 9 1 2) , � 80 . 
6 J .  G .  Dana and R .  S .  Thomas, Beauchamp ' s  Tri al (Frankfort, 
Kentucky : Albert G. Hodges, 1 826) , rpt. in The Kentucky Tragedy, ed. 
Loren J .  Kal lsen (New York: Bobbs-Merrill cQ.; 1963) , pp . 1 73-1 74 . 
he had done to her honor. Beauchamp readily consented and cl aimed that 
in 1 821 , before he married Ann , he challenged Sharp to a duel and that 
4 
Sharp refused to accept his challenge. For several years Beauchamp made 
no attempt to seek redress for the al leged seduction of Ann by Colonel 
Sharp , and he and Ann were married in June, 1 824 . 
In 1825 , however , just before Sharp ' s  election to the House of 
Representatives , in an attempt t o  silence rumors that were being 
circul ated by Sharp ' s  pol itical enemies that he had been the father of 
Ann ' s  chi l d ,  Beauchamp insisted that Sharp had handb i l l s  circul ated in 
whi ch the c l aim was made that Ann ' s  child  had been a mul atto .  This act 
so enraged Beauchamp that he then determined to honor the promis e  that 
he had made to his wife years earl ier to s i lence the man who had already 
brought shame and dishonor to his wife and would now reopen wounds that 
had never quite healed . 7 
Within hours after the homi cide , Beauchamp was suspected by one who 
c l aimed to have heard Beauchamp threaten the l i fe o f  Co lonel Sharp at 
one time . 8 Beauchamp was apprehended at his home in Simpson County and 
was brought back to Frankfort t o  face charges of murder. Beauchamp was 
subsequent ly tried and , on evidence that was highly circumstanti al, was 
convicted and s entenced to be hanged for Sharp ' s  murder . Unti l  the day 
that he was sentenced , Beauchamp maintained that he was innocent . After 
7Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , The Confess ion (Bloomfield ,  Kentucky:  Wi l l  H .  
Holmes , 1 826) , rpt. in The KentUcky Tragedy, ed . Kal lsen ,  pp . 1 1-20 . 
8Lucius P .  Little,  Ben Hardin : Hi s Times and Contemporaries 
(Louisvi l le ,  Kentucky : Courier-Journal Job Printing Co. , 1887) , p .  140 . 
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he was s entenced , however , he admitted his gui lt in two confessions� one 
of which was pub l ished not long aft er his execution .  His wife , Ann� 
although exonerated from any involvement, joined him in his dungeon cell 
in Frankfort . 
On July 6, 1 826, the night before Beauchamp was to be executed� he 
and his wife attempt ed suicide by t aking large doses o f  l audanum . Their 
attempt fai led, but the next day ,  only hours before Beauchamp was to be 
taken to the gal lows , once again the two tried to t ake their l ives by 
stabbing thems elves with a smal l case kni fe . As a resul t ,  �1rs . Beauchamp 
died . Jereboam only succeeded in wounding himself .  Although weakened 
by his  wound and the effects of the laudanum he had taken ,  Beauchamp was 
rushed to the pub lic gallows and hanged . His and Ann ' s  bodies were 
given to Beauchamp ' s  father� who , according to young Beauchamp ' s  wis h ,  
took the bodies t o  Bloomfield,  Kentucky� where the two were buried in 
the same coffin . 9 
Thi s  event , whi ch was then cal led the Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy , 
eventual ly b ecame known as the Kentucky Tragedy . For over a century and 
a half,  it h as appeared as a major theme in Ameri can lit erature . Based 
primari ly on Beauchamp ' s  Confess ion , the Letters of Ann Cook , the 
Vindication of Col . Sharp , and Beauchamp' s Tri al , the story has been 
told again and again in newspapers , in magazines , in bal l ads , in novels , 
and on stage . Al though many Ameri can writers have been attracted to the 
story of Beauchamp and Sharp , southern writers parti cul arly have been 
9J .  Winston Coleman , The Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy (Frankfort , 
Kentucky : Roberts Printing Co . ,  1950) , p .  60 . 
inspired by the event . Thomas Ho l l ey Chivers , Edgar Al l an Poe, Wi l l iam 
6 
Gi lmore Simms, and Robert Penn Warren have all fall en under the spe l l  of 
the Kentucky Tragedy . 
Almost every writer of fict ion who has chosen to use the tragedy as 
the inspiration for his work, however, has altered for his own purposes 
the actual fact s of the case . For even though Beauchamp was convict ed 
of premedit ated murder, he is  treat ed in fi ct ion as a hero, an avenging 
angel . Moreover, Ann Cook Beauchamp has been recreated in fi ct ion not 
as an admitted accomp l i ce to murder but as an innocent vict im, a heroine . 
Colonel Sharp, notwithstanding his  distinguished p l ace in the history o f  
Kentucky, has b een depicted as an arch-vil l ain, motivated by ins atiable  
lus t and a burning des ire for power . 
In addit ion to ignoring the facts o f  the case, most writers of 
fiction, as wel l as  some historians, have ignored two figures , Patrick 
Henry Darby and John U .  Waring , whose very pres ence and invo lvement in 
this affair point t o  a comp l i cated, politically motivated s cheme to 
ass ass inat e  Sharp . Patrick Henry Darby,  a l awyer and Ol d Court or 
Anti- Relief partisan ,  was the editor of a Frankfort paper, The 
Constitutional Advocate . Darby was a bitter foe of Sharp and had been 
heard to say on several occasions that i f  Colonel Sharp was el ected to 
. 1 0  the l egislature h e  would not l ive to take his seat . Darby was never 
brought to trial, but Sharp ' s  widow pub l icly accus ed Darby of comp l i city 
in her husband ' s  death . 1 1  John U .  Waring, des cribed as one of the most 
1 0  Johnson, p .  80 . 
1 1The Patriot, Frankfort, Kentucky, April 3 ,  1 826 . 
dangerous men who ever l ived in Frankfort , was also a l awyer and a man 
of great wealth . He wrote two l etters threatening the l ife of Sharp in 
whi ch he boasted of having stabbed to death six or s even men . 12  
It is not unusual that many of  the writers who were first inspired 
by the Tragedy should avoid the political aspects of the affair. The 
themes of s eduction , revenge , and suicide were s imp ly more compelling . 
Moreover ,  romanti c  domestic  tragedi es were in vogue . 
7 
Inevit ab l y ,  the realities o f  the case became so int ertwined with 
the embel lishments o f  novelists and dramatists that they were repl aced 
with rather curious and imaginative distortions . Today , it is  diffi cult  
to find an account of the Tragedy that is  completely trustworthy . 
Therefore , an unbiased,  accurate rec apitulat ion of the historical facts 
of the case is needed .  At present there is not a single  work that has 
accomplished thi s .  Chapter I o f  thi s study w i l l  b e  an attempt to 
present a c lear , objective history of the Tragedy . 
Before an examination o f  the l iterary works based on the Tragedy 
can be effect ed , it wi l l  be necessary to look at the sources that were 
used by the various authors . The reliabi lity of three of the sources-­
Beauchamp's Confession ,  Beauchamp ' s  Trial , and Dr . Leander J .  Sharp's 
Vindicat ion--is in some parts highly  questionab l e .  A fourth source , 
moreover,  the Letters of Ann Cook , is  spurious . In Chapter I I  an 
expl i cation of these sources wi l l  be att empted to determine their 
rel iabi l ity and authenticity . 
1 2  Johnson , p .  80 . 
8 
The most substantial works based on the Kentucky Tragedy are found 
in drama and the novel . There were , however , many poems , bal l ads , short 
stories , and pamphlets which were derived from this event. In fact , in 
1956 a university professor tape-recorded a bal l ad sung by a Kentuckian 
in Bel l County, Kentucky , entitled "Jeremiah Beechum . "  Since only one 
short story and a smal l number of poems , bal l ad s ,  and pamph lets have 
been located,  these miscel l aneous pieces wi l l  be examined together in 
Chapter I I I . Chapter IV wil l  be devoted to a treatment of the Tragedy ' s  
influence on those who chose to present the story in dramatic  form .  
Final ly , Chapter V wi l l  deal with the theme as i t  has appeared in the 
novel . 
Although Engl ish and Canadian authors have borrowed this theme , 
only American authors and their treatment of the s tory wil l  be examined 
. h . d 1 3  1n t 1s stu y .  For this tragedy, spawned on the frontiers o f  Kentucky , 
is pecul iarly American . The sacredness of marriage , the sensib i l i ties 
of the southern gentleman and his code of honor , the b ackwoods l awyer 
with plow in one hand and Coke or Chitty in the other , the Ameri can's 
hunger for l and , politics l aced with violence and b loodshe d ,  al l combine 
in the Kentucky Tragedy to give us a view of early nineteenth-century 
America , elements of which continue to be a part of the American way of 
life one hundred and fifty years l ater .  
13For Canadian and British novels deal ing with the Kentucky Tragedy 
see : John Richardson, �fati lda Montgomerie :  £!.• The Prophecy Ful fi l l ed 
(New York: Dewitt and Davenport , 18 51) ,  and Joseph Shearing , To Bed at 
Noon (London, Heinemann , 195 1) .  
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CHAPTER I 
THE HISTORY OF THE KENTUCKY TRAGEDY 
In the Frankfort � Kentucky� cemetery ,  about one hundred feet from 
the monument of Daniel Boone � is  the grave of Solomon Porcius Sharp . On 
a l arge marb le  stone marking the site is this ins cription :  
To Father 
Solomon P .  Sharp : 
was ass assinated whi l e  extending 
the hand of hospitality on the 
morning of Nov . 7 �  18 25 , in the 
38 year of his age . 
What thou knowest not now , 
thou shall know hereaft er .  
A few mi les southwest o f  Frankfort i n  Bloomfiel d ,  Kentucky , is a 
smal l unkempt cemetery ,  overgrown with weeds and wild flowers . In this 
1 cemetery lie  the remains of Jereboam 0. Beauchamp and his wi fe Ann. 
A l arge flat stone marks the grave . The stone , broken into two parts , 
bears the fol lowing information : 
In  Memory of 
JEREBOAM 0. BEAUCHAMP Born Sept . 24th , 18 0 2 ,  
and ANNA, his wife 
Born Feb . 7th , 1786 . Who both 
l eft this worl d  July 7th , 18 26 . 
An epitaph fol l ows , sti l l  l egible after one hundred and fifty 
years : 
1The names of the principal figures in the Kentucky Tragedy are 
oft en spe l l ed Jeroboam 0. Beauchampe , Anna Cooke , So lomon P. Sharpe. 
Unl ess reference is made to a work in which their names are spelled as 
such , their names wi l l  be spel led thus : Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , Ann 
Cook , Solomon P .  Sharp . 
9 
Entomb ' d b elow in others ' arms , 
The Husband and the Wife repos e ,  
Safe from life ' s  never ending storms , 
And s afe from al l their cruel foes . 
A child of evil  fate she l ived , 
A vi l lain ' s  wi l es her peace had cross ' d ,  
The husb and of her heart revived,  
The happiness she long had lost . 
He heard her tale of matchless woe ,  
And burning for revenge he rose ,  
And l aid her b ase s educer low ,  
And struck dismay to virtue ' s  foes . 
Reader! i f  honor ' s  generous blood 
E ' er warmed thy b reast , here drop a tear , 
And let the sympathetic flood , 
Deep in thy mind its traces bear. 
A father or a mother thou, 
Thy daughter view in grief ' s despair; 
Then turn and see the vi l l ain low ,  
And here let fal l the grateful t ear . 
Daughter o f  virtue! moist thy tear ,  
This  tomb of love and honor c l aim; 
For thy defens e  the husb and here , 
Laid down in youth his life and fame . 
His wife disdained a life forlorn , 
Without her heart ' s  lov ' d ,  honor'd Lord , 
Then reader, here their fortunes mourn , 
Who for their love , their l i fe blood pour ' d, 
This epitaph , written by Ann Cook Beauchamp in her husband ' s  cell in 
Frankfort where he was incarcerated whi l e  awaiting execution for the 
murder of Solomon P .  Sharp , summari zes an event that occurred in 18 25 
1 0  
and 18 26 and has become known as the Kentucky Tragedy , a story of love , 
seduction , political ass assination ,  suicide , and pub l ic execut ion . 
Although writers o f  fiction have chosen to make Jereboam and Ann 
Beauchamp their maj or characters , historical ly the most important fi gure 
in the Beauchamp-Sharp affair is  Solomon P .  Sharp . Sharp , a man of 
1 1  
humb l e  origins , was hel d  in high esteem by many of his  fel low Kentucki ans 
at the time of his death . �1any of his contemporari es felt that eventu-
ally his talents as a l awyer , orator , and statesman would  have gained 
for him national ,  perhaps even international , fame . 2 
Born in Washington County , Virginia ,  on August 2 2 ,  1787 , Solomon 
was the eldest son of Thomas and Jean Sharp , who moved to the frontier 
of Tennessee when Solomon was only an infant . The family firs t sett led 
in Nashvi l l e , but moved to the southwest ern part of Kentucky , known as 
the Green River Country , when Solomon was in his l ate  t eens . 3 
Solomon ' s  education was only such as the rudeness of the times 
afforded . Without benefit of  much formal education , Sharp b ecame a sel f-
trained l awyer and was admitted to the bar at Bowl ing Green by a special 
act of the l egi s l ature when he was nineteen years o l d .  I n  a short time 
he was recognized as a youth of uncommon abi lities and promis e .  He 
charmed many with his powers of reasoning and eloquence , and in debate 
4 many fe lt that he had few equals .  
Sharp became involved in politics at an early age . In 1 8 1 0  and 
1 8 1 1 , at the earlies t  period permitted by the constitution , he was 
2H .  Levin , The Lawyers and Lawmakers of Kentucky ( Chicago : Lewis 
Publishing Co . ,  1897) , pp . 1 09- 1 14 . 
3J .  Winston Col eman , The Beauchamp-Shar£ Tragedy ( Frankfort , 
Kentucky : Roberts Printing Co . ,  1950) , p .  63.  
4Richard H.  Co l l ins , Histo� of Kentuck�, 2 vol s . (Covington , 
Kentucky: Col lins and Co . , 1 870 � If, 255 . Vol .  I ,  pp . 3 17 -322 contains 
an account of the New and Old Court strugg l e ;  Vol . I I ,  pp . 255-256 has a 
biographical sketch of Sharp and his legal activities . )  
el ected a member of the Kentucky legisl ature from Warren County . He 
1 2  
exchanged his ro le  as politician for that o f  soldier when h e  volunteered 
as a privat e during the War of 1 8 1 2 . Sharp rose from the ranks and was 
eventually  given the command of a battalion in the regiment of General 
Young Ewing . Only one l etter has been found whi ch tel l s  us anything of 
Sharp ' s  involvement in the war . Address ed to John Armstrong , the 
Secretary of War , and signed by Henry C l ay ,  Sharp , and other s ,  the 
l etter contains an appeal for the exchange of American officers being 
held prisoner in Canada . 5 
After s erving in the war, Sharp was el ected to the Congres s of the 
United States , and for two successive terms , during the administration 
of Madison , he was in the front rank among the most eminent pol iticians 
of that day .  During this period , he was the roommate and intimate friend 
of John C .  Calhoun . Calhoun decl ared that Sharp "was the abl est man of 
his age that had ever crossed the mountains . "6 And President Madison 
said that Sharp was the abl est man of his age who had represented the 
West . 7 
In 1 8 1 8  Sharp was again elect ed a member of the Kentucky l egislature 
from Warren County . Whi le  s erving in the House of Represent atives , in 
5James F .  Hopkins, ed . , The Papers of Henry Cl ay , 5 vols . (Lexington : 
Univ . of  Ky . Press , 1959 ) , I ,  8 13 . 
6col lins , p .  256 . Col l ins states that Sharp and Calhoun were at 
one time roommates , but at present this has not been verified . City 
directories and directories of congress ional officials were not begun 
until 1822, five years after Sharp left the congres s .  
7L .  F .  Johnson , His tory £f Franklin County Bar : 1 786-1932 (Frankfort : 
Frank K .  Kavanaugh , 1932 ) , p .  33 . 
Frankfort , he made the acquaintance of E l i z a  T .  Scott , the daughter of 
Dr . John M .  Scott of Frankfort . 8 Solomon and Eliza  were married on 
December 1 7 ,  1818 , and soon aft er moved to Bowl ing Green , Kentucky , in 
9 Warren County . 
In 1819  Sharp was returned to the state l egis lature . By now his 
13 
reputation was secure as a bri l liant and successful lawyer ; and he began 
to acquire l arge ho ldings of l and in Warren , Simpson , and surrounding 
counties . After serving in the Hous e ,  in 1 82 1 ,  Sharp b ecame a candidate 
for the state s enat e .  But two months before the elections were t o  take 
place , Governor Adair on June 1 ,  1821 , wrote to him offering him the 
offi ce of attorney general . Adair concluded his offer with praise for 
Sharp : " I  need not say to you , that the offi ce has fal l en into dis repute 
in publ i c  estimation , and the s al ary b een i mproperly reduced , more from 
an eye to the former occupant , than to the o ffi ce .  It i s  my wish so to 
fi l l  it at present , that it may be again renovated and take its due 
1 0  stand i n  the government . "  
On the same day that Governor Adair proffered the attorney 
generalship to Sharp , Sharp received a l etter from John U .  Waring , a 
8Levin , p .  114 . Levin informs us that Mrs . Sharp ' s  father , 
Dr . John M .  Scott,  had been a close friend of  General Wil li am Henry 
Harrison . When Dr . Scott died , his son Wi l l iam Harrison Scott was 
adopted and educated by General Harrison . When Harrison was elected 
president , his wife being in too del i cate heal th to preside in the 
��i te House , Co lonel Sharp ' s  widow was invited to preside there , but 
she declined , preferring the quiet of her home . 
9or . Leander J. Sharp , Vindication of • Colonel Sharp 
(Frankfort, Kentucky : Amos Kendal l ,  1827):-p .  2 1 .  
10  Sharp , p .  5 . 
14 
l awyer and l and speculator of  considerab l e  weal th who had only months 
before moved to Warren County from Versai l l es , Kentucky . Waring warned 
Sharp that he p l anned to expose him for "among other things , "  as Waring 
wrote , Sharp ' s  "Chickasaw town proj ect to defraud the soldiers of the 
revolution of the price of their b l ood and the toi l s  of a s even years ' 
war . "  Waring challenged Sharp "to prepare to meet the charge; justify 
yourself  i f  you can ,  or sink into political infamy . "1 1  
A week l ater,  on June 8 ,  1821 , Waring b egan t o  circul ate h andb i l l s  
i n  which he charged Sharp with an attempt t o  defraud the public  o f  some 
of its l ands . In this same pub l icat ion Waring also made reference to 
the story of Sharp ' s  al l eged s eduction of Ann Cook . Although a senate 
investigating committee would eventual ly dismiss the charge of s eduction 
that Waring made against Sharp , neverthel ess ,  Waring ' s  publ i c  charges 
set off a chain reaction that resulted in a tragedy that shocked the 
nation . 
When Sharp ' s  nomination for attorney general was submitted to the 
senate on October 24 , 1 821 , the senate formed a select committee for the 
purpose of examining and determining the truth of the charges that had 
been made by Waring . The committee began its investigation on October 26 , 
and four days l ater , on October 30 , it pronounced the charges to be 
unfounded and unanimous ly approved Sharp ' s  appointment .
12 
At the time Waring circul ated his handb i l l s  charging Sharp with 
fathering Ann Cook ' s  i l l egitimate child , it is not inconceivab l e  that 
11  Sharp , pp . 20- 21 . 12 Sharp , p. 7 .  
Ann Cook was either informed of or actual ly received one of the 
handbi l l s .  At this time sh e was l iving in s eclusion with her mother , 
Al i cia , in S impson County on a smal l farm Ann cal l ed the Ret irement . 1 3  
Seeking anonymity in s eclus ion after giving birth t o  a s t i l lborn chi l d  
in June , 1 8 2 0 ,  she now l ived a l ife radi cal l y  d i fferent from when she 
1 5  
had been known as a wealthy and influent ial Kentucky be l l e  who traveled 
with her s is t er "in el egant styl e with thei r servants and a t e am  of four 
horses , and outriders . " 1 4  At one t ime she had been l ooked upon as 
" educat ed ,  vivacious , and fas cinating" as we l l  as a great gamb l er .  
Moreover, Ann and her s ister were supposed t o  have b een frequent visitors 
to Frankfort who never fai l ed ,  for examp l e ,  to visit the city·during 
each legi s l ative s es s ion . 1 5  
Al though i t  is diffi cu l t  today t o  determine i f  Ann and her s i s t er 
were fas cin ating and were actua l l y  great gamb l ers , i t  i s  easy to 
sub s t antiat e  the st atement that she was of a weal thy and influential 
fami l y .  Her father ,  Gi les Cook ( 1 744- 1 805 ) , a descendant of the Paynes 
of Virgin i a ,  l i ved in F airfax County ,  Virginia,  adj acent to "Rav ensworth ," 
a F itzhugh manorial estate . Ann's fami ly was not on ly prominent in 
1 3Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , The Confes s ion of Jereboam 0. Beauchamp 
(Bl oomfi e l d , Kentucky , 1 826) , rpt. 1n The KentUcky Tragedy , ed . Loren J. 
Kal l s en (New York: Bobb s -Merri l l  Co . ,  1963) ,  p. 1 7 . 
14Ann's s i st er was named Elizabeth , born October 7 ,  1 7 8 0's and died 
September 24,  1 8 1 7 .  She was married by the Rev . Jeremiah �toore in 1 80 1  
to Wi l l iam R .  Payne : Dr . and Mrs . Wi l l i am Cart er Stubb s , Descendants of 
Mordecai Cooke (New Orl eans , n . p. ,  1 9 2 3) , p .  1 0 2 . 
15L .  F. Johnson , His tory of Frankl in County (Frankfort : Roberts 
Printing Co . ,  1 9 1 2 ) ,  p .  86 .  
--
Virgini a ,  but members o f  her father ' s  fami l y  became ear l y  set t l ers in 
Kentucky and acquired l arge tract s o f  l and in that s t ate. 1 6 
1 6 
Apparently Ann l ived with h er father and mother in F ai rfax County , 
Virgin i a ,  unti l  her father ' s  death in 1 805 . Shortly thereafter , she 
moved with her mother to Kentucky and divided her t ime b etween an o l der 
brother John , who owned a farm in S impson County , Kentucky , and a younger 
brother Peyton , who owne d  a smal l boardinghous e in Bowl ing Green , 
Kentucky . 1 7  
I n  1 8 1 8 ,  i n  Bowl ing Green , Ann made the acquaint ance o f  Colonel 
Sol omon P. Sharp. Ann , who was offi cial l y  visiting her brother , was in 
the hab i t  of visiting many of the respectab l e  fami l ies and o ft en cal l ed 
on Colonel Sharp ' s  w i fe , El iza , since the Sharps ' home was nearby. 
Sol omon ' s  brothe r ,  Dr . Leander J .  Sharp , l ater wrote in his Vindicat ion 
that becaus e of Ann ' s  extreme frivo l ity her visits were not only 
unacceptab l e  to Mrs . Sharp but often disgusting. He ins ists that there 
was never any intimacy or any degree of confidence betwe en Eliza Sharp 
and Ann Cook but that Ann w as to l erated because of her rel atives and 
connect ions , "who were among the most respectab l e  in that sect i on of 
1 8  the country." 
At the t ime Ann made the acquaintance of Colonel and Mrs .  Sharp , 
Dr. Leander Sharp had already known Ann for about t en years. Apparent ly 
nev er fond of the woman, he sket ched a cons i s t ent ly uncomp l iment ary 
1 6  Brooke Payne , The Paynes of Virgini a (Ri chmond, Virginia: Wi l li am  
Byrd Press , 193 7 ) , p .  244 . 
1 7  Col eman , p. 2. 18 Sharp , p .  13. 
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pi cture o f  her . He cl aimed that her "vivacity, often amounting to 
frivol ity , was her only reconunendation ." He spoke pej oratively about 
her reading of nov e l s  and her del ight in convers ing upon scenes of 
romance and fiction . He s aid that she was whol ly d es titute of moral and 
religious p rincip l es and was an avowed d isciple of Mary Wol l s tonecraft , 
scoffing at the ins t itut ions of s ociety , especial ly matrimony . "She 
bel i ev ed in no future s tat e of exis tence ," he stated , but declared that 
in her opinion , "mankind are brought into b eing with an ent ire right to 
dispose of thei r persons and l ives as they p l e as e .  The who l e  Christ ian 
system she denounced as a fraud on mankind , propagated and sustained by 
cunning and priest craft."1 9  
I n  spit e of what Dr . Leander Sharp wrote about Ann , apparent l y  
Sol omon Sharp d id find her attract ive . And if Colonel Sharp did indeed 
seduce Ann Cook , the s educt ion must have t aken p lace about Septemb er , 
1 81 9 ,  a few months after their init ial meet ing in 1 8 1 8. Some t ime in 
1 8 1 9 , Ann i s  said to have walked out from Bow l ing Green to v is i t  a 
fri end , Peggy Grider . When Ann started horne , Peggy Grider walked part 
of the way into town with her.  Ann was wearing a fine shaw l around her , 
but she had to cl imb a fence at one point in her journey home and in so 
doing expos ed her figure . When Peggy Grider returned horne , she told her 
mother that she thought Ann was pregnant . Peggy ' s  assumption was 
correct , for Ann gave b i rth to a s t i l lborn chi ld in June , 1 820 . The 
chi ld is supposed to have been buried in the fami ly graveyard of her 
19 Sharp , p . 1 2  • 
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20 brother Peyton Cook. Soon after the buri al of her chi ld. to avoid 
contact with society. she l e ft Bowl ing Green and moved with her mother 
to Simpson County , Kentucky. 
In Simpson County. Ann and her mother l ived within a m i l e  of the 
farm of Thomas Beauchamp. a respectab l e  farmer of some property. Here , 
at the age of thirty- six on a romantic l itt l e  farm she cal l ed Retirement. 
she was determined to spend the remainder of her days in seclusion ,  and 
"st ernly refused to make any acquaintances. or even to receive the 
society. or visits of her former acquaint ances . "2 1  Soon. however , under 
the pretence of borrowing books. Jereboam 0. Beauchamp g ained an audience 
with Ann Cook . 2 2  
Prior t o  meeting Ann. Jereboam. i n  addit ion to compl et ing his own 
educat i on prepar atory to the study o f  the l aw. h ad b een as s i s ting 
Dr. Benj amin Thurston at his s choo l in Glas gow. Kentucky. I t  was wh i l e  
Jerry. as his family called him. was at G l asgow that h e  first heard o f  
Ann Cook. In 1 820 he h ad been attracted by a general outburst of 
indignation towards Colonel Sharp for the seduction of Ann. Prior to 
thi s pub l i c  out cry. Beauchamp had l ooked up to Sharp and had once 
thought of studying l aw under him. These thoughts now evaporated , and 
2 0Letter on fi l e  at Wes tern Kentucky University written by Jennie 
Co l e  of Oak l and. Kentucky. to Hrs. Moore. September 29. 1950. According 
to Mr. R i l ey Handy. Kentucky Librarian at Western Kentucky Univers ity. 
Jennie Co le ' s  letter is cons idered by some. particu l ar l y  the Cook fami l y  
des cendants sti l l  l iving i n  Bowl ing Green , a s  folkl ore . 
2 1c f · i K 1 1  s on es s 1on. n a s en. p. . 
22c f · · K 1 1  s on ess1on. 1n a sen , p. . 
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h e  now fel t  nothing but antipathy toward Sharp "for his dishonor tow ards 
23 a worthy orphan femal e." 
Coincident al with l earning of the al l e gati ons made against Sharp , 
Beauchamp , for reasons of health , retired to hi s father ' s  farm in 
Simpson County to spend a few months "in a country l i fe , "  before entering 
the study of the l aw. Beauchamp's father , Thomas Beauchamp, mus t  have 
been p l eased to have Jereboam home s ince he was reported to be his 
father ' s  favorite . 24 Learning that Ann Cook , of whom he had heard so.  
much , was l i ving nearby , he eagerly sought her acquaint ance. At first 
comp l etely rebuffed in his att empt to meet her , he final ly persuaded Ann 
to open her library to him ; and Beauchamp continued to v i s it her home 
regul arly for s everal weeks . Finally , Ann cons ented to meet him and 
soon agreed to spend a short period of t ime with him when he came . Thi s  
arrangement l as ted for about three months ,  during which time Beauchamp 
became more and more convinced that he was in l ove with her. 
The courtship was one- s i ded , and when Beauchamp formal ly propos ed 
marriage to Ann , she summari ly refused his proposal , but Beauchamp 
reso lved to continue his suit . In response to his persistent entreat i es , 
Beauchamp writes in his Confession ,  "she then told me . that the 
hand whi ch shou l d  receiv e  hers , would have to revenge the inj ury a 
vi l l ain had done her. She s aid her heart could nev er cease to ache, 
23c f · · K 1 1  6 on e s s 1on , 1n a s en ,  p .  • 
24Beauchamp ' s  father was not weal thy , but in 18 20 the Simpson County 
tax l i s t s  show that Thomas Beauchamp owned 200 acres of second c l ass 
l and on Sulphur Fork of Drake ' s  Creek . He owned s everal s l aves, ten 
horses , and one town l ot: a total apprai s.ed value of $3 , 5 00 . 00. 
20  
t i l l Col . Sharp should d i e  through her instrumenta l ity ; that h e  had 
b li ghted al l her happiness; and whi l e  he l ived , she wou l d  feel unworthy 
of my l ove. But she said , she woul d  k i s s  the hand, and adore the person 
who would revenge her; but that no one e l s e , sav e  myse l f  shou l d  do i t."2 5  
With an almost perverse s ense of d e l i ght in the idea o f  revenge , 
Beauchamp responded to Ann ' s  inj unctions : "No conditions , nor any 
earthly proposi t i on she cou l d  have made me cou l d  have fil l ed me wi th so 
much del ight . When ever I had contemp lated a marriage with her , I had 
always esteemed the death of Col .  Sharp a neces sary consequence . 
And to hear her thus require what I had so much cal culat ed on and des ired 
was pecul iarly p l easing to me indeed . These fee l ings I expressed to her 
and told her it had been my firm purpose to take Co l .  Sharp's l i fe ,  if I 
married her . She then consented to become my w i fe , and in my ardour I 
determined to fight Col .  Sharp before our marriage . He was at that time 
at Frankfort . 11 2 6  
After swearing to avenge the dishonor b rought upon Ann b y  Sharp , 
Beauchamp b egan a four-day j ourney from Simpson County t o  Frankfort . 
Thi s  occurred in the year 18 2 1  when Sharp only recent ly had been offered 
the offi ce of attorney general ; and even more recent l y ,  John U .  Waring 
had circulat ed his handb i l l s  accusing Sharp , among other things , of 
s educing Ann Cook. Curi ous ly , Beauchamp , when writing of this epi sode 
in his Confe s s ion, does not mention Waring ' s  indi ctment against Sharp. 
25c f . . K 1 1  11 on ess1on , 1 n  a sen, p. • 
26c f · · K 1 1  1 1  1 2  on e s s1 on , 1 n  a s en ,  pp . - . 
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I t  seems t o  have been only his promise t o  Ann t o  seek revenge for her 
dishonor that inspired h im. Beauchamp ' s  si ster looked upon his mis sion 
as a holy crus ade and burst into tears at his parting and invoked the 
protecting arm of Heaven to be his defens e and his shiel d . 2 7  
After arriving in Frankfort. Beauchamp cl aims that h e  met Sharp and 
chal l enged him to a due l . When Sharp r epeatedly refused to fight him ,  
and even begged Beauchamp t o  spare his l ife , Beauchamp c l aims th at he 
s l apped Sharp in th e face so hard as to t i l t  him back on hi s hands 
and ," he continues , "as he aros e ,  I gave him a kick ; now said I go arm 
yourse l f, for tomorrow I shal l hors ewhip you in the streets, and repeat 
it dai l y  ti l l  you fight me a due l . 1128 
The next morning. Beauchamp paraded in the streets of Frankfort 
armed with a hors ewhip and pisto l s . Hi s Confession, at this point ful l  
o f  bombast , informs us that apparently h e  did not p l an t o  give Sharp a 
fighting chance , for he wri tes : "I was wel l  practi ced with the pistol ; 
29 which I knew he was not." For the next two days Beau champ cl aims he 
s earched for Sharp unt i l  he was informed that Sharp had l eft for Bowl ing 
Green in order to bring his fami l y  to Frank fort. At a time when 
gent l emen rarely refused a chal l enge of honor , it was unusual that Sharp 
shoul d  have rej ected Beauchamp ' s  chal l enge. But in 1 8 1 1, an act of the 
As s emb l y  to ban due l l ing was drawn up by Ben Hardin and was act ively 
27 c f . on ess1on , in Kal l s en ,  P· 12. 
28c f . on ess1on , in Kal l s en ,  PP· 1 3- 1 4 . 
29c f . on ess1on ,  in Kal l s en ,  P· 1 5 . 
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supported and carried through the Hous e of Represent atives b y  Co l one l 
30 Sharp . Beauchamp writes that after he fai l ed to accomp l i sh his t ask , 
he returned home , where he and Ann p l otted to lure Sharp to Ann ' s  home . 
There Ann , who had b een taught by Beauchamp to fire his pistol s , woul d  
shoot h im . 3 1  Beauchamp did not rea l l y  approve of thi s  p l an ,  however , 
and eventual ly the rol e  of avenger was once again assumed by him . 
Soon the thought of ki l l ing Sharp became l ess important than 
comp l et ing his education .  In fact , Beauchamp even postponed marrying 
Ann . He left Simps on County and moved to Bow ling Green to finish hi s 
study of the l aw ,  whi l e  Ann continued to l ive at the Retirement with her 
32 mother and s ervants . After Beauchamp finished hi s s tudie s , a very 
strange event occurred . Not on ly had Beauchamp refrained from accosting 
Sharp for over two years but he approached the Colonel ' s  brother and 
sol i cited him to put into his hands some of Co l one l Sharp ' s  bus ines s . 
Dr. Sharp ob l iged Beauchamp by giving him s everal notes to col l ect . In 
1 82 2 , 1 82 3 ,  and 1 824 Be auchamp repres ented Sharp in s everal l awsuits in 
Simpson and Warren counti es . On March 1 2 ,  1 823 , Beauchamp brought a 
sui t ag ainst on e M .  C l ark for Col onel Sharp . The sheriff who col l ected 
3 0Lucius P. Litt l e , Ben Hardin : His Times and Contemporaries 
(Louisvi l l e ,  Kentucky: Courier-Journal Job Printing Co . ,  1 8 87) , p .  4 1 . 
Thi s act of Sharp w as rather courageous in i t s e l f  s ince at that peri od 
it p l aced him in an ant agoni stic position with a soci al l y  respectab l e  
class o f  peop l e  who b e l i eved fiercely i n  the "gent l eman l y" right to 
p art icipate in so- cal l e d  affairs of honor. 
31confession, in Kall sen ,  p .  1 7 .  
32The Simpson County , Kentucky , tax l i sts show that at this time 
Ann Cook had two bl acks over s ixteen and a total of three b l acks . Her 
total appraised value was $ 1 , 1 50 . 0 0. 
the money from M .  C l ark later t estifi ed that Beauchamp frequently 
app l i ed to him to urge the co l l ection and stated that he wi shed the 
col l e ct i on done exp editious ly in order to obtain the furthe r patronage 
of Colonel Sharp . 33 
23 
Whi l e  Beauchamp was busy col l e cting debts for Sharp , the l atter was 
busy in Frankfort acquiring "a practice as exten s iv e  and lucrative as 
any practi t i oner at the bar , and the docket of the Court of Appeal s  of 
that day , shows his name to almost every l i tigated cas e ,  from the first 
day of his location in Frankfort ."3
4 
Concomitant with Sharp's business 
success was his success social ly . In May , 1 824 , he , a long with several 
other Frank fort digni tari es , arranged a dinner in honor of Lafayette , 
35 who was then v i s i ting Frankfort . Moreover , when Lafayette v i s i ted 
Loui svi l l e ,  Kentucky, Sharp , in the abs ence of the g ent l eman del egated 
to del iver the addres s in honor of the visiting Lafayett e ,  "was cal l ed 
upon to fi l l  his p l ace and made extemporaneously a most eloquent and 
touching addres s ,  extending to the French hero the hospital ity of the 
d 1 . h .  . h f 1 1  . . . ..36 stat e an we com�ng �m �n t e name o a �ts c�t�z ens . 
During the same year when Sharp was Lafayette ' s  hos t , Jereboam and 
Ann were married in Simpson County by W .  Lynch .  The marriage took p lace 
in June , 1 8 24; J ereboam was twenty- one and Ann was thirty-e ight . 3 7  
3 3col l ins , p .  256. 34 Sharp , p. 24 . 
3 5Albert D .  Kirwan , John J. Crittenden: The Strugg l e  f o r  Uni on 
( Lexington : University of Kentucky Press , 1962)7 p .  4 2 .  Others were 
J • .  J. Crittenden , George �1. Bibb , Thomas Bodley . 
36Levin , p .  1 1 2 .  37 Co l eman , pp . 4 6-47. 
Another important event occurred in 1 8 24 , an event which was to divide 
the peopl e  in Kentu cky . In Decemb er ,  1 824 , the Kentucky l eg i s lature 
pass ed an act repeal ing al l previous acts estab l ishing and regu lating 
the exi sting Court of Appea l s  and organized another court . The court 
whi ch was abo l i shed became known as the Old or Anti-Rel ief Court , and 
the newly organi zed court as the New or Relief Court. 38 Tho s e  who 
supported the New Court appeal ed to Jefferson to speak out in their 
24 
support . He refused ,  but i t  was thought that he was sympathet i c  to the 
N C . . 1 39 ew ourt pr1nc1p es . Thi s  a ct of the legis lature was popular among 
the mas ses in Kentucky , for it a l l owed a depres sion-ridden peop l e  the 
opportunity to rep l evin their d ebts . 
Co lonel Sharp favored the act whi ch reorganized the court and 
bel i ev ed that it was consti tutional . As attorney general he helped 
carry it into execution without any compromise what soev er . His 
infl exibi l i ty in this affair brought down upon him the most bitter 
denunciations from members of the O ld Court Party . Sharp was spoken of 
in the most savage and b itter t erms and was threatened with vengeance . 
The newspapers favoring the Ol d Court Party d enounced Sharp as an arch -
inquisitor. The Harbinger view ed his act ions to support the l eg i s l ature 
as no l es s  atro cious than the "usurpation of Caesar ." And in the 
Commentator reference was made to the o ld charge of bastardy agains t  
4 0  Co l onel Sharp . 
38
sharp, pp . 40-43 . 
39Letters o f  Amos Kendal l  in the Argus of West ern America ,  Frankfort , 
Kentucky , May 1 0 ,  1 7 ,  2 4 ,  3 1 , 1 826 . 
4°From the Harbinger, Frankfort , Kentucky , Apri l 2 0 ,  1 824 . 
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Sharp weathered these attacks and was asked t o  run for the 
l egis l ature as a representat ive of the New Court Party in opposition to 
John J .  Crittenden , who had resigned his position as president of the 
Bank of . the Commonwealth to run as an Old Court candidate . Crittenden 
was wel l known for his even temp er and equanimity , and at the beginning 
of his campaign he pres ented himsel f  more as a mediator between 
contending parties than as an inflexibl e  parti san .  This  particu l ar 
election in Kentucky was very bitter because hard times had increased 
the litigat ion over land titles , and many Kentucki ans had l ost their 
farms to specu l ators . Those who had lost their l and had long resented 
the courts ,  and now a great many saw the courts as protectors of  
1 d f b k . . h 
4 1 specu ators an o an s 1ntent on oppress1ng t e poor . 
Both Crittenden and Sharp h ad to endure a great deal o f  abus e  
during the campaign . Crittenden had to contend with the disgrunt l ed 
poor , who s aw him as the spokesman for those who would continue to 
oppress them . Sharp , on the other hand , was a favorite of the masses , 
but had to stand up to his share of criticism . According to Dr . Sharp , 
Co lonel Sharp had been informed that if he ran he would be pub l icly 
ass ai led with the s tory of  his  seduction of Ann Cook . This story did 
not appear in the newspapers ; but Sharp was attacked by one Patrick 
Henry Darby , who made speeches against him throughout Frankl in County . 
Patrick Henry Darby , a disbarred l awyer from Tennessee , is  a very 
significant person in the Kentucky Tragedy . He moved to Frankfort in 
4 1
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1821  and was admitted to the bar in 1 822 . In 1823 he was back in 
26 
Tenness ee ,  where he became the editor of the Nashvi l l e  Cl arion . Thomas 
Hart Benton wrote t o  Henry Clay on July 23 , 182 3 ,  that the most  active 
and influential paper in the state of Tennes see was the paper edited by 
Darby . By the fall of 1824 Darby had returned to the pract ice of l aw 
in Frankfort , and in September , 1825 , he acquired the Harbinger , which 
he renamed the Constitutional Advocate . Under Darby , the paper became 
f 1 . 1 "  . 1 42 a power u , conservat1ve po 1t1ca org an .  One Kentucky historian 
refers to Darby as "a noisy and mischief-making demagogue , entering with 
more zeal than brains into the l ivel y  canvas ses of the Court times as 
both stumper and penny-a- liner . In the hot contest of 1 825 , in Frankl in 
County . Darby disgusted almost every one by his coarse ass aults 
upon the privat e  life of Sharp . 1 14 3  After Sharp ' s  death , Hrs . Sharp 
announced in the Frankfort newspaper , the Argus of Western America,  that 
she thought Darby had s omehow been direct ly respons ib le  for her husband ' s  
death .  On �larch 25 , 1826 , the Louisv i l l e  Publ i c  Advertiser summari zed 
Mrs . Sharp ' s  address , in which she claimed that Darby ' s  motives for 
participating in the as sas sination of her husband "were mingled with 
politics , professional rival ry ,  and private interest . "  
The 1 825 elections proved to b e  among the most unruly and corrupt 
the state would ever experience . Each side accus ed the other of  buying 
votes . The New Court P arty was charged with dressing convicts as 
4 2Hopkins , I I I ,  460 . 
43 Orval Baylor , John Pope :  Kentuckian (Cynthiana,  Kentucky : Hobson 
Press , 1943 ) , p .  2 3 1 .  
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cit i zens and taking them to the pol l s  t o  vote .  Charges of fraud against 
both sides were made with good reason . In Franklin County alone there 
were two hundred more votes cast  than there were qual ified voters . The 
election throughout the stat e  resulted in an astonishing victory for the 
Old Court Party . Sharp and Crittenden were elected over Lewis Sanders 
to represent Frankl in County , which was entitl ed to two representatives . 44 
One voter who was more than a l i tt l e  interested in one of the 
candidates from Franklin County was Jereboam Beauchamp . Just b efore the 
election he cl aims to have received a l etter from a gentleman whose 
addres s ,  Beauchamp said , was "the whole  worl d . "  Beauchamp writes that 
the letter informed him of reports and insinuations being circu l ated by 
Col onel Sharp and his  family that Ann ' s  sti l lborn child  had been a 
mul at to , thus disproving accounts that Sharp had fathered Ann ' s  chi ld .  
Moreover, the writer informed Beauchamp that Sharp c laimed that he had 
a certificate from the midwife who delivered Ann ' s  chil d  to prove that 
the chi ld was a mul atto . Beauchamp woul d  l ater insist , when questioned 
about the author of thi s letter , that the writer of the letter was not 
influenced by political j ealousy or personal envy . According to 
Beauchamp , "his l et ter was writt en in a spirit of pure , honorab l e  and 
dis interest ed j ustice ; because he thought it right I should know of this 
vi l e  conduct of Col . Sharp and his fami ly,  and set them right . 1 14 5  
The insinuation that Ann ' s  chi l d  had been a mul atto so infuriated 
Beauchamp that he immediately began , with his wife , to devise a p l an 
44Kirwan , pp . 58-59 . 
45c f . . K 1 1  20 on ess 1on , 1n a s en ,  p .  • 
2 8  
whi ch would al low him t o  murder Sharp without b eing detect e d .  H e  states 
emphatically that he pl anned to kil l  Sharp secretly not because he 
feared capture and death i f  he did so publicly ; rather � he writes : " I  
never regarded death much , yet I did not fee l  that I was bound t o  risque 
my own life ,  by shooting him , any more than I would have felt bound to 
go publicly into .an Indiari town and shoot down the savage who had 
. . 46 secretly crept to my house and murdered my defencel ess chi ldren . "  
Moreover, Beauchamp felt  that the l aws of society did not provide 
adequate redres s for al l injuries of one citizen towards another and 
therefore felt compel l ed to t ake the law into his own hands . He was 
convinced that what he was about to do was "sanctioned by every l aw of 
j us tice and of right . "
47 
Beauchamp writes that "never w as a murder pl anned with such studied 
precaution since the world began . "  Initial l y ,  Beauchamp began to make 
p l ans to sel l his property and to l eave for Missour i  as soon as the deed 
had been accomp lished . Next , he procured a l arge butcher knife � the 
point of which his wi fe tipped with poi son . Furthermore , Beauchamp 
p l anned to disguise himself as a Negro when in Frankfort by wearing a 
mask of b l ack s i lk . He also pl anned to wear two pairs of socks instead 
of shoes to avoid l eaving identifiable  footprints .
48 
46
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Ironical ly , about four days before Beauchamp l eft Simpson County to 
travel to Frankfort , the fol lowing warrant for b astardy was issued 
against him : 
The Commonwealth of  Kentucky to the Sheriff or any constab l e  
o f  Simpson County , greetin g :  
Whereas , Ruth Reed o f  said County , singl e woman , hath 
made oath , before me , H. B .  Montague , one of the 
Commonwealth ' s  Justices  of the Peace for s aid county , 
.that on the l Oth day of  June , 1 824 , in the county of 
Simpson , she , the said Ruth Reed , was del ivered of a 
male bastard chi l d ,  and hath charged J .  0 .  Beauchamp , 
l aborer, of having gotten her with chi l d  of  the s aid 
b astard chi ld : You are , therefore , commanded 
immedi ately to apprehend the s aid  Beauchamp , and to 
bring him before me , or some other Justice of the 
Peace for s aid County , then and there to be dealt 
with according to the act of  Assembly, in that case 
made and provided . Given under my hand , this 29th 
day of  October, 1 825 . 49 H. B .  Montague , J . P .  
I t  took Beauchamp approximately four days , by horseback , to reach 
Frankfort . When he arrived , the citizens o f  the city were s ti l l  in a 
state of excitement over the recent elections ; and the s treets and 
hot e l s  were fi l led with strangers and out-of-town members o f  the General 
Assembly .  Beauchamp arrived on the night of November 6 ,  1 825 , the night 
before the legi s l ature was to convene . He s topped at the Mansion Hous e 
and sought lodging,  only to be told that there were no accommodations . 
He also found Captain Weisiger ' s tavern ful l ,  but fina l ly s ecured lodging 
49coleman , pp. 4 7-4 8 .  Beauchamp claims in his Confession to have 
had a hand in having this warrant issued agains t  himself to conceal , 
under pretence of escaping from it , his j ourney to Frankfort .  
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at the home of Joel Scott , a relative of Sharp ' s  wife and keeper of the 
. . . F kf 
SO pen1tent1ary 1n ran ort . 
After being shown a room in Scott ' s  house ,  Beauchamp left and began 
to walk to Sharp ' s  hous e ,  which he had b een told beforehand was across 
the street from the state house . Not finding Sharp at home , he began to 
search for him. He dis covered Sharp at the Hansion Hous e with friends 
from the Green River Country with whom he was probably cel ebrating his 
el ection to the House of  Representatives . Beauchamp l e ft the Mansion 
House without al lowing Sharp to see him and returned to the Col onel ' s  
home , determined to take Sharp ' s  l i fe before Sharp should enter his home . 
Whi le  Beauchamp was watching the rear of the house ,  however, Sharp 
entered the front and was in his chambers before Beauchamp saw him. 
Beauchamp waited until  al l the li ghts were extinguished and then 
decided to lure Sharp to the door by feigning to be a friend of Sharp 
named John W .  Covington . Beauchamp decided to refer to hims e l f  as 
John A. Covington to avoid having suspicion cast upon himself  i f  he were 
suspect ed of Sharp ' s  murder .  He reasoned that since many knew that he 
was wel l  acquainted with Sharp ' s  fri end John W .  Covington he would  not 
have referred to hims e l f  as John A. Covington . 
Beauchamp ' s  own words graphical ly describe the scene that he had 
planned so wel l : 
I drew my dagger and proceeded to the door . I knocked 
three times , l oud and quick ! Col . Sharp said "whos e  there? "  
"Covington , "  I replied • • • .  I drew my mask from my face , 
50colernan, p .  6 . Daniel Weisiger ' s  tavern was the best-known and 
bes t- liked t avern in town . Onl y  six months before , General Lafayette 
had been very e legantly ent ertained there . 
and immedi ately Co l .  Sharp opened the door , I advanced into 
the room and with my l eft hand I grasped his right wrist , 
as with an iron hand . • • •  he said , "what Covington is  this ? "  
I replied,  "John A .  Covington , sir . "  1 11 don ' t  know you , • • 
said Col . Sharp . • • •  I then replied.  . . • 1 1Come to the 
light Col .  and you wi l l  know me . 1 15 1 
Beauchamp then stripped himself of his hat and handkerchief , exposing 
his 1 1 long bushy curly suit of h air . '1 Sharp sprang b ack and excl aimed : 
1 1Great God !  I t ' s  him ! ! ! 1 1 
Beauchamp writes that Sharp then fel l  on his knees and that he 
dashed Sharp against the facing of the door and choked him to keep him 
31 
from crying out . Beauchamp then muttered in his face ,  1 1die you vi l l ain , ' 1  
and then plunged the dagger into Sharp ' s  heart . Beauchamp concludes his 
des cription of the murder s cene by writing that as he stabbed Sharp , the 
victim sprang up from his knees and attempted to throw his arms around 
Beauchamp ' s  neck , and asked for mercy . Beauchamp s truck him again in 
the face and knocked him to the floor . 52 
Beauchamp then dashed out of the house and ran into the al l ey next 
to Sharp ' s  hous e .  He waited to hear if Sharp would speak . Beauchamp 
heard Mrs . Sharp trying to speak to her husband and of course receiving 
no answer. Soon Dr . Sharp rushed in from a neighbor ' s  and exclaimed , 
1 1Great God , Beauchamp has done this • 1 1 Beauchamp s lipped his  b lack mask 
on and continued to remain near the house hoping that someone would see 
him and take him for a Negro . Mrs . Sharp ran out of the hous e and came 
51c f ' . K 1 1  29  on ess1�, 1n a sen, p .  • 
52c f · · K 1 1  29 39 on ess1on ,  1n a sen , pp . - . 
upon Beauchamp . She began to cry out that she saw the murderer , and 
Beauchamp ran away . 
He ran to the river, and there removed his hat and coat and threw 
them into the river . He also buried the knife near the riverb ank . 
32 
After dressing in his usual clothes , whi ch he had hidden beforehand near 
the river,  he put on his shoes and returned to town . He passed near 
Sharp ' s  house to listen for any reports related to the murder, but all  
was whispering and s i l ence . Much to his relief, he did hear that Sharp 
had died without speaking . 
A few minutes l ater ,  Beauchamp returned to his room in Scott ' s  
house .  Inside his room he l i t  a candl e ,  burned his mask , washed hi s 
hands , and l ay down to contemp l ate his recent actions . He recal l ed 
l ater that at that time "such were the happly feel ings which prevated 
[si c]  me, and the perfect resignation which I felt to the wi l l  of Heaven , 
having accompl ished my long settl ed purpos e ,  that in five minutes after 
I l aid down , I fel l  fast as l eep and slept soundly , t i l l  the stirring of 
h f . 1  k d h . • • 5 3  t e am �  y wa e me t e next morn�ng . 
The next morning, Beauchamp spoke with Mr . Scott ,  who informed him 
that only a few hours ago Colonel Sharp had been murdered . Beauchamp 
feigned astonishment and inquired a few minutes l ater of Mrs . Scott i f  
anyone were suspected .  She replied that no one to her knowl edge was 
suspected . Beauchamp then left and went to the Register ' s  Office to 
complete some business which he thought had been initiated by his 
53c f · · K 1 1  31  on  ess�on , �n a sen , p .  • 
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brother,  Thomas D.  Beauchamp . Apparently,  however,  Beauchamp ' s  brother 
had fai led to fi le  certificates of four surveys whi ch were needed for 
Beauchamp to complete hi s business .  He now found hims e l f  in Frankfort 
without a reason for being th ere . Since there was no evidence against 
him, he fel t  that i f  he could leave Frankfort immediately without being 
arrested he would not be sent for in Simpson County . �!oreover , he hoped 
h C 1 1 Sh I d ld b • b
. 
d 1 " • 1 • 54 t at o one arp s mur er wou e att r1 ute to po 1t1ca enem1es .  
Beauchamp l eft Frankfort and began his long j ourney home , lodging 
with friends and re l atives along the way . The third night he spent at 
the home of Peyton Cook , Ann ' s  b rother . On the fourth day ,  in the 
evening near sunset , he reached home . As Beauchamp rode up to his house , 
Ann ran to meet him . Before he dismounted , he waved a piece of red 
cloth that he had attached to a stick as a sign of victory . When Ann 
saw the red flag she fe l l  prostrate before him and burs t into t ears . 
She "lifted her voi ce in gratitude to Heaven ,  that she was revenged for 
al l the mis ery a vi l l ain had brought upon her family . "  She cal l ed upon 
a j ust Providence to protect Beauchamp from al l harm for the "righteous 
deed" that he had done . Of thi s very emotional moment in their l ives , 
Beauchamp l ater wrote in his Confession : " I  do not believe there ever 
55 l ived upon the earth , two more happy beings than we then were . "  
Whi le  Beauchamp and Ann cel ebrated their "vict ory" over Sharp , the 
citizens of Frankfort were expressing astonishment and outrage at the 
54c f · · K 11 32 on ess1on ,  1n a s en ,  p .  
• 
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news of Sharp ' s  death . The town trustees met on the morning of the 
murder ,  and through their chairman ,  Capt ain Daniel  Weisiger , offered a 
cash reward of one thous and dol l ars for the apprehension of Sharp ' s  
murderer . Another one thous and dol l ars was offered by the fri ends of 
Sharp and his fami ly .
56 Joseph R .  Underwood, a member of the Kentucky 
legi s l ature who had spoken at l ength with Sharp the night before his 
34 
death , wrote in his j ournal : " I  would not at first believe it , but the 
horrib l e  fact was soon verified . . the daring deed , the fiend- l ike 
ass assin ,  the mysterious mot ive , al l fl ashed thru my mind in quick 
succession producing sens ations which are without a name . "5 7  
When the Hous e of Representatives convened the morning of 
November 7 , 1 825 , old animosities between rival factions were silenced 
in the presence of this tragedy . The first order of bus iness by the 
members of the House was a resolution requesting Governor Desha to 
offer a three-thousand-dol l ar reward for the detection , apprehens ion ,  
and conviction o f  Sharp ' s  assassin . Then John J .  Crittenden , champion 
of the Old Court Party and Sharp ' s  recent opponent , del ivered an 
eloquent speech in which he paid tribute to Colonel Sharp as one of 
Kentucky ' s  ablest and most distinguished citi zens . Crittenden made 
a resolution ,  adopted by both Houses , cal ling for the members of the 
legis l ature to wear crepe on their arms during the present session . 
56 Col eman , p .  13 . 
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Another tribute carne from the members of the Kentucky Court of Appeal s ,  
who reso lved t o  go into mourning for thirty days . On November 8 ,  1 825 , 
Sharp ' s  body l ay in state in the Hous e  of Representatives . The eul ogy 
was delivered by the Reverend Jacob Creath . After the service , a 
procession was formed and the b ody was carried t o  the cemetery , about 
a mi le  and a hal f from town , and interred . 58 
Because of the prominence and popul arity of Colonel Sharp , the news 
of his  death spread rapidly throughout the stat e . The Kentucky Reporter 
stated that "the gl oom whi ch this  event has spread through society is of 
the deepest cas t ,  and the fact that he was not known to have a personal 
enemy , caus e suspicion to flash across the mind that the ass assin was 
d h 11 b 1 . d . "
59 not actuate w o y y persona cons 1 erat1ons . Sharp, however, was 
known to have personal enemies , and thos e nearest to him began to suspect 
several persons , two of whom were John U .  Waring and Patrick Henry Darby.  
Waring had written threatening l etters to Sharp , had circul ated a 
handbi l l  al luding to Sharp ' s  al l eged seduction of  Ann Cook , and had 
pub l i cly assai led him . And Mrs . Sharp now said that the voice of the 
assassin had sounded to her l ik e  that of Waring . A warrant was issued 
for him , but an investigat ion reveal ed that Waring had been shot through 
both hips on the Saturday preceding the death of Sharp . Thi s  information 
1 1  d f h d . . . h ' 60 natura y s toppe any urt er procee 1ngs aga1nst 1m . 
Although it  was not until April 3 ,  1 826 , almost five months after 
Sharp ' s  death , that Mrs . Sharp pub l icly accused Darby of complicity in 
58
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the murder of her husband , the newspapers in Frankfort began printing 
stories which indicate that rumors connecting Darby with Sharp ' s  death 
were circul ating from the moment news of  the Colonel ' s  death was made 
pub l i c .  Darby ' s  fi erce opposition t o  Sharp prior t o  Sharp ' s  election 
to the Hous e made him suspect ; Darby had also b een heard to say on 
36 
several occasi ons that if Colonel Sharp was elected that he would never 
take his seat . 6 1  Although under a heavy cloud of suspicion unti l  he 
died,  Darby was never arrested . 
Waring and Darby were at first the main suspects , but soon attention 
was focused on Jereboam 0. Beauchamp . It  was recal led that Beau champ 
had married Ann Cook , who was rumored to have been seduced by Sharp and 
to have borne his chi ld . It  was al so recal l ed that onl y  recent ly it  
had been whispered about Frankfort that Sharp c l aimed to have proof 
that Ann ' s  chi l d  was a mul atto . It was reported by Joe l Scott that 
young Beauchamp not only had lodged in his  horne overnight but had ridden 
has ti ly out of town before sunup . Other witnes ses b egan to appe ar who 
stated that they had seen Beauchamp riding fast for horne . A search 
party was organi zed ,  and between ten and el even o ' clock on the night of 
November 7 , 1 825 , four men set out for the Green River Country , about 
one hundred and sixty mi les away , with the authority to apprehend 
Beauchamp and b ring him b ack to Frankfort . 6 2  Five days l ater , one day 
after Beauchamp had returned horne and hoisted his red flag of victory , 
61  Johnson, History of Frank lin County, p . 80 . 
6 2colernan , p .  1 9 .  The four men who were s ent to apprehend Beauchamp 
were Wi l l iam Jackson , George P .  Kel ley , Samuel Carrol l ,  and J .  C .  Burnett . 
the four men rode up to Beauchamp ' s  front gate . They st ated their 
bus ines s to Beauchamp , and he immedi ately consented to return with 
them . 
37 
During the return to Frankfort , one of the men es corting Beauchamp L 
showed him a b l oody handkerchief that the guard claimed had been found 
at the s cene of the crime . Beauchamp asked to be al lowed to examine it ; 
he found that it was indeed his and remembered having l eft it  b ehind at 
Joel  Scott ' s  home . He found that a corner of the handkerchief had been 
cut off and that two holes had b een cut in the body of it , as though 
the ass assin had held it  over his knife as he stabbed through it . 
Although Beauchamp was confident that he had l eft the handkerchief at 
Scott ' s  and had not used it when committing the crime , he fel t  that if 
it  were proved to be his it wou ld  b e  a most damaging piece of evidence . 
That night when he and his guards stopped for the night , he managed to 
steal the h andkerchief and throw it into the fire . It  was not unt i l  
the next day at Munsfordsvi l l e  that the handkerchief was missed . One 
of the most important pieces of evidence whi ch could l ink Beauchamp 
to Sharp ' s  murder now had been irrevocab ly l ost . The party proceeded 
to Frankfort and arrived on Tuesday evening , Novemb er 1 5 ,  1 825 . 63 
The next morning , Benj amin Edrington , a guard at the stat e  
penitenti ary , swore out a warrant for Beauchamp ' s  arrest .  That aft ernoon 
Beauchamp ' s  examining trial was held before John Brown and Oliver P .  
Waggoner , Justi ces o f  the Peace for Frankl in County . The members of 
6 3confession ,  in Kal lsen, pp . 43-46 .  
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the arresting party expl ained how they h ad tracked Beauchamp to his home 
and had arrested him . Joel Scott told of Beauchamp ' s  visit to Frankfort 
on the eve of the murder , and the members of the Frankfort City Patrol , 
Ace Carle ,  J ames Downing , and Elias M .  Crane , t estified that they had 
seen Beauchamp loitering near Sharp ' s  home b efore Sharp was murdered . 
The Justices declared that Beauchamp should be tried in the circuit 
court and that no b ai l  should be al lowed . 64 
Jereboam 0. Beauchamp was now confined in the Frankfort j ai l  for 
a crime to whi ch he would l at er confess .  At this point , however , he was 
very loudly protesting his innocence . A lthough he was denied b ai l , 
there were many who were attempting to have Beauchamp released from 
prison . One letter survives ,  a letter written by Ann Beauchamp to John 
U .  Waring , in which Ann pleads with Waring to attempt to help her 
65 husband . Two days after Beauchamp had been formal ly indicted for 
Sharp ' s  murder, Beauchamp wrote to John J .  Crittenden s eeking his  help . 
A week l ater on November 25 , 1825 , Beauchamp wrote to Crittenden again 
66 begging him to b e l i eve that he was innocent of the murder of  Sharp . 
On March 2 ,  1 826 , eighteen days b efore the Frankl in Circuit Court was 
to convene , Beauchamp wrote to his  friend and neighbor , Captain John F .  
Lowe , t o  come t o  his rescue : " I  know your friendship for me , John , is 
unshaken , but real ly you do not know what a high hand of bribery is 
64coleman, p .  2 3 .  65see Appendix . 
66Robert D .  Bamberg , ed . , The Confession of Jereboam 0. Beauchamp 
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carried on against me or you could not stand off and see me thus murdered 
publicly,  and you not come to my aid . 1 167  
On March 20,  1 826 , the Frankl in Circuit Court met . The grand j ury 
returned a true bill  against Beauchamp , signed by its foreman , J .  Dudley .  
Beauchamp appeared in person and requested a postponement of his case 
upon grounds that s ome of his material witnesses l ived at a great 
distance from Frank�ort and were not readily avai l ab l e . His reques t  was 
granted and the court appointed a special term to convene on the second 
Monday in May , 1 826 , for the purpose of trying the accused murderer of 
Colonel Sharp . 
Beauchamp was returned to j ai l , where he remained unti l  May 8 ,  1 826 , 
when the special term of the court opened and Beauchamp ' s  trial began .  
I t  was now almost six months t o  the day after Sharp had been ass ass inated.  
The Honorab le Henry Davidge , j udge of the circuit court , pres ided . The 
Commonwealth was represented by James W .  Denny , the Attorney General of 
Kentucky ; Charl es S .  Bibb , the Commonwealth ' s  Attorney for the district ; 
and Daniel Mayes , a wel l-known lawyer of Frankfort who had b een privately 
retained by Sharp ' s  family and friends of the deceased . John Pope , of 
Washington County , Kentucky , then reputed to be one of the foremost 
criminal lawyers in the country and a former U . S .  Senator , was chief 
couns el  for the defense .  Associated with Pope were Thomas J .  Lacy , a 
6 7From a s crapbook of Mrs . D .  D .  Travelstead , Franklin , Kentucky , 
on fi le  at the University of Western Kentucky l ibrary , Bowl ing Green , 
Kentucky . 
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young attorney from Springfield ,  and Samuel Q .  Richardson o f  Louisvi l l e , 
a prominent criminal l awyer and gi ft ed speaker . 6 8  
Beauchamp ' s  tri al was held at a time when pol itical excitement far 
exceeded that of any other period in the history of Kentucky . Moreover , 
this tri al was not conducted like the trials of  the present day .  The 
j udge did not instruct the jury as to the l aw of the cas e .  The l aw and 
the facts were stated and argued before the j ury by the attorneys . When 
an attorney addressed the j ury it was often for hours . Mr . Denny ' s  
concluding argwnent for the prosecution took the better part of two days . 
During the trial the courthous e was crowded and intense interest was 
. . d h h h . d '  69 ma1nta1ne t roug out t e ent1re procee 1ng s .  Almost as soon as the 
tri al began ,  John Pope asked for a del ay until after the forthcoming 
August elections . lie argued that the excitement aroused by the upcoming 
elections was unfavorab le to Beauchamp since many thought that his case 
was connected in some way with po litics . Furthermore , Pope stat ed , 
certain witness es for Beauchamp ' s  defense had fai led to appear .  The 
court refus ed to delay the trial unti l  the August el ections , but it did 
agree to continue the case unti l  July . This  did not suit the defense 
and Beauchamp ' s  attorneys decided to proceed with the case . 
On the second day of  the trial , Beauchamp was brought b efore the 
bar and the indictment charging him with the murder of Sharp was read . 
The clerk , Francis F .  B l air,  asked , "What s ay you-are you gui l ty ,  or 
68 Col eman , pp . 18-26 . 
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not gui lty?" Beauchamp rep l ied , "Not guilty . "  The trial continued with 
the selecti on of the jury . Forty-eight j urors were cal l ed .  By Tue sday 
evening ,  six were selected , and the remaining s ix were chosen a litt l e  
after twelve o ' clock on Wednesday ,  May 1 0 ,  1 826 . 
The first witness to testify for the Commonweal th was Dr . Lead er J .  
Sharp , who recounted the detai l s  of the , by then , wel l -known story of 
Sharp ' s  murder . Mrs .  Sharp appeared next and spoke in hushed tones that 
we re not always audibl e .  I n  her testimony , i t  was brought out that she 
fel t a s econd person other than Beauchamp had been at the s cene of the 
crime . At one point Mrs . Sharp was asked by Mr . Pope if it were not 
true that she had been reluctant to bel ieve Beauchamp had committed the 
crime . She responded : " I  could not believe he was the man , unti l  I 
heard some circumstances , becaus e  I did not s ee any motive . "  The most 
damaging testimony given by Mrs . Sharp was that she had s een Beauchamp 
and had heard his "sharp shri l l  voi ce" at the t ime of the murder .  She 
had earl ier said  that she thought the voice of the murderer had been 
that of John U .  Waring.  Now she cl aimed that because of a voi ce 
experiment conducted at the res idence of John Mcintosh , the j ai ler, she 
was certain that it was Beauchamp ' s  voi ce she had heard the night her 
husband died. Other witnesses appe ared whos e testimony was also 
damaging to Beauchamp ' s  cas e .  Captain John F .  Lowe and James C .  Hayes , 
testified that they had heard Beauchamp threaten the l ife of Col onel 
Sharp on several occasions . 70 
7 0  J .  G .  Dana and R .  S .  Thomas , Beauchamp ' s  Trial ( Frankfort , 
Kentucky : Albert G .  Hodges , 1 826) , rpt . in The Kentucky Tragedy, ed . 
Kal lsen , p .  186 ; p .  193 . 
During the course of the trial , two letters were presented by the 
prosecution and read in court , despite the strong obj ections of 
Beauchamp ' s  attorney Mr . Pope . Beauchamp had convinced his unc l e , 
Senator Jereboam Beauchamp, from Washington County, Kentucky , that 
Patrick H .  Darby was involved in Sharp ' s  murder .  Senator Beauchamp 
bel ieved his nephew and stated as much in a letter to the younger 
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Beauchamp : " I  am preparing , " Senator Beauchamp wrote ,  "to give Mr . Darby 
what he des erves . • • •  I do believe that he is the man that did do the 
murder, or was the cause of i t ;  and it is believed by every honest man 
7 1  in this part . "  This letter prompted Darby t o  sue Senator Beauchamp 
for libel . The second letter read in court by the p rosecution was a 
six-page l etter Beauchamp had written to John F .  Lowe out l ining "many 
facts for Lowe to swear to , against Darby, whi ch did not take p l ace 
; making out in the whole ,  a deep laid scheme to palm the murder 
72  on Darby . "  This letter given to the prosecution by Lowe proved 
most damaging to Beauchamp ' s  cas e .  
The defens e put a great deal o f  pressure on Darby during the 
course of the trial to discredit his tes timony that in September, 1 824 , 
Beauchamp had attempted to persuade Darby to undertake s ome business 
for him involving Colonel Sharp . Darby claimed that Beauchamp to ld him 
that Sharp , because of his relationship with Ann Cook , h ad promised to 
give her a thousand dol lars , a Negro girl and two hundred acres of l and . 
7 1seauch�' s  Trial , in Kal lsen ,  p .  204 . 
72confession,  in Kal lsen ,  p .  76 . For the l etter to Lowe from 
Beauchamp , see Beauchamp ' s  Trial , in Kal lsen ,  pp . 251-266 . 
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According to Darby, Beauchamp claimed that Sharp had not fulfi l led this 
promi s e ,  and he asked Darby to assist him in col lecting what he fel t  
Sharp shoul d pay .  Darby stated i n  court that when he told Beauchamp 
that Sharp could not be compel led to pay ,  Beauchamp flew into a rage 
and said that Sharp ' s  conduct had b een very inj urious to his wife and 
that if Sharp did not ful fi l l  his promis e ,  Beauchamp would  go to 
Frank fort and shoot Sharp in the street . At one point , Darby b ecame 
so enraged by questions from Pope designed to discredit his testimony 
that when the trial adj ourned for the day ,  Darby "approached Pope and 
made as if he would strike him with the heavy cane he carried . This 
threw the courtroom into a bedlam of excitement , from which it quickly 
recovered after the sheriff and his deputies had l aid ho ld upon Darby 
and taken him from the room . "73 
Other incriminating testimony against Beauchamp included the fact 
that , when in Frankfort at the time of the murder, he was absent from 
Joel Scott ' s  horne for about an hour and refused to give any reason for 
his being out . In addition , one of his neighbors swore that Beauchamp 
had said triumphantly on returning from Frankfort at the time of the 
murder that he had b rought home a red flag which was the sign of war 
and victory and that he had gained the victory. The witness continued 
to expl ain that Beauchamp had s aid that he now had thoughts of turning 
Christian ,  for he began to believe in a God more than he used to do , 
73 Baylor, p .  2 30 .  
for he now found that there was a God who would give vengeance to  whom 
l.• t d 74 was u e .  
Beauchamp ' s  attorneys endeavored t o  expl ain away the evidence 
against him . J .  G .  Dana and R. S .  Thomas , who took shorthand notes on 
the tri al , state in the preface to their book Beauchamp' s  Trial that 
the defense attorneys "were all  very ingenious , general ly e loquent and 
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sometimes patheti c . " Arguments by the  defense b egan on Tuesday afternoon 
and continued throughout Wednesday ,  Thursday , and a part of Friday ,  
May 19 . On Friday ,  May 19 , 1 826 , after the concluding speech for the 
Commonwealth had been delivered by James W .  Denny , the case was given 
to the j ury at five o ' clock in the afternoon . The tri al had l asted for 
thi rteen days . After an hour ' s  del iberation , the j ury brought in the 
verdi ct of gui lty and fixed Beauchamp ' s  punishment at death . After the 
verdict was recorded , the court adj ourned unti l the next morning . 
The next morning , on Saturday , May 20 , 1826 , Judge Henry Davidge 
was about to pass s entence when John Pope rose and requested a postpone-
ment of sentencing . He stated that an examination o f  Beauchamp ' s  wife 
was about to take p l ace . A few days earl ier, she had been arrested in 
Simpson · county and had b een brought to Frankfort and charged with b eing 
an accessory to Sharp ' s  murder . Judge Davidge granted the postponement 
and stepped down from the bench . His p l ace was then t aken by John Brown 
and E .  S .  Coleman , Justices of the Peace for Frank l in County . Beauchamp 
was al lowed to remain in the courtroom as the examination of his wife 
74 From the Commentator, Frankfort , Kentucky , June 1 ,  1 826 . 
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was begun . Charles S .  Bibb conducted the examination for the 
Commonwealth , and John Pope acted as counsel for the accused . 
A number of witnesses \�ere cal led , among them one Mr . Stratton and 
Captain John F .  Low e .  Stratton testified that on the evening after 
Beauchamp was t aken from his home by the guard J'.1rs . Beauchamp s aid in 
Stratton ' s  pres ence that "the grand rascal was dead , and she was g l ad 
of it ; that he ought to have been dead many a year ago . "  Lowe stated 
that he understood the determination to kil l Sharp was Beauchamp ' s  own 
and that Mrs . Beauchamp had merely induced him to refrain from kill ing 
Sharp pub l i cly . The justices , after conferring together , discharged 
75 Mrs . Beauchamp . 
The fo l l owing Monday morning , Hay 22 , Judge Davidge sentenced 
Beauchamp to be hanged by the neck unti l dead . He s et the date of 
execution as June 1 6 ,  1 826 . Judge Davidge imposed this sentence on 
Beauchamp despite the fact that the defense had earlier argued that 
there was no l aw in force in the state of Kentucky which provided a 
punishment for del iberate murder .  The defense contended that by the 
Act of 1 824 , on the subj ect of mans l aughter , the legis l ature had 
inadvertent ly repeal ed the whole  of the first section of an Act of 1 80 1  
whi ch provided a punishment for murder . The court , however , was o f  the 
opinion , after examining the who le Act of 1 8 24 , that the legi s l ature 
did not intend to repeal that part of the Act of 1801  which rel ated to 
deliberate murder. 76 
75Kentucky Whig, Lexington , Kentucky , June 2 2 ,  1 826 . 
76Beauchamp ' s  Trial , in Kal l sen , p .  316 . 
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After receiving his  sentence . Beauchamp . with considerable 
composure and apparent calmness , asked for a respite of a few more days 
to write something "to j ustify those whom he left behind . "  Judge Davidge 
granted his request and postponed the day of execution unti l July 7 , 
1 82 6 ,  between the hours of twelve and three o ' cl ock . Throughout the 
tri al Beauchamp had appeared firm and composed, sometimes even cheerfu l . 
And when he heard his fate announced , some felt  that he remained unmoved . 
The Kentucky Whig on June 1 ,  1826 , reported , however , that "the more 
close obs erver could see that he had that within which passeth show . "  
The Loui svi l l e  Pub l i c  Advertiser stated that "thos e who were near him . 
ass ert that . whi l e  speaking to his couns el shortly after . he betrayed 
sensib l e  emotion . "7 7  
Circumstantial evidence had been l arge ly responsible for Beauchamp ' s  
convi ction . No footprint or track at the Sharp residence was ever 
identified as Beauchamp ' s .  Moreover ,  the murder weapon was not produced 
at the trial . Furthermore , it was never det ermined whether there was 
an accomplice or not . Finally.  nothing during the trial was developed 
whi ch could determine the motive of the murderer . 
After hearing his sentence pronounced , Beauchamp was returned to 
his dungeon cel l ,  a cel l that was used for the most dangerous criminal s 
and murderers under sentence of death . The cel l  had no windows or 
doors . To enter it , a l adder had to be let down from a trap door . When 
the trap door was shut neither light nor air could enter from any 
77Louisvi l le Pub l i c  Advertiser,  Louisvi l l e ,  Kentucky , May 2 7 , 1 826 . 
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7 8  source . Mrs . Beauchamp chose t o  j oin her husband in his cel l �  and the 
two remained there for nearly six weeks after Beauchamp was sentenced . 
The Beauchamps occupied themselves with writing . Ann composed s everal 
poems � including the epitaph to be ins cribed on their tombstone . 
Beauchamp not only wrote his Confession �  in which he admitted t aking 
· Colonel Sharp ' s  life �  but also drafted s everal l etters in which he 
sought a pardon for his crime . 
Beauchamp always believed that Governor Desha would ultimately 
pardon his son , I s aac B .  Desha,  who had been tri ed and convicted for 
highway robbery and murder. Beauchamp felt that if the governor did 
pardon his son for such crimes he would surely not refuse to pardon 
Beauchamp , who had ki l led someone who , Beauchamp thought , deserved to 
die for his bas e  and dishonorab l e  seduction of Ann Cook . Beauchamp 
decided , therefore , to petition the governor for a pardon . Before he 
addressed the governor , he wrote to Amos Kendal l ,  the editor of the 
Argus of Western America,  extol l ing Mr . Kendall as an honest and 
impartial editor, and stating that he had fal l en and was in Kendal l ' s  
power . He appealed to Kendal l ' s  magnanimity and implored Kendal l to 
advocate that he might be permitted to live and to depart the 
79 government . 
78 L. F .  Johnson , Famous Kentucky Trials_ and Tragedi es (Loui svi l l e :  Baldwin Law Book Co . ,  1 9 16) , p .  62 . 
79Louisvi l l e  Pub l i c  Advertiser, Louisv i l l e ,  Kentucky , July 1 5 ,  1 826 . 
Amos Kendal l was accounted one of  the ablest and most incis ive political 
writers of his day .  Kendal l always maintained that Sharp ' s  death was 
brought on by Old Court party members and singled out Patrick H. Darby 
on whom to fix the b l ame . 
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On June 5 , 1 826 , Beauchamp addressed a letter to Governor Desha 
praying for mercy and swore that if pardoned he would go into perpetual 
exi l e ,  preferab ly to Greece or South America. 80 He intimated that he 
could , i f  spared , make important disclosures . Beauchamp sent another 
petition to the governor through hi s uncle on July 4 for a respite of  
thirty days . The governor made no reply,  and final ly Beauchamp ' s  uncl e ,  
Senator Beauchamp , brought word that the governor would not grant his 
h d . 81  nep ew a par on or resp1 te .  
Now that it appeared that Beauchamp could no longer hope for a 
pardon or commutation of his sentence , he and his wife b egan to prepare 
to take their own l ives . Ann had often b oasted to the j ai l er and others 
that she would not survive her husb and . She had stated that she would 
never l ive to s ee him buried,  for she would die with him and be buried 
in the same coffin . These comments by Ann had always been taken light ly ,  
but during the night of July 5 , 1 826 , Beauchamp and his wife began 
drinking a vial of laudanum whi ch Ann had managed to smuggl e  into their 
cel l .  In a postscript to his Confession , Beauchamp des cribes his and 
his wife ' s  actions in detai l cl early and calmly :  "We have a vial of 
l audanum , which my wife , with as much composure , as she ever shared with 
me a g l ass  of wine , is carefully dividing into equal portions . • . .  I 
82 mark her serene aspect ! "  As the two swal lowed the l audanum they 
80 Argus of Wes tern America , Frankfort ,  Kentucky , July 1 2 , 1 826 . 
81 Kentucky Gazette,  Lexington , Kentucky,  July 14 , 1 8 26 .  
82confession ,  i n  Kal l s en ,  p .  86 . 
prayed for forgiveness . As soon as they had drunk the potion , they 
began to sing for j oy at the anticipation of awaking in a new world .  
Before Beauchamp closed hi s eyes for what h e  thought would  b e  the 
l as t  time . he exculp ated Patrick Henry D arby from any complicity in 
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Sharp ' s  murder . He wrot e :  " I  have now t o  close my accounts with an al l 
seeing God ; and truth bids me tel l the world .  Mr . Darby had nothing to 
do with Colonel Sharp ' s  murder. But that he was certainly gui l ty of 
wi l ful perjury,  for he never s aw my face in his l ife , ti l l  I was a 
83 prisoner after the murder . "  
Beauchamp and his wife awoke the morning o f  July 6 to find that 
their spirits had not been l aunched into a happier world but that the 
l audanum had acted only as an emeti c .  The governor w as  informed of 
their suicide attempt by Senator Beauchamp , who urged the j ai l er to 
s eparate the two . Ann refused to b e  parted from her husband , and they 
promis ed if they were al lowed to remain together that they would not 
attempt to take their l ives again . A guard . however , was p l aced in the 
cel l to prevent any further suicide attempts .  Fri day morning , July 7 , 
however.  Beauchamp told the guard that during the night Ann had taken 
another dose of l audanum but had suffered no i l l  effects .  
About an hour before Beauchamp was to b e  t aken to the gal l ows . 
Mrs . Beauchamp requested that the guard . Benj amin Edrington . l e ave the 
room to al low her to get up and dress . Before Edrington had made his 
exi t  he heard a loud groan . He hurried down the l adder and found that 
83c f · · K 1 1  84 on ess 1on .  1n a sen .  p .  . 
Ann had stabbed hers e l f  in the abdomen . Beauchamp also had stabbed 
himsel f  in the abdomen , but his wound was neither as wide nor as deep 
as his wife ' s .  Beauchamp told the guard that he had tak en the knife , 
so 
which they had long kept concealed , and had struck himself  first but his 
wife had defl ected the blow and had then wrested the knife from him and 
plunged it into hersel f . 84 The guard cal l ed for as sistance , and 
Beauchamp begged that an attempt b e  made to save his wife ' s  l i fe .  She 
was then removed into the j ai ler ' s  house .  I n  answer to questions put 
to her she rep lied , " I  struck the fatal blow mys el f ,  and am dying for 
my dear husband . "  The physicians who had been cal l ed in , Roberts ,  
Maj ors , and Wilkinson , examined her wound and pronounced it to be 
85 mortal . 
Beauchamp hims elf was in a weakened condition , and an attempt was 
made to hurry his execution . He was being carried through the passage 
of the j ai l er ' s  house when he b egged to see his wife . Some obj ections 
were made to stopping , and the phys icians told him that Ann was not 
b adly hurt and would survive .  Beauchamp said that i t  was cruel to deny 
him his request . and he was carried in and l aid b es ide his wife . He 
p laced hi s hand on Ann ' s  face and s aid , "My dear , do you know that this 
is  the hand of your husband ?" When she returned no answer , he fel t  her 
pul s e  and s aid,  "Physicians you have deceived me-she is dying . "  He 
gl anced up at the l adies who surrounded the bed and sai d ,  "From you , 
84 In 1957 ,  this knife was in the museum of the Old State House in 
Frankfort , Kentucky . 
85confes sion , in Kal l s en ,  p .  107 . 
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l adies , I demand a tear o f  sympathy . "  When Ann died onl y  minutes l ater,  
Beauchamp cried : "Farewel l ,  chi ld of sorrow-Farewel l  chi ld of misfortune 
and persecution--You are now secure from the tongue of s l ander-- For you 
I have lived ; for you I die . "  He then kissed her twice and sai d ,  " I  am 
now ready to go . "86 
It  was now half past twelve o ' clock . There were two mi litia  
companies of the Twenty-Second Regiment waiting to escort Beauchamp to 
the gal lows . The crowd whi ch surrounded the soldiers was in a state of 
feverish excitement as it waited for news of the dying pair . Beauchamp 
was brought out lying in a b l anket . He was too weak from the effects 
of the l audanum and his stab wound t o  sit on his coffin in a cart as 
was the custom .  A covered carri age , therefore , was provided for his 
conveyance to the gal lows . He was put into the carriage next to the 
j ai ler , John Hc intosh . The drums b egan to beat , and the soldiers and 
the crowd began to move up Clinton Street to the outskirts  of Frankfort 
87 where the gallows had been erected . 
Just b efore the carriage got under way , Beauchamp is  supposed to 
have asked to see Darby . Several newspapers reported l ater that 
Beauchamp , on the way to the gal l ows , spoke with D arby and acquitted 
him of any involvement in the crime for whi ch Beauchamp was about to 
die .  Orval W. Baylor ,  in his book John Pope :  Kentuckian ,  contradi cts 
the newspaper accounts when he writes that when Beauchamp was being 
86confession ,  in Kal l s en ,  p .  1 0 8 .  
8 7The Twenty-Second Regiment was under the command o f  Captains 
James Davidson and Preston S .  Loughborough . 
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conducted to the gal lows , "Darby ran al ongs ide the wagon , frant ical ly 
cal l ing out to Beauchamp to repudiate his statements imp l icating Darby,  
but Beauchamp remained silent to the end . "88  
When the gal lows was reached and Beauchamp saw his  coffin , he  
appeared unmoved . The crowd was estimated to  be five to six thousand . 89 
Several ministers were pres ent , inquiring as to his state of mind . To 
all  their questions , he answered that he was certain of  going to heaven . 
In any pause in the conversation , he would say ,  with some impatience , 
" I  want to be executed- I want to go to my wife . "90 
Beauchamp was now lifted from the wagon and pl aced on his coffin 
in the cart . It  had b een rumored that he would address the crowd at the 
9 1  gal lows , but h e  made n o  such attempt . H e  requested a drink o f  water 
and asked the musicians of the Twenty-Second Regiment to p l ay 
"Bonaparte ' s  Retreat From Hoscow . "  Aft er he repeated his request ,  i t  
was done . He then drank some water , and in a firm voi ce asked to b e  
told when all  was ready . He was told that al l was ready ; with assistance , 
he rose ;  the cart started , and he was l aunched into eternity . A few 
hours after Beauchamp died,  Thomas Beauchamp , Jereboam ' s  father , s t arted 
with the bodies of Jereboarn and Ann Beauchamp for Bloomfield , Kentucky , 
a smal l vi l l age in Nel son County .  Here , Beauchamp and his wife were 
buried in one coffin with his right arm around her neck as he had 
8 8  Baylor,  p .  247 .  89 Coleman,  p .  59 . 
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request ed . Aft er a s imp l e ,  qui et ceremony , in contrast to the e l aborate  
funeral of  Colonel Sharp , Jereboam and Ann were l aid to rest near some 
f J b I 1 • 92 o ere oam s re at1ves . 
With the burial of Jereboam and Ann , it may have b een thought that 
soon the entire affiar would fade from memory . But as l ate as 
September 1 6 ,  1 826 , an inflammatory arti cl e  appe ared in the Louisv i l l e  
Pub lic  Advertiser : 
We regret to observe that a controversy is  kept up in the 
Frankfort newspapers , in relation to the private conduct and 
· character of the l ater Col . S .  P .  Sharp . It appears to us 
to be not only uncal l ed for ,  but disreputab l e .  If  the Col . 
has left , some indiscreet and over sensitive connexions ,  
their efforts to defend the deceased,  or to impugn the conduct 
of those who were his political opponents , can have no 
influence whatever upon the pub l ic mind . On this sub j ect it 
is  high time for a ces sation of hostilities . 
The mos t violent hosti liti es were perpetrated by John U .  Waring . 
Although it was never proved that Waring was invo lved in Sharp ' s  murder , 
Waring carried a grudge against Samuel  Q .  Richardson , one of Beauchamp ' s  
defense counsel ors and the attorney who prosecuted Waring when he was 
arrested for Sharp ' s  murder . Waring was rel eas ed on the strength of his  
alibi , but he never forgave Ri chardson ' s  vigorous prosecution . Ten 
years after Sharp ' s  death , Waring met Richardson on the stairway of the 
old Mansion House in Frankfort and shot him to death . Waring was 
eventual ly acquitted of this crime , but he was s l ain in 1 845  and no 
93 effort was made to search for his s l ayer . Patrick Henry Darby also 
92
confession ,  in Kal l s en ,  p.  1 09 .  
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kept the Tragedy al ive in Kentucky by bringing law suits agains t Senator 
Beauchamp , Dr . Leander J .  Sharp , Mrs . E l iza T .  Sharp , and Amos Kendal l .  
And the Tragedy was kept  alive throughout the Uni ted States by the 
count less newspaper articles that b egan to appear from the day of  
Sharp ' s  ass assination .  Peop le  everywhere clamored for information about 
thi s strange Kentucky affair . 
Henry Clay wrote to his friend John J .  Cri ttenden , Sharp ' s  o ld 
po litical foe , three days after Beauchamp had been executed that "the 
manner of the death of the unfortunate Beauchamp and his sti l l  more 
unfortunate wife must  awaken a pub lic sympathy which even his crime and 
94 her vices cannot smother. " The pub l ic ' s  sympathy and interest have 
never waned . Today , the Tragedy is kept alive by the l iterary works 
that grew out of the Beauchamp-Sharp affair . Beauchamp , Ann Cook , and 
Colonel Sharp are alive in Simms ' s  Beauchampe ,  Poe ' s  Po litian ,  Warren ' s  
World Enough and Time . 
It is essential , however , to know that al l the l iterary works based 
on the Kentucky Tragedy , in some degree , grew out of four documents that 
appeared after Beauchamp ' s  death : Beauchamp' s  Trial . Beauchamp ' s  
Confession ,  the Vindication . o f  Co lonel Sharp, and the Letters of 
Ann Cook . The rel iabil ity of the first three documents is questionab le ,  
and the authenti city of the Letters of Ann Cook is  more than questionab l e . 
Therefore , before an analysis of the literary works based on the Tragedy 
can be undertaken , an expli cation of these sources must be essayed . 
94Hopkins , V ,  536-537 . 
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Learning how the authors of these documents reshaped and twisted facts 
to suit their own ends heightens our understanding of the romantic  tales 
that grew out of  the Kentucky Tragedy . 
CHAPTER I I  
AN EXAMINATION OF SOURCES 
The authors who wrote about the Kentucky Tragedy had many sources 
from which to draw . The story appeared in hundreds of newspapers al l 
across the Unit ed States . And there Nere four documents published after 
Beauchamp ' s  death that most authors , to one degree or another ,  used as 
primary source material for their works .  Since the authors were 
attempt ing to capitalize on the popul ar appeal of  the tragedy , they 
might not have cared that much information contained in many newspapers 
and "primary sources" is  unreliable  and in some instances not based on 
fact . 
From the time of Colonel Solomon P .  Sharp ' s  assass inat ion unt i l  
long after Jereboam 0. Beauchamp and his wife Ann had been buri ed in 
Bloomfi eld , Kentucky ; newspapers al l over the nation took an active 
int erest in the Kentucky Tragedy . Understandably,  the newspaper accounts 
of the tragedy were most  numerous in Frankfort ,  Kentucky,  where the 
maj or events had occurred . In fact , there was so much publicity in 
Frankfort before and during Beauchamp ' s  trial that in May , 1 826 , the 
editors of the Argus , Commentator, Patriot , and Spirit of '� were cited 
to appear before the j udge of the Frank l in Circuit Court at the next 
July term to show why an att achment should not be issued against them 
for contempt of court for publishing al l the testimony they could 
56 
col lect , pro and con , in the case o f  the Commonweal th vs . J .  0. 
1 Beauchamp . 
There were five newspapers in Frankfort in 1825 and 1 826 , two of  
57  
which were aligned with the New Court Party and three w ith the  Old Court . 
Of course the stories appearing in these newspapers were s l anted 
according to the political bias of each paper ' s  editor , since many 
believed that Beauchamp was a t ool of the Old Court Party.  If  the 
stories in the Frankfort papers were biased , some articles that were 
printed in newspapers outside Kentucky '"ere complet e ly untrue . For 
examp l e ,  on July 29 , 1 826 , several weeks aft er Beauchamp had been 
executed , a Baltimore paper , Ni les ' Register,  reported that John F .  Lowe , 
a neighbor of  Beauchamp whose t estimony at Beauchamp ' s  trial had been 
most incriminating , had been ki l l ed .  D r .  Leander J .  Sharp , Colonel 
Sharp ' s  brother , wrote to the editor of  Nil es ' Register insisting that 
Lowe had not been s l ain . The editor responded to Dr . Sharp in his 
newspaper and wrote that everything that had been mentioned by him in 
2 Ni l es ' Register had been inserted in hundreds of newspapers . 
Dr . Sharp , however , was right . The report of Lowe ' s  death was erroneous . 
The Simpson County ,  Kentucky , t ax l ists for 1 82 7 and 1828  report 
property owned by Lowe . Moreover , there is a record of Lowe ' s  suing 
Thomas Beauchamp , Jereboam ' s  father , for the sum of twenty thousand 
dol lars in Apri l ,  1 828 . 3 
1 Louisvi l l e  Public Advertis er, Hay 17 ,  1 826 . 
2Niles ' Register, Baltimor e ,  Maryl and , August 26 , 1 826 . 
3s ·  C K k Ord B k C 279 �mpson ounty entuc y er � -· p .  • 
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Not only are the newspapers sometimes not reliable  sources , but 
even the four documents which are cal led primary sources by Loren J .  
Kal lsen in his case book The Kentucky Tragedy must be read with caution . 
The most  popular and widely used of the four so- cal led primary sources 
is Beauchamp ' s  Confession ,  which was begun in his dungeon cel l  the night 
of May 22 , 1 826 , only hours aft er he had been s entenced to die for the 
murder of Sharp . Another source , whi ch was written in response to the 
Confess ion, is Dr. Leander J .  Sharp ' s  Vindication of the Character o f  
the Lat e  Co l .  Solomon �· Sharp. A third is  the Letters of Ann Cook , 
pub lished by W ____ R ___ n .  Beauchamp' s  Trial i s  the fourt h ,  the pub li shed 
4 shorthand notes taken during the trial by J .  G .  Dana and R .  S .  Thomas . 
J .  Winston Col eman writes in his  study of the Kentucky Tragedy that 
"by far the most reliab l e  s ource of contemporary mat eri als for this 
study is the book : Beauchamp' s  Tri al . . . •  In it the evidence is 
recorded as the witnesses saw and h eard it . "5 Dana and Thomas ' s  account 
of the trial i s , as Col eman states , a rel iabl e  source . But it  is  a 
rel i ab l e  source only for an account of what occurred at Beauchamp ' s  
4 J .  G .  Dana and R .  S .  Thomas were presumably court stenographers . 
They pub lished their shorthand notes in Frankfort in 1826 in a small  
volume of 1 53 page s . R .  S .  Thomas , with George W .  Wi l l i ams , al so 
published the Trial of Isaac B. Desha . Desha was the governor ' s  son 
who had been indi cte�for the-murder of Francis Baker in 1825 . Frank L .  
Johnson writes that J .  G .  Dana was among those Frankfort lawyers "who 
l e ft the indelib l e  impression of their personal ity and genius upon the 
times in which they l ived by their literary work . "  History of Frank l in 
County Bar (Frankfort : Frank K .  Kavanaugh , 1932 ) , p .  17 . 
5The Beauchamp-ShaEE Tragedy (Frankfort , Kentucky : Roberts Printing 
Co . ,  1950) , p. viii .  
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trial . It is not a rel iab l e  source for an account of the tragedy itself  
because of  the conflict ing t estimony and possib l e  perjury of some of the 
witnesses . Moreover ,  at one point when Mrs . Sharp is  testifying , Dana 
and Thomas are obliged to report that "the difficulty of hearing was 
somewhat increased by the bonnet and veil  worn by the l ady . It  is , 
therefore , not unlikely that in some respects we may have misapprehended 
what was s aid by the witness . We trust , however , the fol lowing , wi l l  be 
found substantial l y ,  if not l it eral ly , correct . 1 16 
Testimony from Beauchamp ' s  tri al gives us a confusing pi cture of 
the Kentucky Tragedy.  Some witnesses produced by the Commonwealth , such 
as Patrick Henry Darby,  swore that they had heard Beauchamp threaten to 
murder Sharp . Other witnesses for the defnese , such as George Work , 
testified that Beauchamp never expressed hosti l i ty t oward Sharp but 
always spoke of him in the highest terms possib l e .  And ultimately , 
Beauchamp himself  in his Confess ion would  insist that bribes were o ffered 
to two of his neighbors to bear fal s e  t estimony against him . In fact , 
the tri al i tse l f ,  Beauchamp writ es in his Confession , afforded him "an 
amusing occasion to sit sil entl y  by and tak e  a philosophi cal consideration 
of human nature , and observe the wi ld and variant specul ations" which 
were offered as truth but "which existed • • . only in their . • . 
imaginations . "7 
6J .  G .  Dana and R .  S .  Thomas , Beauchamp' s  Trial (Frankfort : Albert G .  
Hodges , 1 826) , rpt . in The Kentucky Tragedy , ed . Loren J .  Kal ls en (New 
York : Bobbs-Merril l  Co .:-f963) , p .  1 79 .  
7Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , The Confession (Bloomfield , Ky . :  Wi l l  H .  
Holmes , 1 826) , rpt . in  The KentUcky Tragedy, ed . Kal l sen , p .  63 . 
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It is ironic that Beauchamp \'IOuld think of much of the testimony 
at his trial as being invented . It is ironic since his Confession ,  which 
in part attempts to refute a great deal of  that which had been sworn 
against him , is itself in p arts the manifestation of Beauchamp ' s  
imagination . There is no doubt that the greater portion of the 
Confess ion is authenti c ,  authentic in the s ense that Beauchamp wrote 
i t ;  but the reliabi l ity of this document , as evidence of concrete facts , 
is in s everal instances doubtful . 
Beauchamp b egan hi s Confession the night of  Hay 22 , 1 826 , only 
hours after Judge Davidge had s entenced him to be executed for the 
murder of Colonel Sharp . Some antiquarians report that Beauchamp ' s  
written confession ,  whi ch was pub l i shed after his de ath , is his second 
confession .  His first confession is suppos ed to have been made verbal l y  
to his uncl e ,  Senator Jereboam Beauchamp , i n  the presence of  John 
lvlclntosh ,  the j ailer . In his first confession ,  Beauchamp is  supposed 
to have stated that he never had a hostile  feel ing against Col onel Sharp 
unti l  1 825 , presumab ly after he had received a letter tel l ing him that 
Co lonel Sharp had sworn that he had proof that Ann ' s  chi ld had been a 
mul at to . Moreover,  it was then that Beauchamp implicated Patrick Henry 
Darby as his accomp lice in the crime . This first "confess ion" has oft en 
been overlooked by students of the Beauchamp-Sharp tragedy or has been 
given little credence because of the lack of  avail able  documentation . 
On June 1 ,  1 826 , ten days after Beauchamp had b een sentenced , the 
Kentucky Whig printed a story from the Commentator which reported that 
"Beauchamp now confesses the murder . "  Although Beauchamp d id b egin 
6 1  
writing his confess ion the night after h e  had b een s entenced and word o f  
this  could have been given t o  the newspapers , this st atement in the 
Kentucky Whig could be an announcement of the verbal or "first" 
confession .  
There is no hard evidence that supports the theory that Beauchamp 
made a verb al confession . On the other hand , the written confession is 
avai l ab le ,  although perhaps somewhat altered and somewhat fictit ious . 
In the preface to the Confession Beauchamp states cl early the reason why 
he asked Judge Davidge to extend the date of his execution :  "To justify 
mys elf before my country , and for the satisfaction of my fami l y ,  who 
feel dishonored by my condemnation,  I shal l submit t o  the world ,  a p l ain 
unreserved narrative , of the motives and causes , which led me to become 
an assassin . "8 
Before relating the detai l s  of the assassination , Beauchamp begins 
with an account of his education in Simpson County l eading up to the 
time when at the age of  eighteen he first heard of the al leged s eduction 
of Ann Cook by Solomon P .  Sharp . At the time Beauchamp was at G lasgow 
finishing his  general education preparatory to the s tudy of the l aw .  
He then informs us that after l earning of the seduction of Miss Cook , 
he had nothing but contempt for Sharp , writing that "this was a species 
of dishonor whi ch from my earliest reco l lection had ever excited my most 
violent reprob ation . I had ever said ,  I would as soon receive into my 
friendship , an hors e thief, as a man however high his standing , who had 
8confession , in Kal lsen , p .  4 .  
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dishonoured and prostrated the hopes of a respe ctable  and worthy female . "9 
This very stat ement , however ,  is the first indi cation that Beauchamp ' s  
Confess ion must be  read with caution ; for this stat ement , damning Sharp 
for his dishonoring a worthy orphan , loses its impact and even its 
credibility when j uxtaposed with a warrant for Beauchamp ' s  arrest for 
bastardy issued against him by Ruth Reed of Simpson County on October 29 , 
1825 , the day Beauchamp left for Frankfort t o  murder Sharp (see Chapter 
I I ,  p .  20) . 
Beauchamp continues his story with an account of his meeting Ann 
Cook , his assiduous courting of her , and her eventual acceptance of his 
proposal of marriage with the stipulation that he destroy Sharp . 
Beauchamp h appily accepted the rol e  of avenger , a rol e  he l ooked upon 
as holy and sanctioned by God . At the commencement of the l egi slative 
session in Frankfort in 1 82 1 ,  he writes that he j ourneyed to the capital 
to chal lenge Sharp to a duel . When he arrived , he met Sharp upon the 
Mansion House p avement and decl ared to him : " I  have come deputed and 
sent by her , to t ake your l i fe . "  He then attempted to engage Sharp in 
a duel . When Sharp refused , Beauchamp claims that he s l apped and kicked 
Sharp and s aid : "Go arm yourse l f ,  for tomorrow I shal l horsewhip you 
in the streets , and repeat it d aily  til l you fight me a due l . "  
According t o  Beauch amp , Sharp then b egan to beg for forgiveness and to 
whine and weep . "Next morning , "  Beauchamp continues ,  " I  bought me a 
very heavy horsewhip and after breakfast paraded in the streets armed 
9confession , in Kal lsen ,  p .  8 .  
at al l points for battl e . "1 0  But Sharp , he tel l s us , had fled during 
the night to Bowling Green . 
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The entire episode , permeat ed with histrionics and braggadocio , has 
a quixotic flavor which renders it humorous but unbelievab l e . The 
strongest evidence that this incident did not t ake p l ace is the silence 
of Dr . Leander J .  Sharp in his Vindication , where he does not attempt 
to dis credi t this  episode . Moreover , the newspapers in Frankfort never 
fai led to capital i ze on such an incident as that reported by Beauchamp , 
but they too make no mention of  such an occurrence . 
What has been overlooked unti l  now is that Sharp actual ly was 
cal led to t ask in the s treets , about the time Beauchamp reports that he 
accosted Sharp , by John U .  Waring , Sharp ' s  archenemy and , at one time , 
suspected assassin . Only months before Beauchamp claims to have 
chall enged Sharp to a due l , Sharp was in the Frankfort courthouse .  
Outside in the street was Waring comp letely armed and swearing that he 
would t ake vengeance on Sharp on an ent irely different matter , when he 
came out of the courthouse . Waring felt that Sharp had cheated him out 
of some l and and had written to Sharp tel l ing him that he would k i l l  
him. Since Waring had already kil l ed s everal men , Sharp ' s  friends who 
were in the courthouse advised him not to go out . Mrs . Sharp , who had 
been informed of Waring ' s  threats , became apprehens ive and went into 
the street to watch for her husband ' s  return . Sharp left the courthouse 
against the advice of his friends and passed within a few s teps of 
10confession ,  in Kal lsen ,  pp . 1 3- 1 5 . 
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Waring , who did not mol est h im . 1 1  Since much o f  Beauchamp ' s Confession 
clearly was wri tten to prove his manhood and to denigrate Sharp ' s ,  i t  
is not unl ikely that Beauchamp based h i s  story of pub l i cly threatening 
Sharp on the actual threat made by Waring . 
A gl aring contradiction fo l lows fas t on the heels  of the chall enge 
epi sode . Beauchamp wri tes that after he returned from Frankfort , unab l e  
t o  ful fi l l  h i s  miss ion , h e  and Ann "then determined t o  delay marrying 
ti l l  Col . Sharp should come to sett le  up his business  in Bowling Green , 
and then lure him to the Retirement , where Mis s  Cooke l ived , and there 
kil l  him . "  A few paragraphs l ater , however , he states that "we postponed 
marrying t i l l  I could finish the study of the l aw . r r 1 2  
When Beauchamp begins t o  out l ine step b y  step h i s  arrival in 
Frankfort and his subsequent murder of Sharp , his detai l ed description 
of the interior of Sharp ' s  house appears incongruous with the fact that 
only sentences earl ier he states that someone had to tel l  him where the 
Sharp home was located . Throughout his Confession ,  Beauchamp maintains 
that he acted alone , but when he writes that "whil e  I was lying 
meditating in the pub l i c  square , conceal ed , whether to knock at the 
door of Col . Sharp ' s  chamber or at a secret door , in a dark al l ey ,  
1 3  whi ch opened into a room immedi ately communi cating with the chamber , "  
one begins to question Beauchamp ' s  veracity . I t  i s  diffi cult  to bel iev e  
1 1or . Leander J .  Sharp , Vindication of • • •  Colonel Sharp 
(Frankfort : Amos Kendal l ,  1 827) , p .  2 1 . 
1 2c f · · K 1 1  1s  17 on ess1.on ,  1.n a s en ,  p .  ; p .  . 
1 3c f · · K 1 1  26 on ess1.on ,  1.n a s en ,  p .  . 
that he did act alone as he states since this detai led des cription of 
Sharp ' s  home appears to suggest that he must have had an accessory or 
at least an informant , someone who had knowledge of  the interior of 
Sharp ' s  home with its "secret door . "14 
After Beauchamp describes how he murdered Sharp , he writes of 
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running to the river , sinking the clothes he had worn when he committed 
the crime , and burying his knife . The knife , however ,  was l ater found 
not near the river but near the governor ' s  house on directions given 
by Beauchamp himsel f . 15 Be auchamp then gives an account of his j ourney 
home , and also writes that he had no obj ection to being thought the 
murderer, provided the Sharps could not prove i t . Then he states : " I  
never spoke o f  Col .  Sharp i n  Bowling Green . I had for years , before 
my marriage and even after, studiously and careful l y  avoided speaking 
about Col . Sharp . .  I could not bear the idea of peopl e ' s  t alking 
to me about Col . Sharp . 1 1 16  Th t ' 1 d ' d b ese commen s are eas1 y 1 sprove y 
court records in Simpson County which show that Beauchamp acted as 
attorney for Sharp on s everal occasions . In 1 8 23 , for exampl e ,  he 
worked diligent ly and won a cas e for Sharp against Micaj ah Cl ark . 1 7 
When Beauchamp recount ed his "glorious deed" to his wi fe she "burst 
into tears and lift ed her voice in gratitude to Heaven . "  But Beauchamp 
warned her that "the avenger of b lood "was after him . And four men 
deputed to arrest him did arrive and inform Beauchamp that he was under 
1 4c f · · K 1 1  2 s  on ess1on ,  1n a s en ,  p .  • 
1 6c f · · K 1 1  39 on ess1on ,  1n a sen ,  p .  . 
1 5v · d .  · 1 1 2  1 n  1cat1on , p .  . 
1 7 Coleman , p .  63 . 
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suspicion of having murdered Sharp and must return with them to Frankfort 
to acquit hims e l f .  After arriving i n  Frankfort , Beauchamp was brought 
before John Brown and Ol iver P .  Waggoner , Justi ces of the Peace for 
Frank lin County . At this point it  becomes clear that Beauchamp was so 
fascinated with "this Drama" that he is writing that he cannot forgo the 
opportunity to exhibit his predi lection for histrionics . He writes that 
"before a crowded state house" the pros ecuting attorney admitted he had 
no evidence against him ,  but it was suggested that evidence might be 
found in the Green River Country . Center stage and ful ly aware of his  
audience , Beauchamp writes : " I  then arose and s tated before the assembly,  
that I would be  far from seeking to be  acquitted , or to  leave the p l ace 
whil e  it was suggested that proof could be any where had against  me ; and 
that I was quite wil ling to remain in custody , and allow ful l  time for 
the friends of the deceased to co l l ect any evidence they might deem 
. . f . d 11 1 8  1.mportant , 1. any ex1.stc • 
Beauchamp ' s  "magnanimous" act is negated by documentary evidence . 
On November 16 , 1 825 , after presiding over Beauchamp ' s  examining trial , 
Justices Brown and Waggoner wrote that "having heard the evidence 
touching the murder for which he is accused . . . that he ought to be 
tri ed in the Circuit Court and that the offense is not b ai l ab l e . 
Whereas , h e  is  committed to the custody of the j ail er and there to be  
1 9  kept unti l  dis charged by due course of l aw . "  
1 8confessi on , in Kal l s en ,  p .  54 . 
1 9Frank lin Circuit Court , fi le  No . 399 , March term , 1 826 . Quot ed 
in Col eman , p .  2 3 .  
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The remainder of  the Confession is sprinkled with gibes directed 
at those whose t estimony helped to convict him. He accuses many 
witnesses of perj ury but commends the forthrightness and truthfulness 
of others . By this time , however, it is di ffi cult t o  know when to 
believe anything he says . 
Even the original title page o f  the Confession adds to the 
confusion .  When Beauchamp completed his Confes sion ,  he had his 
manuscript taken to the state printer, Jacob H. Hol eman . Ho leman 
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refused to pub lish it and returned it to Beauchamp . The manus cript was 
then given to Senat or Beauchamp , who ,  on June 1 7 , 1 826 , lodged the 
Confession for copyright in the offi ce of the clerk of the Seventh 
Circuit Court of the United States for the District of Kentucky . The 
tit le  page read : Beauchamp' s  Confession . . . of the murder of Col . 
20 So lomon P .  Sharp . . .  £[ � Patri ck g. Darby and Jereboam Q· Beauchamp. 
When Darby learned that his name appeared on the title  page of Beauchamp ' s  
Confession ,  he immedi ately brought suit against Senator Beauchamp in the 
Frank l in Circuit Court for twenty thous and dol l ars . This suit , l at er 
transferred to the Woodford Circuit Court , stopped the pub l ication of 
the Confession and prevented Beauchamp from ever seeing his manuscript 
21 in printed form . After Beauchamp ' s  death , on August 1 1 ,  1 826 , the 
Confession was printed by Wi l l  H .  Ho lmes in Bloomfi e l d ,  Kentucky, with 
a new title page which omitted Darby ' s  name . 
20oarby , however, is exonerated by Beauchamp in the Confes sion as 
it was final ly  printed . Confession ,  in Kal lsen ,  p .  84 . 
2 1  Coleman , pp . 40-41 . 
It  was Beauchamp ' s  des ire to l eave a written stat ement whi ch he 
bel ieved in time would caus e posterity to look upon him not as an 
ass assin but as the "noble  champion and martyred protector o f  female 
22 virtue of anteb el lum Kentucky . "  What remains , unfortunate ly ,  is 
simply another tissue of dec l arations whi ch merely tends to cloud the 
issue and whi ch mus t be read with caution ,  especial ly s ince Wil l  H .  
Ho lmes , the printer of the Confession,  states in a footnote t o  the 
printed document that the ori ginal manus cript was presented to him by 
6 8  
G .  S .  Hammond and that "the forgoing Narrative i s  a true copy . • . with 
some trifl ing and unimportant alterat ions excepted--some hard expressions 
2 3  against individuals softened or expunged . "  
Dr. Leander J .  Sharp took i t  upon himself to refute ,  point by 
point , the entire Confession in the Vindication of • • •  Col . Sharp , 
printed in 1827 by Amos Kendal l ,  the editor of the Argus of West ern 
Ameri ca, in Frankfort . Dr . Sharp worshipped his brother So lomon . In 
fact , Beauchamp tel l s  us that although he wanted to murder Dr . Sharp 
when he took the l i fe of Colonel Sharp , hi s wife begged him not to . 
"For she always sai d , "  Beauchamp expl ains , "to see him deprived of his 
brother, whom he l iteral ly worshipped ,  was the greatest revenge she 
could possib l e  imagine or wish to be exerci sed upon him . "24 Not only 
to have lost hi s brother but to see his name di sgraced and his 
22 vii -viii . Coleman , PP · 
23c f . on ess1on ,  in Kal lsen ,  p . 105 . 
24c f . on ess1on, in Kal l sen, P ·  28 . 
character stained by Beauchamp ' s  Confession was more than Dr . Sharp 
could bear .  
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Moreover , not only did he see that many in Frankfort and e l sewhere 
in Kentucky believed the Confess ion but he also s aw that newspapers al l 
over the country were reporting as fact what Beauchamp had written about 
his brother . In an attempt therefore to vindicate the reputation of  the 
murdered man , Dr . Sharp combed parts of  Kentucky searching for evidence 
that would disprove the s landerous stories that were being given national 
coverage . He interviewed dozens of  persons who gave sworn testimony 
whi ch he used to contest charges that had been made by Beauchamp . 
Horeover , throughout the Vindication, he att empts to discredit Beauchamp 
by portraying him as a "wi l d ,  eccentric , unprincipled profligat e . "  
Thus , s ince much of the Vindication is  t endentious , since much of 
the testimony is  given at s econd and thi rd hand , and since the testimony 
of different witnes ses is almost verbatim, this work , l ike the Confession ,  
mus t b e  read with caution or indeed wary scepticism . Chapter I of the 
Vindi cation is not only factual , however , but restrained in its encomiums 
on Solomon Sharp . The firs t chapter presents a straightforward account 
of So lomon ' s  "parentage , educat ion , progress and character . "  But in 
Chapter I I ,  whi ch deals with Ann Cook and the origin of the seducti on 
story , Dr . Sharp ' s  unbridl ed , vituperative comments about Miss Cook put 
us at once on guard . 
In the opening paragraph of Chapter I I , Dr . Sharp describes Ann 
at the time she met Colonel Sharp in Bowl ing Green : 
She was smal l in stature , probab ly not exceeding 90 pounds 
in weight,  had dark hair and eyes , dark skin inclined to 
sal low , a large forehead, s l ender nose , large mouth , low chin , 
face t apering downwards ,  had lost her fore teeth , was stoop 
shouldered , and in no way a handsome or desirab l e  woman . Her 
t one of voice appeared to be affected even to chi l dishness , 
and she was remarkab ly frivolous in her convers ation • •  , • 
She had read considerab l e ,  especial ly of Novel s  . • . .  She 
was an avowed disciple of Mary Wool stoncraft [sic] , and , • •  
believed in no future state of existence . 25 
John Mcintosh ' s  des cription of Ann should b e  compared with Sharp ' s .  
According to Mcintosh , Ann was 
of s leder form, and I think dark eyes and dark hair,  fair 
skin , a middling l ong slender nose , rather a l arge forehead , 
mouth rather l arge , with upper foreteeth all  artificial , low 
chin, face tapering doWnwards , inclined to be stoop-shouldered , 
not much , i f  any appearance of breasts , about ninety pounds 
weight , and was to me , by no means a desirab le looking woman . 
She was affected in her utterance , even to chi ldishness . She 
s ome times conversed upon nove ls , in whi ch she seemed to b e  
wel l read . . . . she did not believe in a future state of 
existence . 26 
Mcintosh ' s  stat ement reads as though he had Dr . Sharp ' s  des cription of 
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Ann before him . The s ame phras es are used , the same order of presenting 
them is adhered t o · by b oth . 
Evidence abounds whi ch i l l ustrates that Dr . Sharp presents hearsay 
evidence as fact . For examp l e ,  when expounding on the l icentious nature 
of Ann Cook , each person who is quoted 1n his account testifies that 
"someone e l s e  had told him that he had caught Ann Cook in the i l l icit 
act of intercourse . "  Sometimes this information is even third hand . 
For instance , Dr . Sharp reports that John W .  and I saac C .  Covington both 
told him "that a gentleman of undoubted veracity had informed them that 
25v ·  d ' · 1 2  1 n  1 cat1on ,  p .  . 26v · d . · 1 32 1n 1.cat1 on , p .  · 
he had cau ght her in the criminal act with a man . • .  s everal years 
before . "  Equal ly as vague is Dr . Sharp ' s  comment that he "would name 
individual s , were it  proper , who kept her as a mistress , before the 
birth of her i l legitimate chi l d .  n27 
Page after page  of unfounded denunciations are directed against 
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Ann and Beauchamp . "Rwnor s ays , "  writes Dr . Sharp , "that she practi ced 
shamel ess adultery and prostitution whi l e  her husband was confined in 
the j ai l in Frankfort . "  Beauchamp often comes under fire for being a 
"wi ld , unprincipled , profligate" and "a desperate young man . • .  as 
28  depraved as herself,  but more dangerous . "  During Beauchamp ' s  trial , 
howev.er , D r .  Sharp was asked if he knew of Beauchamp ' s  ever doing any 
bus iness for Co lonel Sharp . The Doctor , under oath , rep l ie d ,  "yes , 
it was through my agency . I was told h e  was a man of  steady habits . n29 
In the Vindication , Patri ck H. Darby,  as well  as the Beauchamps , 
comes under attack . As a political opponent of Sharp , Darby had printed 
stories vil ifying Colonel Sharp in his newspaper when Sharp was 
campaigning for election to the legi s l ature in 1825 . And after Sharp ' s  
death , Darby continued to print derogatory comments about him. In one 
article , he writes that if Beauchamp "dies for the deed . . .  he wi l l  
die , not so much for the death of Col . Sharp , as for the manner of 
doing it ! . . .  The wrong to Beauchamp and wife merited death to al l 
h d . . t 1 1 30 w o were engage 1n 1 . 
27vindication,  p .  1 7 . 28vindi cation . p .  32 . 
29 Beauchamp' s  Trial , in Kal lsen ,  p .  176 . 
30constitutional Advocate ,  Apri l 29 , 1826 . 
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Dr . Sharp , to dis credit Darby ' s  credibi l ity , devotes an entire 
chapter to the "disb arred l awyer from Tennes see . "  Again , however , Sharp 
undermines his efforts by relying heav i ly on "rumor . "  In the opening 
paragraph of his chapter on Darby , Dr . Sharp writes that "rumor has 
fixed Ireland as the p l ace of h is b irth . "3 1  I f  anythin g ,  Sharp portrays 
Darby as a man who has l ed an adventurous life .  For examp l e ,  at one 
point , Sharp writes : " It is  s aid , that many years ago he was the 
associate of a gang of vi l l ains in the Arkansas Territory , and left 
that country with a race horse , recommended to a simi l ar associ ation in 
Louisiana. The story goes , that on the credit of his recommendations , 
a race was made up and he encouraged his new friends to make the most 
extravagant bets on his horse , and after he had got them committed as 
deep ly as possib l e , made an arrangement with the opposite party , 
purpose ly caus ed hi s horse to be beaten , pocketed his portion of the i l l  
gotten gains , and immediately fled t o  I l l inois . 1 132 Thi s  Snopesian 
episode entertains rather than traduces . And s ince it too is  based on 
hearsay it is  by no means concrete proof of Darby ' s  wrongdoings . 
When reading the Vindi cation one is struck repeatedly by the fact 
that Dr. Sharp did indeed love his brother and wanted desperately to 
clear his name . This  was so important to him that s everal times he 
attempts to prove that it was he rather than his  brother who was abhorred 
by the Beauch�1ps . To prove this , Dr . Sharp includes a stat ement by one 
Martha Dowe l l ,  who swore that Ann had told her that she had never b een 
3 1v · d '  · 33 1n 1cat 1on , p .  • 32v · d ' · 34  1n 1 cat1on , p .  • 
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inj ured by Colonel Sharp , "but that Doctor Sharp had spoken i l l  of her,  
d . t h . h h d . . . 1 1 33 an aga�ns �m , s e s owe great �rr�tat�on .  Then there is  Wi l l i am  
Mcintosh ' s  statement that "Beauchamp often decl ared Doctor Sharp had 
done him more inj ury than Col . Sharp , and he was disposed t o  ki l l  him ,  
but was persuaded out o f  i t  by his wife . "34 
Because of the several suits for l ibel which P atri ck H .  Darby 
brought against Dr . Sharp , Eliza  Sharp and others , and because John U .  
Warring had threatened Dr . Sharp with death i f  h e  were mentioned i n  the 
Vindication , Sharp ' s  Vindication was suppressed by the fami ly short ly 
after its pub lication in 1827 . I t  was thought that al l copies o f  the 
work had been destroyed . Fi fty years l ater , however , in 1877 , the Sharp 
home was being remodel ed and twenty-five copies fel l out of a partition . 35 
Today , the Vindication is a rare and much sought after piece of 
Kentuckiana. 
One work whi ch was not suppressed , and which is perhaps the most 
colorful of al l the so- cal l ed primary sources ,  is the Letters of Ann 
Cook . The l etters , fourteen in number , are all addressed to Ann ' s  
fri end , El l en ,  in Maryl and and purport to contain a short history of 
that "remarkabl e woman" Ann Cook . The Letters was pub l i shed in 
Washington , D . C . , in 1 826 , by W ____ R ____ n of Charles County ,  �1aryl and . 
Many students of the Kentucky Tragedy , including Robert Penn Warren , 
have sugges ted that perhaps the Letters is a spurious document . On the 
33v· d '  t ' s1 �n �ca �on ,  p .  . 
35 Coleman , p .  69 . 
34v · d '  · 133  �n  � cat�on , p .  
• 
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b as is of internal evidence , the fourteen letters are not authentic and 
should not be considered a primary source . The first  s even are written 
ostensibly from Virginia and the remaining seven from Kentucky . The 
fact that the first seven l etters are headed Loudon County , Virgini a ,  
is our first clue that the letters were not written b y  Ann Cook . The 
letters suggest that Loudon County is Ann ' s  home . Al though Ann ' s  brother 
Wi l li am  married Maria E .  Lacy of Loudon County , Virginia,  in 1 808 and 
Ann may have visited there , Ann was born and l ived in Fairfax County , 
36 Virginia,  unti l  she moved to Kentucky after her father ' s  death . 
In almost every letter , we find some statement whi ch serve s  in some 
way to foreshadow the ultimate fate of Ann Cook and to furnish a prelude 
to the Kentucky Tragedy . In Letter I ,  dated May 10,  1 8  __ , Ann informs 
El l en :  " I  was • . •  perhaps rather too much indu lged b y  my fond parents ,  
who thought they s aw ,  in me , something which would render my name 
conspicuous in the world ;  and I did myself  sometimes fool ishly dream 
that I was destined to play a distinguished part on the theatre of 
l . f 1 13
7 
1 e .  She then relates an incident from her childhood which was 
supposed to have occurred years before she moved to Kentucky and met 
Col onel Sharp , but which reads as if she is preparing E l l en to understand 
why she became the motiv ating force behind Beauchamp ' s  decision to 
murder Sharp . She writes : 
36srooke Payne , The Paynes of Virginia (Ri chmond , Va . : Wi l l iam Byrd 
Pres s ,  1937 ) , p .  244 . See also affidavits on page 2 3  of Sharp ' s  
Vindication stating that Ann Cook l ived in Fairfax County , Virginia . 
37 Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  1 1 5 .  
My fee lings are acute and tremb lingly alive to everything like 
insult and neglect . My passions have always b een strong and 
wayward , and susceptib l e  of being eas i ly roused by injuries or 
indignities • • • .  You remember little  Frank D , our 
s chool mat e  • • • •  He told a del iberate falsehood on my si ster , 
and the teacher • . .  punished her severel y  . . . •  I was fired 
with indignation ,  and , waiting my opportunity ,  enti ced the boy 
to the b anks of the stream . • • and pushed him headlong into 
the current .  He • • •  almost drowned • . . •  I mention this , 
dear El len , merely to show the nature of my feel ings at that 
e arly age . 38 
In the s ame l etter , she recounts  how , at the age of  fourteen , she 
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championed a young Negro s l ave who was being beaten by her master . Ann 
writes : " I  sei zed a l arge stone that l aid near me , and cast it with all  
my force at the wretch ' s  head . He fel l  gro aning to the e ar th . 
Even now I exu l t  at the spirit I disp l ayed ,  and look b ack upon the act 
39 as one more entitled to praise than censure . "  She claims that it was 
not in her nature to be trampled upon and suggests that the consequences 
of such a nature only "time wil l  unfold . "  
In Letter I I  we are given a gl impse of the life that Ann perhaps 
did experience in Virgini a  when she was ' 'a  romantic  girl of sixteen . "  
When Ann was sixteen we know that her father was not without the means 
to provide her with a h appy , carefree life .  She probably did attend 
the Virgini a "dances and b arbecues" spoken of in this  l etter . And she 
was " an obj ect of attraction . . .  flattered , caress ed , and sometimes 
adored . "  There is no reason to doubt that the real Ann Cook was "fond 
of musi c  and poetry , and could write verses with considerab l e  ease . "  
38 Lett ers of Ann Cook , in Kal l  sen , p .  1 16 .  
39 Letters of Ann Cook , in Kall sen , p .  1 17 . 
And like Amanda Wingfield in Tennessee Wi l l i ams ' The Glass  t.1enagerie , 
she at one time might have excl aimed : "What a delightfu l  period of 
life . Oh l how I l ove to retrace it . I oft en , in moments of gloom ,  
dwe l l  upon those scenes o f  ear ly happiness , and almost weep at the 
reco l lection . n4 0  
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We would l ike to b elieve that Ann Cook wrote to El l en in Letter I I : 
" I  literal ly devoured the productions of the English bards . . . . The 
Epistl e  of Heloisa to Abei l lard was my favourite poem . Her character 
was , I thought , analogous to my own--her ardent and heroic d evotion to 
her lover excited my enthusiasm , and I felt as if I could have made the 
same sacrifice that she made . "4 1 But we know that Ann did not write  
thi s l etter because in  it she menti ons the death of  her sister Mary . 
According to Dr . and Mrs . Wi l liam Carter Stubbs in their book Descendants 
of Mordecai Cooke,  Ann never had a sister named Mary . Ann ' s  on ly sister 
was Eli zabeth , who died in Kentucky in 1817 several years after Ann had 
1 f V .  . . 
4 2 e t J.rgJ.nJ.a .  
The third l etter is  a gloomy epist le informing E l l en of Ann ' s  
father ' s  sudden and severe loss of property . Ann writes that her father 
has told her that i t  is on her account that he regrets the loss of his 
40 Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  l l9 . 
4 1  Letters o f  Ann Cook , in Kal lsen ,  p .  1 1 9 . 
42Dr . and �irs , Wi l l i am  Carter Stubbs , Des cendants of Mordecai Cooke 
(New Orl eans , n . p . , 1923) , p .  81 . 
fortune , for when he dies she will  be l eft penniless . Ann tells  him 
that "it is a trifle • • . and that it is unman ly to despair . 1 143  
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An incident is rel ated in  Letter IV which foreshadows the avenging 
role  for which the real Ann actual ly practi ced at one time . 44 In this 
letter Ann expl ains that her s is ter Mary at one time was the vi ctim of 
treachery and s eduction . Ann tells  E l l en that she took it  upon herself 
to avenge her s ister . Arming herse lf with a brace of pisto l s , she 
pursued her sister ' s  s educer and shot him . Although he recovered , Ann 
expl ains that she was s atisfied with the inj ury that she had inflicted 
upon him . Ann then inserts several entries from her sister ' s  diary , 
entries whi ch portend occurrences in Ann ' s  own l ife . One entry reveal s 
that Ann ' s  sister p l ans to take her own life and apparently that of her 
· chi ld : "My unborn infant- child of sin-yet dearer part of mys elf-
shal l I never-never see you . . No evil  wil l  be your lot-we wil l  
4 5  s leep in one grave together . "  Sui cide and the burial of two pers ons 
in one grave are referred to again in Letter V when Ann rel ates a story 
of a man who accidently kil led his son and then took hi s own life .  
Father and son "were both buried in the s ame grave , amidst the tears 
46 and sympathy of all who heard the shocking tragedy . "  
43Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal lsen, p .  1 23 . 
44Beauchamp writes : "Our design , when we attempted to lure Co l .  
Sharp to retirement , was for Miss Cooke , wi th her own hand , to shoot 
him . • • •  I l earned her to fire my pistols . "  Confession, in Kal l sen ,  
p .  1 7 .  
45Lett ers of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  127 . 
46Letters of � Cook, in Kal lsen , pp . 1 3 1 - 1 32 . 
False stat ements in Letters VI and V I I  help us to determine that 
the Letters £! Ann Cook is a spurious document . In Letter V I ,  dated 
7 8  
Apri l 1 0 ,  1 8_, Ann wri tes that "death has made strange ravages i n  our 
fami ly . 1 147 And in Letter V I I , dated Ju ly 1 0 ,  1 8_, she writes that her 
father has j ust died .
48 We know that the comment in Letter VI is fal s e ,  
for although s everal of Ann ' s  b rothers did die in succession, the first 
death did not occur unti l  1 8 1 8 ,  thirteen years after the time of her 
father ' s  death and at a time when Ann and her brothers were l iving in 
49 Kentucky . Moreover , the statement about her father ' s  death in Letter 
V I I  is  not accurate .  The l etter is dated July 10 , 1 8  __ , and she writes 
that her father "died l ast Wednesday morning . "5 0  According to the 
method of dating used in the Letters , this would mean that he died on 
July 3 ,  1 8__ The fact is , however ,  that Ann ' s  father died on a Tuesday , 
September 26 , 1805 . 51  
The l ast  s even letters supposed ly written by Ann Cook bear Kentucky 
addresses . The heading of Letters VI I I ,  IX,  X ,  and XI is Laurenceburg , 
Kentucky , which is  in the middle of the state . In these letters , Ann 
tells  of her introduction to Colonel Sharp , her seduction , her pregnancy, 
and her introduction to Beauchamp . Al l these events according t o  the 
47 Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  133 . 
4 8 of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , 135 . Letters P ·  
49 8 1 . Stubbs ,  P ·  
so Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen, p . 1 3 5 . 
S l  244 . Payne , P •  
Letters took p lace in Laurenceburg . But Beauchamp and Dr . Sharp , who 
seldom agree on other points ,  both inform us that Ann first met Sharp 
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in Bowl ing Green , that Ann ' s  seduction took p l ace in Bow ling Green , and 
that Ann was l iving in Simpson County when she met Beauchamp . Never is 
Laurenceburg mentioned by anyone involved in the Kentucky Tragedy . 5 2  
We learn from Letter V I I  that it has been s ev eral years since Ann 
has written to E l l en and that Ann is  now l iving in Kentucky . In thi s  
l etter, Ann des cribes her first meeting with Colonel Sharp , with whom 
she fel l immedi ately in love . She continues to speak of her fee lings 
for Sharp in Letter IX , and speaks of his giving her Byron ' s  Corsair and 
Chi ld Harold . We also learn that Sharp has confessed his love for Ann . 53  
An abbrevi ated version of the Tragedy is found in  Letter X .  Ann 
has dreamed of sai l ing with Sharp on a moonlit night . A furious storm 
arises , and Ann hears a voice crying , "you shal l perish . "  She cl ings 
to Sharp and te l l s  him that they "wi l l  l ive and die together" only to 
. have him coldly rebuke her and tenderly embrace another . Ann i s  
infuriated , and her heart is "a mas s o f  burning l av a . "  A dagger suddenly 
gli tters in her hand and she rushes at Sharp and buries the knife in his 
bosom . 54 The disclosure of thi s  ominous dream is  fol lowed by Ann ' s  
announcement that Sharp has proposed to her and that the wedding w i l l  
take p l ace three months hence . Then in halting sentences , Ann describes 
52see especial ly p.  8 in the Confession in Kal lsen and Vindication , 
p .  13 . 
53Letters of Ann �� in Kal lsen ,  pp . 1 37 - 141 . 
54Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l s en ,  pp . 142- 143 . 
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how � after imbibing more wine than she had ever taken before and in a 
moment of madness , she yielded to his advances . She concludes by stating 
that Colonel Sharp is more ardent � more tender than ever b efore . "Give 
me but his love � "  she s ays , "and I would  yield up everything , even life 
itsel f ,  to promote his happines s . "55  This letter is  interesting and 
entertaining, but it is simply another exampl e  of the apocryphal nature 
of the letters . Sharp cou l d  not have openly met with Ann at bal l s  and 
parties as she states , nor could  he have proposed marri age . For when 
Ann Cook met Sharp in Bowling Green Sharp was a lready marri ed and had 
56 b een so for almost a year . 
There are more inaccuraci es in Letter X I  than in any of the other 
thirteen . To b egin with we are told that Ann is  now a mother , and Ann 
cal l s  her · infant a "poor child  of sorrow . "  And she speaks of her chi ld 
as being al ive : " I  gaze on my help l ess babe . . . •  I look upon the dear 
and innocent child  as a part of myself.  its smi l e  is the smi l e  
5 7  
of a s eraph . "  Ann ' s  chi l d ,  o f  course ,  was stil lb orn . It  i s  also in 
Letter XI that we are informed that Colonel Sharp himse lf  introduces 
Beauchamp to Ann . And it i s  at this time that Sharp informs Ann th at 
he is engaged to be marri ed to another .  Again , we know that Sharp did 
not introduce Beauchamp to Ann and that Beauchamp met Ann in Simpson 
County and not in Laurenceburg as suggested in the letter . Moreover , 
55 Letters of  Ann Cook , in Kal lsen,  pp . 142 - 143 .  
56vindication ,  pp . 12- 1 3 .  
57Letters of � Cook , in Kal l s en ,  p .  145 .  
since Sharp was already married when Beauchamp and Ann met , even if he 
had introduced the two , he would not b e  tel ling Ann that he is now 
58  engaged to  another . Finally,  after Sharp t e l l s  Ann he is to be 
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married soon , Ann begs him not to desert her and cries : " I  am father less , 
59 b rotherless , defens e l ess . "  The fact is that Ann was never brotherl es s . 
In 1820 , when she gave birth to her sti l lborn chi ld , she had at least 
three b rothers living in Kentucky . And when she died in 1 826 at least 
one brother survived her .
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Letter X I I  is head ed Franklin County and contains informat ion 
rel ated to Ann ' s  chi l d ,  her growing fondness for Beauchamp , and Beauchamp ' s  
propos al for marriage . Again, the head ing al erts us to be circumspect 
when reading this l etter . Franklin County is the county in which the 
capital , Frankfort , is  located . The only t ime Ann would write from 
Frankfort or Frankl in County was when she was in her husband ' s  dungeon 
cel l  in 1 826 about six years after this l etter is supposed to have been 
written . Not only does this l etter state that Ann ' s chi ld died in its 
sixth month , which is  not so , but it gives the impression that a few 
months after the chi ld ' s  death, Ann and Beauchamp were married . Ann ' s  
chi ld died in 1 82 0 ,  and Ann and Beauchamp were not wed unt i l  1 824 . 6 1  
As in previous letters , foreshadowing o f  the tragedy to come is  
manifested in  Letter X I I .  We read that Ann ' s  desire for revenge against 
5 8 
59 
60 
Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  148 .  
Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  149 .  
Stubbs ,  p .  81 . 61c f · · K 1 1  I S  on ess1on , 1 n  a sen, p .  . 
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Sharp has become monomaniacal : " I  dwelt  upon the cold b looded treachery 
and cruelty • • •  unceasingly;  it had become a part of my nature . "  And 
then in reference to Beauchamp we read : "My influence over him seems to 
62 be almost unbounded . "  Elements of  foreboding persist in Letter X I I  I .  
Ann writes : "My dear husband s eems to become more and more attached to 
me , and to feel  • • •  ,more and more indignant against the s l ayer of my 
63 peace . "  
The heading of the final l etter is  Frankfort Prison , July 4 ,  1 8  __ 
Of the preceding thirteen headings , this  is the on ly one that coincides 
with fact . Thi s  l etter also contains believable  statements such as " I  
have been revenged , terrib ly revenged . The cause of my ruin,  my shame , 
and my miseries is  no more . He has fal l en by the hand of my husband, 
the nob le  avenger of my wrong , and the defender of my character • .  
But he is to  di e-and I shal l die with him. 1 164 Then there is the 
revelation of what was possibly the true motive for Beauchamp ' s  
ass assination o f  Sharp : "El len ,  this monster- this fiend , in human 
shape , had circul ated reports everywhere that the infant I brought into 
life ,  was the-the--Oh l I shudder at the very ment ion of it-the chi ld 
of  a negro father . "  In strident tones , the letter continues :  " I  was 
rous ed , like the lioness from her l air . . I would have put an end 
to the monster with my own hands , but my dear husband imbibed my 
62  of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , 153 . Letters P ·  
63  of Ann Cook , in Kal lsen, 155 . Letters P ·  
64 of Ann Cook , in Kal l s en ,  1 5 8 .  Letters P • 
feelings , and was roused to a pitch of madness . We took a solemn o ath 
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together that nothing but the heart ' s  b lood of the s l anderer and the 
betrayer should atone for the deep and horrib le  inj ury he had inflicted . "65 
Al though there are many s tatements in this final l etter wh ich 
could  have been written by Ann Beauchamp , there are several whi ch she 
could not h ave written . For example , Mrs . Beauchamp was not tried as 
an accessory unti l  the very last day o f  Beauchamp ' s  tri al , almost two 
weeks after the tri al had begun . In this l etter , however , we find the 
claim b eing made : "When my dear and much injured husband was brought 
to trial , I insisted upon being al so tried with him , and charged myself 
66 as a party concerned in the act whi ch had brought his l ife into danger . "  . 
I f  thi s were true , this would have been tantamount to a confess ion of 
gui l t  on Ann ' s  part , thereby incriminating her husb and . But in reality , 
from the b eginning unti l  the end of his tri al , Beauchamp maintained hi s 
innocence . The remainder of the letter deals with Ann ' s  resolution to 
take  her own l i fe .  l'fuatever the true reason for Ann ' s suicide , the 
author of this final l etter offers us a convincing surmise : " I  wi l l  
convince the world that however low my character might have sunk , and 
however deb ased and infamous those who knew me not might have thought 
me , I could yet conceive and execute an act of heroism , and of vengeance 
67 that wi l l  never be forgotten . "  
65 of Ann Cook , in Kall sen , 159 . Letters P · 
66 of � Cook , in Kal l sen ,  160 . Letters P ·  
67 � Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , 162 . Letters P ·  
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The smal l volume of fourteen l etters offered in 1 82 6  as correspond­
ence between Ann Cook and her friend E l l en are then entert aining and 
colorful , but they were not written by Ann Cook . Because of the 
overwhelming number of inaccuracies one is tempted to believe that the 
letters were published not so much to repres ent truthfu l statements 
actual ly penned by Ann Cook but wer e offered rather , as w ______ R ____ n 
states in the preface to the l etters , to "s erve as an examp l e  to those 
• • .  who , what ever be thei r cultivation or their talents , suffer 
themselves to be too much under the influence of fee ling and pas sion ; 
or, who repose too confidently on their own strength ,  and the honour 
68 of man . "  
For years , four documents have been us ed by writers as "primary 
sources" of the Kentucky Tragedy , sources which have been l ab e l ed 
preci s e  and accurat e .  The pres ent dis cussion should demonstrate that 
parts of three of these sources , Beauchamp ' s  Trial , the Confession ,  and 
the Vindication , contain questionab l e  statements and that one source , 
the Letters of Ann Cook , is apocryphal . In a curious way ,  however , the 
very fact that thes e documents are to be read with caution adds to the 
overal l effect that is created , for it heightens the romance and the 
mys tery of the cas e .  And because there was a great hunger in America 
at the time the tragedy occurred for stories of  romance , dozens of 
authors retold the story over and over again using "accurate primary 
sources . "  
68
Letters of Ann Cook , in Kal l sen , p .  1 13 .  
CHAPTER I I I  
MISCELLANEOUS P IECES 
In April # 1938 , an article by Wi l liam Rouse J i l lson #  noted Kentucky 
geologist and antiquari an #  appeared in the Regi ster of the Kentucky 
St ate Historical Society. In this essay #  "The Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy 
in American Literature , "  Ji l lson st ates that at one time he prepared 
an annotated bibliography of literature based on the Kentucky Tragedy , 
the titles of which totaled more than one hundred and s eventy . Many of 
these titles , however , were drawn from standard Kentucky hi stories . 
Over forty titl es were taken from pamph l et s # short stories # magazine 
arti cles , and b al l ads , in many instances no longer avail ab l e . 1 Enough 
of these misce l l aneous pieces are extant , however , to give us a good 
idea of how pervas ive the theme of the Kentucky Tragedy has been in 
American liter ature . Today there are only three pamph l ets , one short 
story , one magazine arti cl e ,  and two bal l ads av ai l able  for study . 
Of the many pamphl ets pub lished in the nineteenth century , one of 
the earliest , printed in Phi l ad e lphia before 1829 , gives a good account 
of Beauchamp ' s  trial , the suicide attempts of Beauchamp and Ann , and 
1J i l l son ' s  bibliography does contain errors . For exampl e ,  he 
lists under the heading of Biography "Godfrey' s  Lady' s  Book (E . A .  Pope ) , 
1842 and 1 846 . 1 1 Under the heading of Magazines he lists "Godey' s  Lady ' s  
Book (E . A .  Poe) , 1 842 and 1 846 . "  Both entries are incorrect ; in the 
former the tit l e  of the source and the name of the author have b een 
mis spelled . The l atter entry is incorrect since Sarah J .  Hale and not 
E .  A .  Poe wrote an article about the Kentucky Tragedy that appeared in 
Godey' s  in 1 84 2 . No article written by Poe has been found in Godey ' s  
in 1 846 . 
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the conversation b etween Beauchamp and the j ai l er John Mcintosh as 
Beauchamp was escorted to the gal lows . The pamphlet ,  which bears no 
dat e ,  was probab ly written before 1 829 since it is written as though 
Patrick Henry Darby, who di ed in 1 82 9 ,  were sti l l  alive . At one point 
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in the pamphlet , for exampl e ,  the author states that "it is  but justice 
to Mr . Darby to s ay that • . •  he has pub licly vindicated hims e l f  in an 
Address in the Kentucky papers . "2 Moreover , on July 21 , 1826 ,  an 
articl e  appeared in the National Gazette which opened with these words : 
"No poet , no novelist has conceived a s tory more harrowing, nor framed 
a lesson more powerful against the indul gence of  li centious pas sion . "3 
The author of the Phi l adelphia pamphlet uses these same words in the 
introduction of his narrative . Although certainly written before 1 829 , 
it is quite possib l e  that the pamph let was written within days of the 
article that appeared in the N ational Gazette .  Accurate for the most 
part , the Phi l adelphia pamphl et does contain errors . And although the 
author introduces Beauchamp and his wi fe Ann as the hero and heroine of  
the story ,  l ater, when discussing Beauchamp ' s  trial , he condemns 
Beauchamp and clearly attempts to exonerate Patrick Henry Darby of any 
complicity in the death of Solomon P .  Sharp . Most important ly , the 
author of this work presents information that is not found in any other 
early account now avai l ab l e  rel ating to the Tragedy. 
The Phi l adelphia pamphl et opens with a sketchy history of the 
re l ationships of the maj or figures , which , though accurate for the 
2The Kentucky Tragedy (Phi l adelphia,  n . d . ) , p .  2 0 .  
3National Gazette, Phi l adelphia,  Pennsylvania ,  July 21 , 1 826 . 
most  part , does contain a number of  errors . To begin with Jereboam ' s  
name i s  spe l led "Jeroboam . "  Then , the author errs when he \'lri tes that 
Ann moved to Kentucky from Virginia after the death of  both of  her 
parents .  Ann did l eave Virgini a after her father ' s  death in 1 805 , but 
her mother l ived until  1 837 . 4 Another factual error is the stat ement 
that after Colonel Sharp h ad seduced Ann he deserted her to marry 
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another . At the time of Ann ' s  seduction ,  which occurred in 1 8 1 9 , 
Colonel Sharp and his wi fe E l i za had been married for about ten months . 5 
The maj or port ion of this pamphlet is devoted to presenting 
testimony from Beauchamp ' s  trial taken primari ly from J .  G .  Dana and 
R .  S .  Thomas ' s  book Beauchamp ' s  Trial . The summarized testimony of 
several witness es is  reported quite obj ectively unt i l  the author begins 
to deal with the instructions that Beauchamp had sent to John F .  Lowe 
attempting to persuade Lowe to perj ure himself  to help clear Beauchamp . 
At this point , the author begins to condemn Beauchamp for attempting 
to use "thi s wi cked device , "  and adds that "happily this  di abo l i cal 
p lot failed . "6 The author then ins ists that Darby , who would h ave been 
implicated in the crime i f  Lowe had perj ured himsel f, was "an innocent 
man" and had vindicated himself  in the Kentucky newspapers . Moreover , 
the author writes that whi l e  the prosecuting attorney read aloud in 
4
or . and Mrs . Wi l liam Carter Stubbs , Des cendants /of  Mordecai Cooke 
(New Orleans , n . p . , 1923) , p .  8 1 .  
. 5J . Winston Coleman , The Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy (Frankfort : 
Roberts Printing Co . ,  19sor:-p .  2 . 
6The Kentucky Tragedy, Phi l adelphi a,  p .  20 . 
open court the document that had been prepared by Beauchamp with 
instructions for Lowe to imp l icate  Darby , "Darby stood erect with his 
fierce eye beaming with indignation firmly riveted upon the being who 
had sought to destroy b oth his reputation and l i fe .  Beauchamp could 
not bear his intense gaze which searched his inmost soul ; he writhed 
l ike a serpent transfixed to the earth . Every one present , even the 
most rancorous pol itical foes of Darby , had indignation depicted upon 
his countenance . Al l were struck with the turpitude of Beauchamp , and 
7 none felt  any commiseration for his approaching fate . "  Although this 
author attempted to underscore the innocence of Darby, his name was 
never cleared of involvement in the crime for which Beauchamp was 
executed . 
The next six p ages of the thirty-six page pamphl et give detai l s , 
fol lowing closely Beauchamp ' s  Confession ,  of  the sui cide attempts of  
the Beauchamps and their ultimate deaths . Near the conclusion of the 
pamph l et ,  however, information is given that has not been found 
elsewhere . Just before the hangman ' s  rope was put around Beauchamp ' s  
neck , he was asked i f  he forgave everyone . The author reports that 
Beauchamp replied :  "Dr . Sharp has done me great inj ury ; and his l i fe 
is in danger, but I hope they wil l  not ki l l  him . 1 1 8 It  is  not clear 
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exact ly what inj ury Dr . Sharp had done Beauchamp , but in his  Confession 
Beauchamp had written that he had wanted to ki l l  Dr . Sharp when he 
7The Kentucky Tragedy. Phi l ade lph i a .  p .  31 . 
8 The Kentucky Tragedy, Phi l adelphi a ,  p .  31 . 
ki l led his brother but had been persuaded not to by Ann . The matter 
i s  comp l i cated even further by the fact that in his Vindi cation 
Dr . Sharp insists that it was he rather than his brother who shoul d 
9 have been hated by the Beauchamp s . 
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The next two pamph l ets -� Ful l  and Compl ete Account of the Heberton 
Tragedy: To Whi ch is Added Beauch amp, � the Kentucky Tragedy printed 
in New York in 1 843 and The Life of Jeroboam 0. Beauchamp printed in 
Frankfort in 1 8 50- have a great deal in common . Both appear to be drawn 
principal ly from Beauch amp ' s  Con fession ,  and in both account s an at tempt 
is made to excuse Beauchamp ' s  crime and to portray Beauchamp and Ann 
as hero and heroine . Both focus on the re l ationships of Beauchamp , 
Ann , and Sharp ; both s t ress the meeting of Jereboam and Ann , Sharp ' s  
refus al to engage in a . due l with Beauch amp , and Beauchamp ' s  as s as s ination 
of Sharp . Both pamph lets are twenty-three pages l ong, although the 1 850 
version adds several i l lustrat i ons inc l uding one of Beauchamp ' s  execut ion . 
Al though they are alike in many ways , the 1 85 0  pamphl et i s  more 
int eres ting than the 1 84 3  p amph let b ecause of the at tempts by the author 
of the 1 850 pamph let to excuse not only Beauchamp ' s  p l an to t ak e  unfai r 
advantage of Sh arp in a due l  but al s o  Beauchamp ' s  attempted subornat ion 
of perj ury and his murder of Sharp . In his Confession ,  Beauchamp t e l l s  
how he hoped to eng age Sharp i n  a duel with pistol s , for Beauchamp knew 
that Sharp was unsk i l l ed in the use of fi rearms , whereas the p lotter 
9or . Leander J .  Sh arp , Vindi cat i on of 
Kenda l l , 1 827) , pp . 5 1 ;  1 33 . 
Sharp (Frankfort : Amos 
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10 was an exc e l l ent shot . The author suggests that "this ci rcumstance 
wou l d  convi ct Beauchamp of cowardi ce , h ad he not b e fore o ffered t o  fight 
Sharp fairl y . " 1 1  Admitting that Beauchamp ' s  "attempt at subornation of 
perj ury adds a darker shade to Beauchamp ' s  ch aracter, " the author 
excus es the epi sode by ins isting that " l i fe is sweet , and he was 
t d .  f . • t  1 11 2  con en 1ng o r  1 . The greatest amount of space is given in an 
att empt to excuse the murder . The author first stresses the environment 
in which Beauch amp lived . He writes : " I t  may s eem s trange that 
Beauchamp could have b e lieved such an act j ustifi ab l e  in any cas e ;  but , 
be it rememb ered that at that peri o d ,  a human l ife was regarded as a 
smal l matter in the Wes tern and Southern St ates . " 1 3  And , he continues , 
14 " almost every gent l eman in Kentucky carri es his bowie-kn i fe or d agger . "  
Moreover ,  he adds , "s cenes of ruffi an ly v i o l ence were not at that day 
anything uncommon . "1 5  Warming to his argument , the author writes that 
" i t  may be s aid in hi s excuse that he was actuated by a s ense of honour 
highly commendab l e  and • . . he was ins tigated by a woman he fondly 
16 loved . "  The author is convinced that ' 'th ere was never vi l l ainly more 
cruel , more cowardl y ,  more atro cious th an that of Sharp . There was no 
1 0Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , The Confe s s ion (Bl oomfi e ld , Kentucky : 
Wi l l  H .  Holmes , 1 826) , rpt . in The Kentuck! Tragedy, ed . Loren J .  
Kal l s en (New York : Bobb s -Herri l l  Co . ,  1963 , p .  15 . 
1 1The Life of Jeroboam 0. Beauchamp ( Frankfort : D ' Unger and Co . ,  
1850) ' p.-t-r:- -
12 1 850 , 23 . 1 3 1 8 5 0 ,  9 .  Beauchamp, P •  BeauchamE, P· 
14BeauchamE, 1 850 , 20 . 15 1 850 , 1 1 .  P· BeauchamE, P· 
16 1 850 , 2 8 .  BeauchamE, P· 
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pal l i ating circumst ance-not even the heat o f  young blood . He deserved 
1 7  al l h e  got , and much more . "  The author concl udes b y  s t at ing that "it 
is i d l e  to s ay that the l aws afford redress for al l injuries . • . . for 
steal ing the fair fame , the who l e  hope o f  e arth ly h appiness of woman--
for crushing her he art in the spring pf her l i fe-- • • . Such should be 
made criminal in al l the worl d . " 1 8  
· The pamph l et s  s erved not only to inform the Ameri c an pub l ic o f  the 
Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy and to offer j udgments about those invo lved , 
they also b ecame sources for l iterary works such as Mary E .  MacMichae l ' s  
short story , "The Kentucky Tragedy A Tal e : Founded on Facts of Actual 
Occurrence , "  whi ch appeared in 1838 in The Gent l eman ' s  Magazine . 
Unfortunat e ly ,  MacMichael ' s  ent ire st ory--the settin g ,  the characters , 
and the l anguage-- i s  spoi l ed by exce s s ive artifici al ity . The opening 
paragraph is a good examp l e  of the high-flown and irrel evant rhetori c 
whi ch permeates the story : 
' Tis a calm summer ' s  evening , and very lovely i s  the view ; 
the sun is s etting b ehind the distant hi l ls , and g i l ding with 
its red and g l owing l i ght the l ittl e r iver which g l ides l ik e  
a si lver serpent through the p l ain , forming various fairy 
i s l et s  in its meandering course ;  and p l easant i t  i s  to watch 
the humb l e  boat wi th its red s ai l s  glow ing in the sun s et ,  
as it proceeds s l owly by the luxuri ant woods t owards the city 
of , whi ch is s een in the distance , far as the eye 
can reach. 
Moreover , the story i s  rife with such expre s s ions as "reeking with her 
bes t b lood , "  and "the e loquent b l ood l e aped int o  her cheeks , "  and 
17 Beauchamp, 1850 , p. 2 8 .  1 8 Beauchamp, 1 850 , p .  2 8 .  
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"he l odged the cont ents o f  a pistol i n  Wi lton ' s  breast . " 1 9  
The characters are n o  less art ifi ci al . C l aude d e  Wi l ton , a s  
Col onel Sharp , is a "young man • . • t a l l  and ath l et i c  i n  figur e , with 
eyes fl ashing w ith animation , and in h i s  open countenance the r eckl e ss 
gayety of youth was b l ended with an expression of h ardihood and manly 
2 0  daring beyond h i s  years . "  Ann Cook is recreated as I anthe Wi l loughby , 
a young maid whose "features were exquis itely mou lded , and dark diamond-
l ik e  eyes l i ght ened their b l oom with the beams o f  l ight and chastened 
int el le ct . " 2 1  The hero of the s tory is given no fictitiou s  name but is 
s imply cal l ed B eauchamp and i s  des cribed as one whos e  "personal 
2 2  appe ar ance • • . must have claimed approbat i on even from an enemy . "  
The story itse lf is an inartis t i c ,  garb led vers ion of the historical 
tragedy . For examp l e ,  over half the story centers around the r e l ationship 
of C l aude de Wi lton and a b l onde , b l ue - eyed beauty Geraldine Heathwood . 
Since i t  i s  obvious from the beg inning that de Wi l ton intends to j i l t  
r .. u s s  Heathwood , one i s  inclined t o  as sociat e  her with Ann Cook . We 
soon learn , how ever , that Geraldine is not meant to represent Ann Cook , 
for Geraldine i s  overcome by consumption and di es . 
Al though the l as t  few p ages of the story present a fairly accurate 
summary of the Tragedy , for the mos t  part t-1ary E .  MacMichae l '  s s tory i s  
extravagant non s ense without direction or purpos e .  The art i fi ci al 
19Mary E .  MacMichael ,  "The Kentucky Tragedy : A Tale- Founded on 
Facts of Actual Occurrence , "  The Gent l eman ' s  Magazine , 2 ( 1 838) , 26 5 - 2 7 1 . 
20MacMichae l ,  p .  265 . 
22MacMi chae l , p .  2 7 0 . 
2 1 MacMichae l ,  p .  26 8 .  
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setting , the high-flown rhetori c ,  the too-perfect hero and heroine al l 
tend to debase the story of  Beauchamp , Ann Cook , and Colone l Sharp , a 
story which derives a great deal of  its meaning from the crude natures 
of the maj or characters l iving on the untamed , raw frontier of early 
nineteenth- century Kentucky . 
It  was inevit ab l e  that the most notorious domestic tragedy ever to 
occur in Kentucky would appear in b al l ad form . In 1 91 1 , Professors 
Hubert G .  Shearin and Josiah H. Combs refer to two bal l ads based on the 
Tragedy in A Syl l abus of Kentucky Folk-Songs .  The first is "Beauchamp ' s  
Confession , "  in whi ch Beauchamp , under sentence of death by Judge 
Davidge for the murder of Sharp , pi ctures the meeting of himself and 
h . . . . h 1 1  23  1 s  v1ct1m 1n e • The second bal lad ,  entit l ed "Jereboam Beauchamp , "  
i s  a recital of the murder of Sharp by Beauchamp . These two b al lads  
have never been printed although both were supposedly included in  an 
unpub lished art icle by Professor Shearin ,  "The Beauchamp Tragedy in 
Ameri can Literature , " whi ch was read before the Twenty-first Annual 
Meeting of the Central Division of the Modern Language Association in 
Chi cago , December 27-29 , 1 9 16 . 24 In 1932 , Kate Tipton Irvine , who wrote 
a Master ' s  thesis on the Tragedy, attempted to locat e  the two b al l ads by 
sol i citing the help of Professor Shearin ' s  widow Mrs .  Ruth B .  Shearin . 
Mrs . Shearin informed Miss Irvine that the article in whi ch the two 
23Hubert G .  Shearin and Josi ah H .  Comb s , A Syl l abus of Kentucky 
Folk-Songs (Lexington : Transylvani a Printing Co . ,  19 1 1 ) , p .  1 6 .  
24
Thomas 0 .  Mabbot t ,  ed . ,  Politian :  An Unfinished Tragedy £r. 
Edgar �· Poe (Menasha, Wisconsin : George Banta Publ1shing Co . ,  1923 ) , 
p .  57 . 
25 bal l ads appeared was in the care of Occidental Col l ege,  Los Angeles . 
A thorough search recent ly at Occident al fai led to turn it up . 26 
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Although the two bal l ads  l isted by title  by Professors Shearin and 
Combs in their Syl l abus may be lost , two other bal l ads are extant . One , 
entitled "Colonel Sharp , "  was printed in 1915  in E .  C .  Perrow ' s  "Songs 
and Rhymes From the South" in the Journal of American Folk- Lore . The 
bal l ad was given to Perrow by E .  N .  Caldwel l ,  who had acquired the 
manus cript in North Carolina in 191 3 .  In a footnote ,  Perrow explains 
that the crime on which this bal l ad is founded "became the b asis  of 
. 27 widely spread bal l ads . "  The bal l ad "Colonel Sharp" is arranged in 
fi fteen quatrains . Many l ines are in dialogue and the speakers , Jereboam 
and Ann , cal l each other "my dearest Jewe l . "  A sign of oral rendering 
is the fact that throughout the bal lad the word lover is spel l ed lovyer . 
Although the actual affair covered s everal months , the poet effectively 
telescopes the time so that he is able  to include every important event . 
The b al l ad opens with the traditional "come all  ye" b eginning , and then 
Ann tel ls Beauchamp of the inj ury done to her by Col onel Sharp and 
promises to marry Beauchamp if "he would avenge her heart . "  Beauchamp 
answers : 
2 5Kate Tipton Irvine , "The Beauchamp Tragedy in American Literature , "  
M . A .  Thesis University o f  Kentucky , 193 2 ,  p .  3 .  
26 In an attempt to locate the articl e ,  George R .  Surrency spoke 
with Profes sor Shearin ' s  son in Los Angeles in December 1975 , and w as 
to�d that all of his father ' s  work had been donated to Occidental 
Col lege . A s earch of the material in the library at Occidental fai led 
to turn up the arti cle . 
27E .  c .  Perrow , "Songs and Rhymes From the South , " Journal of 
American Folk- Lore , 28 (Apri l-June , 1915 ) , 166- 168 . 
Oh , my deares t Jewel , that ' s  pleasant talk to me . 
To ki l l  the man who inj ured you I real ly do feel free . 
For I never could expect you for to b ecome my wife 
Unt i l  I did attack him and surely tak e  his l i fe . 2 8  
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Detai l s  often not used by authors who wrote about the affair i n  fiction 
are included by the poet . He writes of  Ann ' s  making Beauchamp a mask 
of b l ack s i lk with which to disguis e  hims e l f  whi le in Frankfort and 
Beauchamp ' s  plan to leave wi th Ann for Missouri once the crime had b een 
committed . Mention i s  al so made of the burial of Beauchamp and Ann in 
the same grave , a fact that is surprisingly omitted in most stories 
about the Tragedy . The l ast seven quatrains tell  of Beauchamp ' s  tri al , 
Ann ' s  j oining her husband in his ce l l ,  and the suicide attempts of the 
two lovers . In the concluding quatrain the lovers are identified thus : 
"Perhaps there ' s  some one here who ' d  wish to know their names . I I t  was 
29 Andy Bowens Beecher and Andy Cooker ' s  dame . "  
In 1956 , another b al l ad ,  "Jeremiah Beechum , "  was acquired by 
Professor Leonard Roberts and was printed in the Kentucky Folklore 
Record in March , 196 8 . 30 Roberts received the b al l ad ,  which is a variant 
of "Colonel Sharp , "  from Mrs . E l ler (sic)  Hens l ey of Bel l County , 
Kentucky . Mrs . Hensley had invited him to her home on the Cumberland 
River to listen to bal l ads and folk songs . Roberts writes that when 
2 8  Perrow , p .  167 . 29 Perrow , p .  168 . 
3 0  Professor Roberts ,  commenting on the bal l ad "Colonel Sharp" 
printed by Perrow , writes that the b al l ad "tel l s  the story in order and 
quite accurately (except its sharp penknife sui cide ) . "  Professor 
Roberts himself is in error since Ann and Jereboam did use a sharp 
penknife in their suicide attempts . Leonard Roberts ,  "Beauchamp and 
Sharp : A Kentucky Tragedy , "  Kentuckr Fo lklore Records ,  14 (January-March ,  
196 8) , 14- 19 . 
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he arrived h e  found eight o r  nine s ingers , one o f  whom , Mrs . Lidia Green 
Knuckles ,  s ang the first stanza of "Jeremiah Beechum" whi ch Roberts 
tape-recorded . Mrs . Knuckles told the professor that many years ago she 
had heard her father sing the ent ire b al l ad many t imes . 
Although "Jeremiah Beechum" is bas ed on the Perrow text , several 
stanzas are mispl aced which distort the actual s equence of events . For 
examp l e ,  stanzas twelve and thirteen te l l  of the doub le  suicide att empt 
and Ann ' s  death . But four stanzas l at er we read that Beauchamp 
• then returned to Frankfort 
And went to Colonel Sharp 
He cal led him from his lodging room 
And stabbed him to the heart . 
Since bal l ads tend to deteriorate by transmission , i t  i s  remarkab le  that 
the bal l ad discovered by Profes sor Roberts remains almost unchanged from 
the ear lier vers ion printed by Perrow . For example , the t enth quatrain 
of "Colonel Sharp" rel ates Beauchamp ' s  writ ing his Confession in this 
manner : 
Then he cal led for pen and ink to write al l around , 
" I  want thi s whole world to know what I have don e :  
I ' ve ki l l ed thi s noble Co lonel that injured my poor wife 
And always wi 1 1  protect her as long as I have l i fe . " 
Stanzas fourteen and fifteen of "Jeremiah Beechum" express the s ame 
incident thus : 
He cal led for pen and paper 
To write to every one .  
Saying , " I  wish that this whole  world 
Could know what I have don e .  
" I ' ve kil l ed the Colonel Sharp 
Who injured my poor wife 
I always w i l l  protect her ,  
As long as I have l ife . "  
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In a footnot e to "Co lonel Sharp" E .  C .  Perrow writes that in 1915 
Beauchamp ' s  Confess ion "is occasion al ly seen even now for sale . 1131  But 
shortly thereafter Beauchamp ' s  Confession was not readi ly avai l ab l e  as 
a source for would-be authors , and stori es. about the tragedy decreased . 
Occasionally,  however , in the twentieth century the story has been 
printed in "Detective Week lies . "  On February 19 , 1927 , excerpts from 
Beauchamp ' s  Confession ,  covering Sharp ' s  assassinat ion ,  Beauchamp ' s  
arres t ,  tri al ,  and execution ,  appeared in Flynn ' s  Detective Fi ction 
Weekly under the title  "Jereboam Beauchamp : His Confession , " edited by 
Zeta Roths child . And on December 2 ,  195 1 ,  "Dirk of Vengean ce , "  by Lewi s 
Thompson , was print ed in  The American Weekly. Thompson ' s  articl e ,  a 
synopsis of Beauchamp ' s  Confession ,  contains some very obvious errors . 
For exampl e ,  he writes that Ann ' s  father was a weal thy p l anter in 
Bowling Green and died in 1 819 . Moreov er ,  he states that Beauchamp was 
an active supporter of the New Court P arty and that Sharp was the l eader 
of the Old Court faction . Actual l y  the reverse was true . 
The Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy was not dealt with effectively in the 
pamph l e t ,  the short story, or the b al l ad , for each of these forms is too 
limited . I t  was left to the dramatist and the novelist  to present more 
than the bas ic facts and to examine more thoroughly the comp l ex pol i tical 
aspect s  of the story , the personali ties and character traits of the maj or 
figures , and the causes of this vio l ent epi sode in American his tory . 
31  Perrow , p .  166 . 
CHAPTER IV 
PLAYS 
One of the first to grasp the sign i fi c ance of the Kentucky Tragedy 
as raw materi al for a romantic domestic tragedy was neither a poet nor a 
dramati s t  but the distingui shed statesman Henry Clay, who was intimate 
with s everal of the maj or figures in the case . John U .  Waring , Sol omon 
P .  Sharp ' s  archenemy and suspected assassin , was employed by C l ay on 
1 s everal occas ions as an agent in C l ay ' s l and speculations i n  Kentucky . 
Patrick Henry Darby , the editor of the Constitutional Advocate in 
Frankfort and a l so suspected of being invol ved in Sharp ' s  d eath , was 
one of Clay ' s  fri ends and po l i t i cal supporters in Frankfort . 2 Moreover , 
So lomon P .  Sharp and Henry C l ay had been fri ends for many years . During 
Pres ident Madison ' s  term , C l ay and Sharp had served as Unit ed States 
representatives from Kentucky . When Sharp returned to Kentucky ,  he 
maintained his fri endship with C l ay and often was empl oyed by C l ay in 
3 l egal matters . 
Henry C lay was informed of Sharp ' s  assass inat ion by his son Theodore 
W .  C l ay ,  on November 11 , 1 8 25 : You wi l l  perc eive by the prints that one 
of the mos t atrocious and unheard of acts of murd er was commi tted a few 
nights ago on Sol . P .  Sharpe . Language could not find t erms strong 
1
James F .  Hopkins , ed . ,  The Papers of Henry C l ay, 5 vo l s .  
Lexington : Univ . of Ky . Pres s ,  1 95 9- ) , I V ,  724 ; V ,  204 , 7 04 . 
2
Hopkins , I V ,  3 9 8 , 403-404 . 
3
Hopkins , I ,  7 7 7 ;  I I ,  2 2 8 , 239 , 37 0 ,  5 6 7 ;  I I I ,  456 . 
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enough to condemn it  in,  nor could the l aw be too severe in avenging the 
rights of humanity.  He was cal l ed to his door by a man passing hims elf 
for an o ld acquaintance and seeking hospital ity for the night at 1 
o ' clock, and in the act of conferring the favor , and in the dark the 
4 savage stabbed him to the heart . "  On the day this was written ,  Jereboam 
0. Beauchamp was arrested for the murder . C l ay maintained his interest 
in the cas e ,  and on July 1 0 ,  1 8 2 6 ,  he wrote to his friend John J .  
Crittenden : " I  have got home time enough to be near the last act of 
the Tragedy in your town-for such undoubtedly ought to be considered 
the events of l as t  Friday . The manner of the death of the unfortunate 
Beauchamp and his still  more unfortunate wife must awaken a publ ic 
sympathy which even his crime and her vices cannot smother . 5 And on 
August  2 ,  1826 ,  Clay wrote to Josiah S .  Johnston : "You wi l l  have 
seen the tragical end of Beauchamp and his unfortunate wife . We l ive 
in an age of romance .  Ask Mrs . Johnston if the story might be wrought 
6 up into a fine popul ar tragedy-one simi lar to George Barnwel l ?" About 
the time that Clay made his appeal to his friend Johnston a notice 
appeared in The New York Mirror announcing a "new tragedy" by a "native 
dramatist" based on the Beaucharnp-Sharp Tragedy . Agreeing with Henry 
Clay ' s  observation, the author of the artic le  wrote that "perhaps there 
never occurred in real l ife a combination of incidents so admirably 
4Hopkins , IV, 816-81 7 . 5Hopkins , V ,  536-537 . 
6George Lil lo ,  Engl ish dramatis t ,  had produced in 1 731 a play, The 
London Merchant ££ the History of George Barnwel l ,  based upon an old---­
bal lad . The play recounted the story of a young apprentice,  who became 
infatuated with a courtesan and , to retain her favor , embezzled his 
employer ' s  money and murdered his uncle . The courtesan and her lover 
were finally hanged . 
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7 cal culat ed to produce stage effects . ' ' Although the play mentioned in 
The New York Mirror has not been found , we do have plays by a "resident 
near the scene , "  Thomas Hol l ey Chivers , Edgar Allan Poe , Charlotte M .  S .  
Barnes , and John Savage . 
Many students of the Kentucky. Tragedy have stat ed that Thomas Hol ley 
Chivers ' play Conrad and Eudora (1 834)  was the first published l iterary 
treatment of the cel ebrated affair.  This writer , however,  recent ly 
obtained from Harvard University a copy of a play based on the Tragedy 
printed in 1833 . Harvard received its copy in 1 91 8  as part of the 
bequest of Evert Jansen Wendell . The play, entitled Beauchamp, or the 
Murder of Col . Sharp, was written by "A Resident near the scene of 
action,  and acquainted with al l the parties . "  Although , for the mos t 
part , a dramati z ation of Beauchamp ' s  Confes sion ,  the thirty- six page 
play is envigorated by the writer ' s  occas ional attempts to make 
Beauchamp ' s  speeches poetic , by the introduction of Negro servants , and 
by the inclus ion and development of two figures who are only mentioned 
in passing by Beauchamp in his Confession.  
In all  five act s  the dramatist fo llows , l ifting ent ire pass ages 
from the work , the main out l ine of the Confession . Thus many l ines in 
the play are merely direct quotations or paraphrases from the Confes sion . 
At time s ,  however , the dramatist departs from his source and al lows 
Beauchamp to speak poetically,  as in the fo l l owing speech.  As his 
soliloquy reveal s ,  it  is the night before Beauchamp ' s  wedding : 
7The New York Mirror , July 2 9 ,  1826 . 
To-morrow ' s  night wi l l  make her indissolubly mine . See how 
the thunders tol l , and the lightenings rend the el ement s ,  as 
if  to tear nature ' s  maj esty in twain . So wil l  I brace myself  
against the prej udices of  this scowl ing world , and be  a man in 
the midst of ruin . Rol l  on , thou messenger of Deity, that I 
may borrow virtue from thy might . Woul d  that this steel was 
pointed with thy k eenest flash , and with the power of Jove ' s  
thunder , driven home to the v i l l ain ' s  heart . -Yet , woul d  I bid 
adieu to such nights ,  and take a final farewel l  of celibacy 
with such gloom, to hai l the nuptial morn enriched by the 
golden sun . 8 
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In addition tq  the occasional poetic speeches by Beauchamp , the 
embel lishments of the 1 833 drama also include the author ' s  addition of 
Negro characters . And though Ann Cook owned blacks , and though the 
1850  Frankfort pamphlet The Life of Jeroboam Q. Beauchamp contains a 
picture of Ann Cook ' s  black servants rej oicing on hearing of the death of 
Colonel Sharp , only the author of the 1 833 play Beauchamp, or the Murder 
of Col . Sharp and Hannah Daviess P ittman in The Heart of Kentucky (1 908) 
include Negroes in their works . The Negroes that appear in the play as · 
servants of Ann Cook have relat ively few l ines , but the dramatist 
attempts to capture the flavor of Negro dial ect by inc luding in the 
speech of the servants such words and expressions as "ingons , "  "mistess , "  
and " 1 -be-bound . "  
The most  interesting embel l ishment made by the author is the 
inclus.ion and development of two persons who figure prominent ly in the 
historical Kentucky Tragedy , Amos Kendal l  and John Upshaw Waring . In 
his Confession ,  Beauchamp refers briefly to Amos Kendal l ,  the ed itor of 
the Frankfort newspaper The Argus of Western America, as the "orac le of 
8 Beauchamp, or the Murder of Col . Sharp, ( 1 8 3 3 ,  n . p . ) ,  p .  1 9 .  
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the new court faction , "  who after Sharp ' s  murder "sounded the alarm 
throughout the state , that i t  was ' polit ics ' which had caused the 
9 murder . "  Beauchamp mentions John Upshaw Waring , a notoriously violent 
man , as an enemy of Governor Desha , and a man whom the governor wanted 
Beauchamp to imp l icate in Sharp ' s  murder . Though the dramatist elects 
to retain the names of the principal characters of the Tragedy--Beauchamp , 
Sharp , and Ann--he thinly disguises the names of Kendal l and Waring , who 
become Amus and Upshaw respectively.  
In the play, Amus has a small  role compared with the ro le  of the 
more ful ly developed Upshaw. Like his prototype , Amus is  a friend of 
Colonel Sharp , and after Sharp is  murdered it  is Amus,  l ike the historical 
Amos Kendal l ,  who accuses Darby of compl icity in the Colonel ' s  death . 
Although today informat ion about John Upshaw Waring is sketchy, at best ,  
the dramatist confirms what historians have written about the l egendary 
due l l ist  and man of savage t emper . In the play,  one characner remarks : 
"Oh John of Upshaw, you have always carried more hel l  and thunder about 
you , than has seemed to me prudent for ordinary men . " 1 0  The bitterness 
between Sharp and Waring , as documented by Dr . Leander J .  Sharp in his 
Vindication, is revealed in the play in this remark by Upshaw to Darby : 
"Sharp says he can prove the chi ld of Mi ss Cook was not the offspring of  
a white man ; wel l  he  mi ght do this , and the child still  be his , for if 
9Jereboam 0 .  Beauchamp , The Confess ion (Bloomfield , Ky . : Wi l l  H .  · Holme s ,  1 826) , rpt . in The KentuCky Tragedy, ed . Loren J .  Ka l l sen (New 
York : Bobbs-Merri l l  Co . , 1 963 ) , p .  1 7 .  
1 0  Beauchamp, 1833 ,  p .  2 1 . 
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he was a s  black outside a s  he is  in , no pol i shed ebony would out shine 
h . . , 1 1  l.m . The dramatist al so confirms what historians have written about 
Waring ' s  whereabouts at the time of Sharp ' s  assassination . The dramatist 
exp l ains that he lay "wounded and d isabl ed in Lexington" after having 
been shot in the thigh. Final ly,  it is Upshaw' s responses near the 
conclusion of the play that reveal the dramatist ' s  sympathy for 
Beauchamp and his wife . Just prior to Beauchamp ' s  execution , Amus 
remarks to another character : "The widow of a man that ' s  hanged , you 
1 2  know , makes the best wife i n  the world . "  Upshaw , who has returned 
to Frankfort from Lexington , immediately repl ies : "Unfeel ing dogs , had 
I my usual flesh and blood about me , I ' d  strike you dumb for such a 
speech . "  Amus exits and Upshaw says : "Yes , scamper away to your dens 
l ike rats ,  to continue more mischief.  Ah , poor youth, I see he must 
die ; even if he were innocent he would hang . Their vengeanc e it must be 
1 3  g lutted , and their reward secured . "  And after i t  is  announced that 
Ann declares she wi l l  not survive her husband , Upshaw states : "She ' s a 
heroine worthy of better days ; preferring , as she conceives , a g lorious 
death to l iving infamy . "  The dramatist then departs radica l ly from the 
facts  as we know them by having Upshaw remark : " Lead on , I ' l l go myse l f  
and prepare a decent burial , for fear this l a s t  act o f  kindness wi l l be 
denied them. " 1 4  
The second dramatist to write o f  the Kentucky Tragedy was Thomas 
Hol l ey Chivers . Chivers became int erested in the affair whi le he was a 
1 1  Beauchamp, 1 8 33 ,  p .  2 2 .  
1 2  Beauchamp, 1 8 3 3 ,  p .  34 . 
13  Beauchamp, 1 833 , p .  34 . 
14 Beauchamp, 1833 , p .  35 . 
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student at Transylvania University in Lexington , Kentucky, in 1828 . 
Whi l e  working toward his Doctor of Medicine degree,  he was given a 
pamphlet containing the Confession of Beauchamp . The result  was his 
firs t  book,  Conrad and Eudora ; �· the Death of Alonzo , pub l ished in 
Phi ladelphia in 1834 . Now for the first time we have an author 
attempting to probe beneath the factual surface of the tragedy in an 
effort to come to grips with the complex personalities of the principal 
figures in one of the most dramatic and bloody incidents in American 
history .  And though his sympathies are clearly with Ann , the wronged 
woman , and Beauchamp , her heroic defender , Chivers al lows the character 
based upon Sharp to exp l ain why he betrayed the trust of those who loved 
him. 
Chivers ' p l ay,  a closet drama in blank verse , fol lows the facts of 
the . actual case quite faithfully .  A few detai l s  were changed , however , 
for the sake of expediency. For example , in the play the location of  
the heroine ' s  cottage is on the outskirts of Frankfort rather than a 
four days ' j ourney away. Time elements are telescoped to add continuity 
to the action . Often Chivers appears to be having fun with his 
distortion of the facts . In the play Joel Scott , who provided Beauchamp 
with a room the night of the murder and whose test imony helped to convict 
him , is represented as an innkeeper who ·does not testify against 
Beauchamp ; on the contrary, he sympathi zes with him and wi shes him a 
fair and j ust trial . Those fami liar with the case would have known that 
Joe l Scott was prej udiced against Beauchamp not only because of Scott ' s  
rel at ionship with Mrs . Sharp but perhaps also because , as many felt , 
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Scott wished to see Beauchamp convicted in order to share in the reward 
money. 
Since this play was Chivers ' first poet ic endeavor , it is not 
surprising that it has its faults . The language is stil ted and highly 
rhetorical . One finds constant repetition of words and l ines that 
Chivers felt  were good . But Chivers presents a perceptive and rather 
artistic exploration of the somewhat twi sted personalities of the maj or 
characters which led to murder and suicide . The characters of Conrad , 
Eudora , and Alonzo , representing Beauchamp , Ann , and Sharp respectively,  
are based primari ly on information ,  according to Chivers himsel f ,  
acquired from Beauchamp ' s  Confession . 15 And although Charles  H .  Watts 
in Thomas Ho l l ey Chivers : His Literary Career and His Poetry writes that 
"Chivers ' probable acquaintance with the Thomas Lacey who acted as one 
of Beauchamp ' s  counsel may have l ed him to provide the reader with the 
occasional gl impses into Ann Cook ' s  true character which we find in 
Conrad and Eudora , "  Chivers did not know the Thomas J .  Lacy who served 
as one of Beauchamp ' s  attorneys . Chivers wrote "An El egy on the Death 
of my Friend , Mr . Thomas Lacey , "  which appeared in Path of Sorrow in 
in 1832 . 16 The Thomas Lacy who acted as Beauchamp ' s  attorney did not 
die in 1 832 . Richard Col l ins ' History of Kentucky has a l ist  of 
Kentuckians who moved to other states where they attained prominence ,  
15The Georgia Citizen ,  Macon , Georgia, May 17 ,  1 85 1 . 
16 . Richard Beale Davi s , "Thomas Hol l ey Chivers and The Kentucky 
Tragedy, " Univ . of Texas Studies in Literature and Language , I ,  No . 2 
(Summer 1 959) , 281- 288 . 
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and he l ists Thomas J .  Lacy has having gone from Nelson County , Kentucky , 
to Arkansas , where he became a federal j udge . In the Arkansas Historical 
Quarterly, Winter 1 95 1 ,  Lacy is listed as a judge of the Superior Court 
in 1 833- 34 and as a member of the constitutional convention of 1 836 . 1 7 
Even though Thomas J .  Lacy did not speak with Chivers about Ann 
Cook , there is no doubt that Chivers used the Letters of Ann Cook to 
create the character of Eudora . Spec ific words and ideas that are found 
in the Letters are echoed in the play .  In the Letters , for examp l e ,  
Ann compares herself t o  a lioness j ust a s  Eudora does i n  the last act o f  
the play.  At one point in the Letters Ann writes : "Any thing but 
premeditated wrong , insul t ,  and inj ury, I am sure I could bear with 
calmness . "  In the p l ay,  Eduora dec l ares : 
I would not harm the simp lest thing on earth ! 
As loathe to scorn , as fierce to insul t given ! 
But ,  when despite i s  on my nature thrown , 
I swear , ' tis harder far than adamant ! l 8  
The above quotation captures the essence o f  Chiver ' s  heroine , who i s  a 
sweetly naive , nymph-l ike creature madly in love with Alonzo ,  Chivers ' 
Colonel Sharp , unti l her seduction and desertion by him . When this 
occurs she is overwhelmed wi th bitterness and shame which eventual ly 
l eads to madness and an hysterical desire for revenge . S .  Fos ter Damon 
in Thomas Hol l ey Chivers : Friend of Poe writes that Eudora is "chicken-
hearted . "  This is hardly the cas e ,  for one finds Eudora urging Conrad 
17 Walter Lee Brown,  "Albert Pike , Arkansas Editor , "  Arkansas 
Historical Quarterly, 1 0  (Winter 1 9 5 1 ) , 399-405 . 
1 8  Thomas Hol ley Chivers , Conrad and Eudora (Phi ladelphia, n . p . , 
1 834) . p .  26 . 
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on with words such a s  these when Conrad tel l s  her that A lonzo refuses t o  
fight him : 
Why not cut the treacherous vi l lain ' s  throat ? 
Had I been with thee , he had died so sweet . 
Were he within this proud arm ' s reach--this stroke 
Should be effectual , and bring lowness low! 19 I ' d  tramp me in his blood , and smi le  with j oy .  
This passage , moreover , i s  typical of Eudora ' s  expression of demented 
determination to see Alonzo dead . I t  i l lustrates the extreme personal ity 
change experienced by Eudora , who spoke at the outset of the p lay of 
nothing but morality, goodnes s ,  and love . Chivers makes it abundantly 
clear, unti l  her suicide ,  that Eudora ' s  obsession with exacting 
retribution is simply because , in the words of her mother , Eudora has 
"run mad . "  Insanity , brought about by Alonzo ' s  crushing Eudora ' s  heart , 
which had been fi l l ed with trust and love for him, is  the key to Eudora ' s  
insatiable  lust for Alonzo ' s  death . 
Conrad , portraying Beauchamp , is  perhaps the most stereotyped of 
the maj or characters . Throughout the p lay, he is  cas t ,  rather 
embarrassingly, as the heroic d efender of wronged female virtue . At 
one point he reveal s  that he once s l ew a man who had insulted a lady 
in Conrad ' s  presence . Everyone , including Conrad himself,  recogni zes 
his superior strength , his manl iness , and his right to punish Alonzo , 
for Conrad has " authority from higher c l imes . "  At times , however , 
Conrad becomes more than a mechanical hero when Chivers attempts to 
portray his protagonist ' s  feelings of doubt and remorse .  At the 
beginning of a soliloquy in which Conrad rat ionalizes hi s forthcoming 
1 9  Conrad and Eudora , p .  49 .  
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murder o f  Alonzo , h e  whispers : " I  have an eddying sorrow in my heart . "  
In the l ines that follow he enumerates what he fee l s  are val id reasons 
for taking Alonzo ' s  life,  but conc ludes with the question : " But stay--
2 0  am I not wrong?" Later after Alonzo has refused t o  fight with him , 
Conrad explains that he could not then ki l l  him "when he begged so 
hard : I I could not help from feel ing for his fate . " 2 1  When explaining 
to Eudora why he spared Alonzo he t el l s  her that his pity overcame his 
hate . When she accuses him of neglecting his oath, he excl aims : " I  am 
no huge gladiator, without soul : I A man may have his purpos e ,  and s t i l l  
feel . /  There are strange mixtures in this cha l ice , life . "22 Chivers 
cl early sympathi zes with Conrad ' s  "right" to avenge the honor of Eudora , 
and casts him as the noble  avenger , but he tries to add dimension to 
Conrad ' s  character by showing hi s doubts and even his reluctance at 
times to assume b l indly the rol e of avenger . 
If  Chivers only gives us gl impses of the internal struggle  
experienced by Conrad , he  takes great pains to  d emonstrate Alonzo ' s  
battle  with himself before and after his seduction of  Eudora . In the 
first act , Alonzo is not only wooing Eudora but also Angeline , who later 
becomes his wife . Knowing that he wil l  marry Angel ine but having 
convinced Eudora of his love for her and having agreed on a p lace and 
time to meet with her where he p lans to 'take advantage of her trus t ,  
Alonzo begins to have misgivings about his p l an .  He hears a " secret 
20 Conrad and Eudora , p .  3 9 .  2 1  Conrad and Eudora , p .  47 . 
22  Conrad and Eudora , p .  53 . 
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whisper" in his  heart,  and he asks himself why the voice must torture 
him at this moment . Just when he seems to have overcome the whisperings 
of his conscience and is resolved to carry out his evi l  design upon 
Eudora , he wavers and asks himself :  
What ' s  this?--my conscience has come back again ! 
Man ! wi l t  thou tread upon that sacred thing? 
Mould,  with thy lust , such ug liness and gri ef? 
And lop the tender roses in their bloom? 23 
Though Alonzo vacil lates and agoni zes over the debauchery he has p lanned , 
finally his conscience is  no match for his lust . But aft er his 
seduction of Eudora , he is seized with gui lt and remorse .  Alonzo does 
not win our sympathy, but for the first time someone had a l l owed the 
seducer to speak in his own behalf.  Chivers does not attempt to make 
Alonzo any l ess a vil lain , but because Chivers allows us to witness 
Alonzo ' s  struggl e  with his conscience ,  he becomes l ess an abstract ion , 
l ess  the personification of evi l  as he had heretofore been presented .  
Chivers ' interest in the Kentucky Tragedy did not end with the 
publ ication of Conrad and Eudora . On March 7 ,  1 838 , he wrote to Edmon 
Sheppard Conner , the Philadelphia actor-manager and later husband of 
Charlotte Barnes ,  who wrote Octavia Bragaldi , based on the Tragedy . 
Chivers asked Conner to pass j udgment on a new p l ay of his , Leon i ,  or the 
the Orphan of Venice ,  and informed Conner that he had written the part 
of Alvino for him. 24 Conner apparent ly never read the p lay, or perhaps 
23 Conrad and Eudora , p .  18 . 
24Emma L.  Chase and Lois  F .  Parks , eds . , The Correspondence of.  
Thomas Hol ley Chivers (Providence :  Brown Univ . Press , 1 957) , I ,  1 .  
The Harvard manuscript of this version of Leoni bears the date 1 838 
which was changed to 1839 . Professor Richard Beale Davis not es in his 
never answered Chivers ' letter , for thirteen years l ater on May 28 , 
1 85 1 , Chivers wrote to him again recommending the play to him and 
enclosed the first act . At that time the play was appearing weekly 
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• M G • • T.h G • C . · 25 1n aeon , eorg1a,  1n e eorg1a 1t1zen .  Al though many l ines from 
Conrad and Eudora appear in Leon i ,  Chivers is attempting something 
different with the l atter play .  I n  the earl ier play h e  stressed human 
weaknesses and psychological debi l ities as being responsibl e for the 
disaster . In Leoni there is l ess  emphasis on the psychology of his 
characters and more concern with the theme of revenge .  The very fact 
that every maj or character vehemently expres ses a motive and desire for 
revenge and the fact that Chivers uses every opportunity to stress the 
theme of revenge tend to suggest that the poet is parodying , unwittingly 
perhap s ,  the revenge play itself rather than exploring the theme of 
revenge as an element crucial to an understanding of the Kentucky 
Tragedy . 
Every maj or character expresses the desire to s eek revenge because 
of wrongs infl icted by another . Of course Leoni wants revenge for 
Count Alvar ' s  rej ecting her for another . And ironically this is  the 
strongest motive that she has ; the Count did not seduce her but merely 
admitted that he loved another better . Neverthel ess , Leoni engages her 
artic l e ,  "Thomas Hol l ey Chivers and the Kentucky Tragedy" that the 
changes in who l e  or parts of speeches would indicate that this version 
was a working copy of the play that was printed in The Georgia Citi zen 
in 1851 . 
25 The p lay appeared in The Georgia Citi zen May 1 7 , 24 , 31 , and 
June 7 ,  14 , 1 85 1 . 
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cousin Alvino t o  administer the death blow t o  Alvar . Al so ,  in the first 
act , Don Carlos , a friend of Leoni,  reveal s that twenty years ago Count 
Alvar stole his bride away, and that he has been waiting as long to 
avenge himself  of this crime . In the same act , we l earn that Count 
Alvar i s  attempting to bribe his friend Don Pedro to murder Don Carlos . 
· Alvar tel l s  Don Pedro that Pedro has reason to s eek revenge since it is 
Don Carlos who has prevented Pedro from marrying the sister of Don 
Carlos . In Act I I  Count Alvar himself  expresses the desire to s eek 
revenge . He refers to Don Carlos as "the savage that has prowled along 
my path , "  who Alvar boasts , "wi l l  find the d epths of my revenge so 
26 deep , I He wil l  not seek to lavish out his own ! 1 1 And when Alvino 
murders Count Alvar , with his dying breath Alvar cal l s  upon the gods to 
take revenge upon Alvino . Then , after reflecting upon his crime , 
Alvino t e l l s  Leoni that 1 1the sentence of the l aw wi l l  fa l l ,  I Upon us 
with avenging wrath . "2 7 
Since there is less  emphasis  in Leoni on the underlying psychological 
aberrations of the principal characters and more emphas is on creating a 
plot with diverse reasons for revenge unrelated to the factual 
occurrence,  Conrad and Eudora must be credited as being the play which 
comes clos er to a satisfactory exp loration of the Kentucky Tragedy . 
On the other hand , Leoni would have been the better acting version of 
the Tragedy . The language is l ess stilt ed and rhetorica l .  The pace of 
26Thomas Hol l ey Chivers , " Leoni , .2!. the Orphan of Venice , "  The 
Georgia Citi zen ,  Macon , Georgia , 1 7 May 1851 , p .  1 .  
27" Leoni , "  The Georgia Citizen., 7 June 185 1 ,  p .  1 .  
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the action i s  much faster , with a great deal more on-stage confrontation 
between antagonists . There is no record of either play having been 
performed , but Wi l l ard Rouse Jil l son writes that Chivers sold Leoni to 
28  the manager of Covent Garden . 
After Chivers ' Conrad and Eudora was publ ished in 1 834 , in the 
December , 1 8 35 ,  and January, 1 83 6 ,  issues of the Southern Literary 
Messenger there appeared scenes from another play based on the Kentucky 
Tragedy, Politian, which has excited a great dea l  of curiosity s ince it 
is the one known serious attempt at drama by Edgar Al lan Poe . Late in 
his l ife , Poe gave the original manuscript to Mrs .  Sarah Anna Lewis . 
From her it  pas sed to John H .  Ingram and from him indirect ly into the 
Pierpont Morgan Library . 29 Although Poe never finished the play ,  it 
was inc luded in The Raven and Other Poems in 1 845 . In 1 923 Pol itian 
was edited by Thomas 0. Mabbott . 
Politian appears in Floyd Stova l l ' s  1 965 edition of The Poems of 
Edgar Al lan Poe , a vo lume in which Stoval l  states that Poe ' s  tragedy has 
30  very little  in  common wi th the Kentucky Tragedy . Neverthe less , there 
28wil lard Rouse Ji l lson , "The Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy , "  Louisvi l l e  
Courier-Journal ,  Nov . 2 5  and 2 6 ,  1 937 . 
29 Edgar Al lan Poe , Politian ,  ed . Thomas 0. Mabbot (Menasha , Wis . : 
George Banta Pub l ishing Co . , 1923) , p .  1 .  
30rn Mabbott ' s  edition of Politian the scenes are numbered 
consecutively one through eleven ,  ignoring , according to Stoval l ,  Poe ' s  
designation of act and scene number . Stoval l c laims that in his edition 
the acts and scenes are arranged in the order in which Poe intended them 
as determined by internal evidence and by the revisions he made on the 
manuscript . Stoval l  asserts that there are four acts in the manuscript,  
with the second scene of Act II  a fragment and possibly an entire scene 
mi ssing in Act I I I . 
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i s  a great deal o f  evidence which indicates that Poe drew heavily on 
Beauchamp ' s  Confession and the Letters of Ann Cook . At the beginning of 
the play ,  which is set in sixteenth-century Rome , Castig lione (Colonel 
Sharp) has renounced Lalage (Ann Cook) in favor of Alessandra .  We learn 
from a s ervant , however , that Lalage cannot deny that she sti l l  loves 
Castiglione , an admi ssion made by Ann in the Letters regarding her 
feel ing for Sharp after he deserted her . Moreover , when Pol itian 
(Beauchamp) , Earl of Leicester , meets  and becomes enamoured of Lalage , 
she informs him of her mistreatment by Castigl ione and Politian vowes to 
punish him . Pol itian and Lalage plan to escape to the New World after 
Politian has achieved retribution j ust as Beauchamp and Ann prepared to 
l eave for Mi ssouri after Sharp has been kil l ed .  When Politian is 
unsuccessfu l  in his attempt to engage Castigl ione in a duel , Politian 
promis es to insult Castigl ione publicly.  Thi s fol l ows Beauchamp ' s  
account in his Confession of his confrontation wi th Sharp . After 
Politian ' s  "Coliseum Sol i l oquy, " Lalage rushes in to inform him that 
" the hour is come I for vengeance or wi l l  never , "  for Al essandra and 
Castigl ione are at the altar rai l .  Politian responds by swearing that 
he wi l l  s lay Castigl ione even if it must be done at the foot of the 
altar . In the Letters of Ann Cook Ann suggests to Beauchamp that it 
would be better to plunge the dagger into Sharp ' s  heart "while  folded 
in the arms of her for whom he deserted rne . "
31  
31w R n ,  ed . ,  Letters of Ann Cook (Washington , 1 826) , rpt . in 
The KentUCk;Y �edy, ed . Loren J
-
.-Kal l sen (New York : Bobbs-Merr i l l  Co . , 
1963) , p .  159 . 
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Though Poe did rely on the Confession and the Letters as the basis 
for several scenes , there are many scenes that have absolutely nothing 
to do wi th the Kentucky Tragedy . And ultimately,  our interest is  focused 
on these scenes , scenes which are al l humorous . Heretofore , no one had 
even hinted at l evity when writing of the Tragedy . I f  for no other 
reason this would cause the humor in Poe ' s  play to stand out . But the 
very fact that there is so much humor,  ranging from s lapstick to black 
comedy, is interesting in itse l f .  Mabbott here writes that the humorous 
scenes are Poe ' s  only real attempt at comic verse ,  some of which show 
his peculiar bitter humor at a l evel with that in his best tales of the 
3 2  grotesque.  
The opening scene sets  the tone for the comic scenes that follow .  
The stage direct ions cal l  for "Masks , a lut e ,  a lady ' s  s l ipper , cards 
and broken bott l es . · . .  strewn about the floor and on the tabl e . " 33 
Ugo , a s ervant , is having difficulty conversing with Benito , a fel l ow 
servant , because of the hiccups that are interrupting Ugo ' s  speech . 
Rupert , another servant , enters and reports that he has put Castigl ione 
to bed after pul ling him from under the table where he lay .  Ugo attempts  
to  defend Cas tiglione ' s  " low debaucheries" by explaining that Castigl ione 
is reforming and now "drinks none but the very (hiccup ! )  best of wine . "34  
Occas ionally  Colonel Sharp is portrayed in fict ion as  a vil lain 
capable  of fee l ing pangs of cons cience but seldom as a cheerful man . 
32p 1 . .  o 1.t 1.an,  p .  i v.  
34p 1 .  . 3 o 1.t1.an, p .  . 
33p 1 .  . 1 o 1.t1.an ,  p .  . 
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Poe ' s  Sharp , in the , character o f  Castigl ione , i s  often conscience-
stricken but more often is seen l aughing and j oking . Moreover , nowhere 
in fiction is Beauchamp al lowed · his
.
moments of j ocul arity to the extent 
Poe allows them to his hero Pol itian .  The first instance of Castigl ione ' s  
cheerfu lness is  seen in the second scene when he and his friend San Ozzo 
are speaking with each other in the Count ' s  dressing room . In response 
to something that the Count has just told him , San O z zo rep l ies that he 
wi l l  die of laughing . The Count urges San Ozzo to desist from j oking 
since he is concerned about breaking his pl ighted vows with Lalage . 
San Ozzo continues to l augh and j oke and tel l s  Castigl ione that if he 
feel s  penitent about breaking his engagement with Lalage he wi l l  send 
him a robe of sackcl oth and a tub of ashes . San O z zo exits , and 
Castiglione admits that San Ozzo ' s  j okes do make him laugh . The scene 
ends with a servant informing the Count that San Ozzo has sent him two 
presents with instructions that he is to choose only one--either a dozen 
bottles of wine or a tub of ashes . This gesture strikes the Count as 
being so funny that he is  overcome with laughter . In the fifth scene 
there is more l aughter . The Count is  laughing as he rel ates to his 
father the account that Po litian has j ust  given him of his j ourney from 
Engl and to Rome with the Duke of Surrey (sic ) : 
Such an account he gave me of his j ourney ! 
' Twould have made you die with l aught er-- such 
tales he told 
Of his caprices and his merry freaks 
Along the road-- such oddity-- such humor 
Such wit--such whim-- such flashes of wi ld merriment 
Set off too in such full  relief by the grave 
Demeanor of his friend--who to speak the truth 
Was gravity itse l f . 35 
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At this point one i s  reminded l ess o f  the Kentucky Tragedy and more of 
Jack Wi lton , the bright picaresque hero of Thomas Nashe ' s  The Unfortunate 
Travel ler, as he ambles through I taly with the Earl of Surrey in pursuit 
of the Fair Geraldine . 
The fact that characters model l ed at l east in part on Sharp and 
Beauchamp appear for the first t ime actual ly laughing and engaging in 
j ests is captivating . But perhaps the most interesting characters in 
the p lay are Ugo , a servant of Castigl ione, and Ugo ' s  sometime sweetheart 
Jacinta . Jacinta is Lalage ' s  l ady- in-waiting until  Jacinta l eaves Lalage 
for a more lucrative pos ition with Ales sandra .  Poe gives Jacinta an 
entire scene . In scene viii , Jacinta,  the ambitious social climber , 
appears on stage fantast ical ly dressed holding a flat bandbox .  Looking 
at her watch and counting the hours unti l  the wedding of her mi stress , 
Al essandra, with Cas tiglione, whi le  speaking to herself,  she invokes the 
Alice in Wonderland atmosphere that dominates the scene : 
I t  is not l ate--0 no ! it i s  not late--
What need is there of hurry? I ' l l answer for it 
There ' s  time enough to spare--now l et me see 
The wedding is to be at dark , and here 
The day ' s not half  done , -- stay I can tell  
To a minute how many hours there are between 
Thi s  time and dark-one , two , three , four , five , six ! 
Six hours ! why I can easily do 
The whol e  of my errands in two hours at farthest ! 
Who ' d  be without a watch?--these are pretty gloves ! 
I wi l l  not walk myself to. death at a l l -
1 won ' t- 1 ' 1 1 take my time . 
35P 1 " . 1 8  o 1t1.an , p .  . 
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At this point Jacinta begins to kick the bandbox t o  and fro with an air 
of nonchalance . Benito , a servant , enters with a bund le  and begins 
crossing and recrossing the stage rapidly wi thout not icing Jacinta,  who 
becomes furious that Benito does not acknowledge her presence . Ugo 
enters and "treads upon the bandbox and remains with his foot in it , as 
if stupified . "  Jacinta insults Ugo and strikes him .  Ugo runs off 
. 36 fo l l owed by Jacinta , who throws the bandbox after him . 
As scene viii belongs entirely to Jac inta , scene x is  Ugo ' s .  The 
scene takes place in the hal l of the Count ' s  palace . San Ozzo enters , 
discovers Ugo in a very puz z l ing pos ition, and asks him what is the 
matter with him. Ugo rep l ies : " I t ' s  very strange I You can ' t  
perceive I ' m dead ! "  When San O z zo asks Ugo if he is  rea l ly dead , Ugo 
answers : "Not , Sir, exact ly I Dead , so to say ,  but having j ust 
committed I Felo de �· I ' m what they cal l  deceased . "  San Ozzo suggests 
that defunct is a better word to describe Ugo ' s  condition, and Ugo 
readily agrees . San Ozzo then rep l ies : 
Ah--very wel l ! -- then I shal l tel l  your master 
That you ' re defunct--or stop , suppose I say--
1 think there would be mtire of dignity 
In  saying "Sir Count , your worthy servant Ugo 
Not being dead , nor yet to say deceas ed , 
Nor yet defunct ,  but having unluckily 
Made way with himself--that ' s  fe lo  de � you know-­
Hath now departed this life . 0  
Very excited , Ugo responds : "Say that , Sir, say that ! I For now , upon 
consideration , I think I I have--departed this l ife . " Wishing to make 
the most of the situation, San Ozzo demands that Ugo himself tel l the 
36P 1 "  . 30 o 1.t1.an , p .  . 
Count that Ugo i s  dead . Ugo readily consents to do so after San Ozzo 
convinces him that even though Ugo has been dead an hour his l egs are 
not too stiff to carry him to the Count .
37 
Although Poe maintained an interest in the Kentucky Tragedy long 
after he had put Pol itian aside , the el even scenes that make up the 
p lay suggest that Poe was l ess interested in dramat izing the Tragedy 
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than he was in developing visual ly effective dramat ic and comic scenes 
such as the confrontation scene between Pol itian and Castigl ione , in 
which Politian threatens to horsewhip the Count in the streets of Rome , 
and the scenes in which the minor character s ,  Jacinta and Ugo , dominate 
the act ion . Poe commented on the p l ay very little ,  but in a letter to 
Judge Nathaniel Beverley Tucker , dated December 1 ,  1835 , he wrote :  " I  
do not entirely acquiesce in your strictures on the versi fication o f  my 
38 Drama . "  And in a l etter to Duyckinck on September 1 9 ,  1845 , when Poe 
was preparing to publish what he felt were his best poems , he suggested 
that if more materi al were needed to fi l l  the book he could furnish , 
3 9  among other things,  some dramatic scenes . Perhaps a l etter from 
John P .  Kennedy to T .  W. White gives us the reason why Poe never finished 
the play .  Kennedy writes that Poe is  "at work upon a tragedy, but I 
4 0  have turned him t o  drudging upon whatever may make money . "  
37P 1 "  . 34 35 o 1t1an , pp . - . 
38  John W. Ostrum , ed . ,  The Letters of Edgar Al lan Poe (Cambridge,  
Mas s . : Harvard Univ . Pres s ,  194 8 ) , I ,  78 . 
39 Ostrum I ,  297 . 
40Quoted by Mabbott in Appendix to Politian,  p .  59 . 
Onl y  a year after the first scenes from Pol itian appeared in the 
Southern Literary Messenger , an eighteen-year-old American actress 
tried her hand with the Kentucky Tragedy . Charlotte Mary Sandford 
Barnes ' play Octavia Bragaldi was performed in New York in 1 8 37 and 
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was the firs t stage performance of the affair .  Chivers was in New York 
in November, 1 8 37 , with his new bride and may have seen Mi ss Barnes in 
the t it l e  role  of her play at the National Theatre on November 9 ,  1837 . 4 1  
Mis s  Barnes evident ly had read Poe ' s  Pol itian,  for the simi larity of 
Cas tiglione to Caste l li ,  her Colonel Sharp , is evident . Moreover , there 
are phrases and even l ines in Barnes '  play that appear in Poe ' s .  For 
examp l e ,  at one point in Pol itian , Castiglione,  debating with himself 
whether to marry Lal age , exClaims : "Marry her-no ! I Castig lione wed 
. 4 2  him with a wanton ! "  Caste l l i ,  in Octavia Bragaldi , responding t o  the 
question of having ever been married to Octavia , rep l ies : " I  say ' tis 
fal se ;  I I ne ' er did wed her-never loved her-no ! I I could not love a 
43 wanton . "  
Even though Barnes was almost surel y  influenced by Poe-and for 
that matter there is  evidenc e  to support the c laim that she was fami l iar 
with Chivers ' Conrad and Eudora-her play is different from the . plays of 
her predecessors . Miss Barnes ' play is set in Milan of the fift eenth 
century. The heroine , Octavia,  is married to Francesco Bragaldi , an 
untitled courtier who is loved and revered by nobleman and commoner 
4 1  Chase ,  p .  1 .  
43charlotte  M .  
p .  7 .  
4 2p 1 . . 8 o 1t1an ,  p .  . 
S .  Barnes , Octavia Braga ldi (New York , n . p . , 1837) , 
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alike . Six years earlier,  against her father ' s  wi shes , Octavia had 
married Count di  Cas tel l i ,  an ambitious man obsessed with gaining 
power . As a result of her marriage,  Octavia ' s  father died of a broken 
heart • .  Growing weary of Octavia ' s  lamenting the loss of her father , 
Castel l i  deserts her and a year later is  reported to have been s lain in 
battle  although he was not s lain but taken prisoner . Five years after 
his al leged death,  Octavia wed Francesco Bragaldi . When the play opens 
Octavia and Francesco have been married four years and Castel l i  has 
j ust returned to Mi lan after being rel eas ed from prison . Bragaldi 
l earns that Castel l i  and Octavia were never legal ly married since the 
monk who performed the ceremony was merely a henchman of Castel l i  and 
not a monk . Bragaldi s eeks revenge and cha l l enges Castelli  to a duel . 
Castelli  refuses to fight . and Bragaldi murders him .  When accused of 
the murder, Bragaldi confesses . Before he can be executed , however ,  he 
and Octavia commit suicide . 
Obviously Miss  Barnes has fol l owed some of the facts of the case 
and has altered and omitted others . One alteration sets her version of 
the Tragedy apart from a l l  the others . Traditional ly in literature the 
character representing Ann Cook had demanded quite vociferously that 
the wrong done to her be avenged . Barnes , however , did not visualize  
her heroine as  obsessed with the thought of  revenge ; in  fact , Octavia 
initial ly wished to forgive the man who had tricked and betrayed her . 
When she learns that Castel l i  is alive and that her marriage to him was 
merely a sham , she calmly suggests to Bragaldi , who is raging wi th 
anger : "Let not the spectre of departed woe I Rise up again to haunt 
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our happy horne . "  She urges her husband t o  pity Castel l i ,  who has 
recentl y  been releas ed as a pri soner of war , and to remember that " in 
his hope l es s ,  long captivity I He hath received most ample  retribution . " 
Bragaldi does not listen to her , and when he informs Octavia that 
Castel li  wi l l  not accept his cha l l enge , Octavia entreats him to accept 
the fact that 
The wrong that ' s  pas t ,  is past . The fire is quenched-­
Oh ! for my sake then seek not to relurne it ! 
I f  he rest silent , and no longer breathe 
A thought of inj ury against our peace--
If he molest us not , l et us be durnb . 44 
Even when overhearing Cast e l l i  refer to her as a "wanton" whose name 
is "a scorn and by word ' rnongst the peasantry, "  Octavia remains calm . 
She tel l s  Caste l l i : "To those who heard the fal sehood , say ' t  is  
fal s e ,  I And I wil l  pardon thee . "45 When he  refuses , Octavia fal l s  at 
his feet and begs him for her husband ' s  sake to repudiate those who 
would traduce her character .  Caste l l i  remains adamant , and on ly then is 
Octavia aroused to anger . She curses Caste l l i ,  but she does not desire 
his death . 
Final ly ,  in the fourth act ,  after brooding over Cas tel l i ' s refusal 
to c l ear her good name , Octavia is moved to a sudden desire for revenge . 
She implores Bragaldi to do away with Castel l i  and to do it quickly.  
Exciting Bragaldi to the same pitch of furious rage that she now fee l s ,  
she exacts an oath from him t o  s lay Caste l l i  by stealth .  Thus , briefly, 
Octavia reminds us of Ann Cook . But unl ike Ann who told Beauchamp that 
44octavia Bragaldi , p .  49 . 
45octavia Bragaldi , p .  74 . 
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she was ecstatic when she learned o f  Sharp ' s  death,  Octavia fee l s  
nothing but gui lt when she learns that her husband has fulfi l l ed his 
oat h .  And when Octavia commits suicide after Bragaldi has taken his 
l ife , her act does not appear to be inspired by her des ire to j oin her 
husband in death but rather an attempt to free herself from a conscience 
burning with sel f-reproach. 
Octavia Bragaldi was a great success in the United States ,  having 
b f d . 1 
. 
. h U . 46 Th 1 1 een per orme 1n a most every c1ty 1n t e n1on . e p ay a so was 
seen in London and Liverpoo l .  I t  was produced in the United States as 
late as 1 854 ,  when Miss Barnes and her husband , Edmon Sheppard Conner ,  
47 played it at the Bowery Theatre . The success of Miss Barnes ' play ,  
however , was overshadowed b y  that o f  another play on the same theme by 
John Savage , a nat ive of Dubl in who became an American poet and 
j ournal ist of some note . Sybi l ,  a dramatization of Wi l l iam Gi lmore 
Simms ' s  Beauchampe ,  was first performed at the St . Loui s Theatre 
4 8  September 6 ,  1 85 8 .  Although Savage acknowledges S imms ' s  work only in 
pass ing as the inspiration for his play,  he fol l ows the plot of the 
novel very rigidly and l ifts ent ire pass ages from Beauchampe .  Though 
Savage does borrow from Simms , he , l ike the other dramat ist s ,  brings 
something novel to his dramatic interpretation of the Kentucky Tragedy . 49 
46 J .  N .  Ireland , Records of the New York Stage From 1750  to 1860  
(New York , 1 867) , 2 ,  239-240 .  
47Arthur H .  Quinn , A His tory of the American Drama (New York : 
Harper and Brothers , 1923) , p .  26 1 . 
48 John Savage , Syb i l  (New York : James B. Kirker , 1865) , p. 99 .  
49s ·  • B h · 1 1 b · d · d · 1  · ch v 1mms s eauc ampe w1 e exam1ne 1n eta1 1n apter . 
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Sybil  begins five years after the seduction of Margaret Cooper , in 
the v i l l age of Eaglemont , by Colonel Rufus Wol fe ,  a Frankfort l awyer 
and pol itician who had l ived in Eaglemont under the name Alfred Stevens . 
Margaret , who has changed her name to Sybil Hardy, is  now living with 
her mother on the outskirts of Frankfort .  She meets Eustace Clifden , 
the Beauchamp-figure , whom she looks upon as an avenging angel sent to 
her by heaven . After a brief courtship , Clifden , a young l awyer with a 
promising future ,  proposes to Sybil and is fina l ly accepted when he 
swears to t ake the l ife of the man , Alfred Stevens , who seduced and 
deserted Sybil . In the mean time , another young l awyer , Wi l liam Acton, 
who five years ago had professed love for but was rej ected by Sybil 
when she was sti l l  known as Margaret Cooper , is  now campaigning for 
office in opposition to Colonel Wol fe .  After a political speech by 
Acton , he and Wo lfe are introduced .  Acton immediately recognizes Wo lfe 
as the man who had , as Alfred Stevens , betrayed Margaret . Acton forces 
Wol fe to accept a duel , but in the duel Acton is  wounded . After the 
duel ,  Wolfe j ourneys to Clifden ' s  home only to find that Clifden has 
j ust married Sybil  Hardy.  Wolfe recogni zes that Sybil is  Margaret 
Cooper and attempts to renew his rel ationship with her . Sybil  recognizes 
Wo lfe as her seducer Al fred Stevens , and warns Wolfe to leav e or else 
she wi l l  inform Clifden that the man he has sworn to murder is now in 
his home . Wo lfe persists in his advances ,  however , forcing Subil  to 
reveal to Clifden that Wo lfe was her seducer . Consequently, Clifden 
murders Wo lfe and is  tried for the crime , with Acton conducting his 
defense . Although anticipating the death sentence ,  Clifden is found 
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"not gui lty . "  The strain, however , has been too much for Sybil , and 
she dies as the tragedy comes to a clos e .  
Unti l  the l ast scene , Savage ' s  play i s  a dramati zat ion o f  Sinuns ' s  
Beauchampe .  But the fact of freeing C l ifden differs from the conc lusion 
of Simms ' s  novel . Perhaps Savage al lows Cl ifden to l ive because he 
was convinced by Simms ' s  argument in his novel that Beauchamp ' s  taking 
the l ife of Sharp was j ustifiabl e .  There is , however , one other pos sib l e  
explanation for the manner i n  which Savage concludes hi s p l ay.  Savage 
was a staunch Unionist . His poetry written before and during the Civil  
War is  highly patrioti c .  H e  served with General Concoran during the 
war , continuing to write verses designed to inspire the northern forces . 
The most successful of these , "The Starry Flag , "  was written on board 
the United States transport Marion in May, 1861 , as the boat sai led up 
the Potomac through the batteries of the enemy . 50  Soon after thi s ,  
Savage wrote the bal lad of "The Muster o f  the North , "  the usefulness of 
which was acknowledged by a government appointment . 5 1  Since Sybil  was 
first performed in September , 1858 , at a time when the disruption of 
the Union was imminent , Savage may have seen in this play an opportunity 
to speak out against any such disruption . Internal evidence suggests 
thi s ,  and , in fact,  any time that Savage deviates from S imms ' s  novel , it  
is to procl aim the  undesirability of a nation divided . The very fact 
that Clifden is found not gui lty allows Savage to end the p l ay on a 
conci l iatory not e .  
50 F [rank] M ( onaghan] , "John Savage , "  DAB , ( 1 936) . 
5 1Evert A .  and George L .  Duyckinck , Cyc lopaedia of American 
Literature ( 1 866 ; rpt .  Detroit : Gal e  Research Co . ,  1 965 ) , pp . 823-24 . 
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Evidence abounds that appears to indicate that Savage did u s e  the 
play as a vehic l e  for Unionist propaganda .  In Act I ,  Wil l iam Acton and 
his adopted father look down upon the ruined v i l l age of Eag l emont , their 
former home . Acton , musing at the sight , recal l s  how at one time 
Eagl emont had been a thriving , robust vil l age . Old Acton, his 
stepfather , replies that "Discontent between a coupl e  of fami l ies . I 
. 52  Has sundered towns more populous than this . "  This ominous not e is 
fol lowed in Act II by a statement from Co lonel Wo lfe ' s  friend Barnabas ,  
a statement that must  have been heard in all  areas of the Union in 1 858 : 
"If  you are not who l ly with us , you are against us . Besides , every one 
should know the right side . "53 In Act I I ,  a speech by C l ifden seems to 
al lude to the discord gripping the nation : 
Between us as between two banks 
Of some wide stream ,  the throbbing tide of l ife 
Ro l l s  on , and fretfu l ly on either shore 
Splashed fond discord , that in echoes mock 
The rest less pleadings at the distant side . 
Must it be thus ? I t  cannot . 54 
In several p laces one finds caveats against the making of unpatriotic 
speeches and exhortations to s erve one ' s  country . F inal ly, Savage does 
not refer to what could have been a very sensitive topic at this time . 
He e l ects not to portray Colonel Wol fe whispering that the child of 
Margaret Cooper had been black . Thi s was crucial to the factual cas e ,  
however , and Simms makes use o f  i t  in h i s  novel .  
52s b ' l 1 9  y 1 1 P •  • 
54s b ' l 47  y 1 1 P •  • 
5 3s b ' l 32  y 1 I P •  • 
Sybil  was we ll  received in the Unit ed States , acquiring a degree 
of success that "attracted the eulogiums not only of American but of 
Engl i sh j ournals . "55 The 1 865 edition of Sybil lists  the cast of 
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characters for performances in nine maj or cities in the Uni ted States . 
There is  a note expl aining that the casts appearing at many prominent 
theatres in the United States and Melbourne , Australia,  were unattain-
56 abl e .  In the introduction to the play ,  Savage quotes from a newspaper 
article that tells  of the play ' s being withdrawn in Louisvi l le ,  Kentucky, 
in consequence of the remonstrances of the fami ly where the tragedy 
occurred . Savage explains that the play was not withdrawn but that it 
was postponed for one night in Louisvi l l e  out of respect for the request 
of the Governor of Kentucky since it was thought that some incidents of 
the play suggested "a notable  passage in the criminal and domestic 
history of Kentucky . • . .  Upon its representation , however , Sybil  
5 7  was declared t o  b e  a fiction" and was al lowed t o  b e  performed . 
The Kentucky Tragedy found a natural medium of expression in the 
drama of nineteenth-century America when the impul se of American 
dramatists was to combine a distinctly American theme wi th a foreign 
setting . During this period , American theatre-goers demanded romant ic 
tragedies and domestic melodramas and responded enthusiastical ly to 
Barnes ' and Savage ' s  dramatizat ions of the Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy . I t  
i s  rather unfortunate that Chivers ' play Leoni was not performed , for 
55  From Watson ' s  Weekly Art Journal ,  July 23 , 1 864 , quot ed in 
"Notices of the Press" in the appendix to Sybi l ,  p .  1 05 .  
56s b " l 99 1 00 y 1 , pp . - . 
57I d . s b " l 6 ntro uct1on to y 1 , p .  . 
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i t  i s  in many ways a better and perhaps more actable  play than Octavia 
Bragaldi . Certainly it is unfortunate that Poe did not comp l ete 
Po litian , for its  combination of melodrama, pathos , and comedy would no 
doubt have been wel l  received by American audiences . A successful 
production of Pol itian might have earned for Poe monetary tribute as 
wel l  as a s ecure niche in the history of American drama . Today , however , 
it is  a sma l l  matter for the student of the Kentucky Tragedy that not 
a l l  the plays based on this event were performed . What is more important 
is that they survive and testify to the popularity of the Tragedy as a 
theme for American writers and also suggest the Tragedy ' s  potent ial ities 
as a vehicl e  for propaganda or vari ed artistic treatment , comic,  
historical , and tragi c .  There are six extant plays and surely a s  many 
more that are now lost . Savage himself  speaks of a melodrama by 
58 Cli fton W.  Tayleure inspired by the Tragedy which has been lost . The 
various plays also give the student different interpretations of the 
affair which help to i lluminate the personal ities , the causes , and the 
results of an occurrence that continues to cast a spe l l  over those  who 
seek to study and to understand i t .  
58an the title  page o f  Hors eshoe Robinson , Tayl eure ' s  dramati zation 
of John P .  Kennedy' s  novel of the same name , several other p lays by 
Tayl eur are l isted inc luding Beauchamp, � the Kentucky Tragedy. 
CHAPTER V 
NOVELS 
Edgar Al lan Poe once wrote that Wi l liam Gi lmore Simms had treated 
the Kentucky Tragedy more effectively in his novel  Beauchampe than had 
Charles Fenno Hoffman in Greys l aer . Both writers , Poe wrote ,  had fai l ed ,  
however , because "the facts of this remarkable tragedy, as arranged by 
actual circumstances ,  would put to shame the ski l l  of the most 
consummate artist . "  Poe claimed that "nothing was l eft to the novelist 
but the amp l ification of character , "  and suggested that " the incident 
1 might be better woven into a tragedy . "  The inc ident was not better 
woven into a tragedy ,  however , and the very item of development that 
Poe concedes to the novelist--amp lification of character-- is what the 
novel ists working wi th the tragedy have accompli shed quite wel l ,  giv ing 
us in the process the best presentations of the affair . There have been 
four American novelists who have used the Kentucky Tragedy as the basis 
for their works : Charles Fenno Hoffman , Wil l iam Gi lmore Simms , Hanna 
Daviess Pittman , and Robert Penn Warren . Poe ' s  strictures notwith-
standing , it has been these novelists who ,  by impos ing their own vis ion 
of order upon the facts of the tragedy , have come closer to express ing 
the essence of the affair than a l l  others who have written about it . 
1 James A .  Harri son , ed . ,  Complete Works of Edgar Al lan Poe (New 
York : Fred De Fau and Co . , 1 902) , XIV, 1 10 .  
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The first American novel ist to write o f  the Kentucky Tragedy was 
Charl es Fenno Hoffman , New York author and editor , whose career inc luded 
editorial pos itions on the American Monthly Magazine , Knickerbocker 
Maga zine ,  and the New-York Mirror . Hoffman was famous in his time , and 
Griswold included in his anthology more of the poems of Hoffman than of 
anyone e l s e .  Hoffman expres sed an interest in the Beauchamp -Sharp case 
in A Winter in the West , a book that grew out of his travels in the 
western states and territories in 1 833 and 1 834 . In the book,  Hoffman 
detai l s  the part iculars of the case and remarks that Kentuckians , ten 
years after the event , have not forgotten "the tragic fate of Beauchamp 
and his wife . . .  and the story of their strange loves , of her cruel 
wrong and his dark revenge , of the savage retribution they exacted from 
the author of their misery and their crime , and the touching heroi sm of 
2 the death they shared at last together . "  The affair made such an 
impression on Hoffman that beginning in 1 838 he devoted two years to 
the development of the theme in Greys laer . 
Greys l aer , published by Harpers in 1840 ,  proved to be very 
successful . I t  received the wid est recognition accorded any of Hoffman ' s  
prose productions , and many crit ics cal led it the most finished of his 
3 works . Godey' s  Lady' s  Book reported that Greys l aer "is an exciting , 
interesting , and vigorous production , ful l  of graphic description and 
2 Charles Fenno Hoffman , A Winter in the West (New York , n . p . , 1 835) , 
p .  1 61 . 
3 Homer F .  Barnes , Charles Fenno Hoffman (New York : Columbia Univ . 
Press ,  1 930) , p .  124 . 
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stirring incident s . "4 The New York Mirror c laimed that Hoffman ' s  
sketches of scenery were "touched with the hand of a master . "5 Praise 
also came from Henry T .  Tuckerman , who , in an undated fragment of a 
l etter to Rufus W. Griswold , wrote that "in Greys laer Bal t  the hunter 
is a wel l -conveived & admirably-sustained character , American in the 
most  genuine sense of the word . Greysl aer has so many traits about him 
which find a response in our consciousness that we cannot but venture 
the assertion that the original exis ted elsewhere than in a poet ' s  
. . . 1 1 6 1.magJ.nat1on . 
The most  in-depth criticism of Greys laer appears in Homer F .  Barnes ' 
book Charles Fenno Hoffman . Barnes , however , underestimates the 
importance of the Kentucky Tragedy as a maj or theme in Greys l aer when 
he writes that "although Hoffman is general ly said to have founded this 
novel  on the famous Beauchamp-Sharp murder case of Kentucky, he did not 
7 actually  make significant use of that tragedy . "  Barnes maintains that 
the story is mainly concerned with the history of the country along the 
Mohawk Val l ey at the outbreak of the Revolutionary War . I t  is true 
that Greys laer is set during the Revo lutionary War period , but from 
beginning to end Hoffman makes use of the Tragedy as a unifying theme of 
4 Godey ' s  Lady' s  Book , August ,  1840,  p .  95 . 
5 Quoted in Barnes , p .  1 3 0 .  
6Quoted in Barnes , p .  1 3 1 . I t  i s  interesting t o  note that Griswold 
quotes in his critique of Greys l aer in his Prose Writers of America from 
Tuckerman ' s  letter verbatim as though he himself had authored the 
comments .  
7 Barnes , p .  124 . 
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maj or importance .  The conflict between Whigs and Tories in  the Mohawk 
Val l ey s erves in Hoffman ' s  novel to represent an era when neighbor was 
pitted against neighbor and brother fought against brother , just as the 
cit izens of Kentucky found thems elves po larized behind Anti-rel ief and 
Relief Court factions in the 1820 ' s .  Rather than present the story in 
the era in which it occurred , as did later American novel ists , Hoffman 
merely placed the principals in an earl ier time period when there was 
as much division among the inhabitants of New York state as there was 
in Kentucky at the time Beauchamp murdered Sharp . 
Only one completely unschoo led in the facts  of the tragedy--as 
surely Barnes was when he wrote his study of Hoffman--could write  that 
"the only important point of simi larity between the Beauchamp-Sharp 
case and Greys l aer is in the kidnapping of the heroine . "
8 Ann Cook 
was never kidnapped as is her fictional counterpart in Greys laer . Since 
Barnes is considered a maj or critic of Hoffman , his assertion must be 
weighed carefully.  An attempt wi l l  be made to show that not only are 
the maj or characters of Greyslaer patterned after the principals in the 
Beauchamp-Sharp case but also that Hoffman focuses on one aspect of the 
case--the charge of miscegenation a l l eged ly made by Co lonel Sharp against 
Ann Cook--as the basis for d eal ing with an important sociological 
problem ,  the white man ' s  prejudice against the red man in America . 
Hoffman used three sources for his maj or characters : Beauchamp ' s  
Confession,  the Letters of Ann Cook, and Charlotte Barnes ' Octavia 
8 Barnes , p .  125 . 
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Bragaldi . And though Hoffman ' s  characters are not s lavi sh . imitations of 
their historical models , one easily recogni zes Al ida De Roos as Ann Cook , 
Max Greyslaer as Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , and Walter Bradshawe as Colonel 
Solomon P .  Sharp . Like the titl e character in Charlotte Barnes ' p lay 
Octavia Brigaldi , Alida De Roos is tricked into bel ieving that she i s  
married t o  the vil lain . Like Ann Cook of Beauchamp ' s  Confession Alida 
practices with pistol s  to avenge her mistreatment , l ives apart from 
society, refuses to accept a proposa l  of marriage from a sui tor who is  
younger than she , and is  accused of  having once given birth to  an 
i l l egitimate half-breed . Moreover , Alida is  cal led "a chi ld of sorrow" 
by Max Greyslaer ,  a phrase l ifted from Beauchamp ' s  Confession .  And like 
the Ann Cook in the Letters of Ann Cook , who claims that she wou ld " like 
to be in the midst of  a battle  scene , " 9 Al ida is described as one for 
whom the "sounds of approaching combat were music to her sou l .  . .  l O  
Max Greys laer , a young Revo lutionary officer, i s  obviously patt erned 
after Beauchamp . Max , l ike Beauchamp , fal l s  in love with and is rebuffed 
by one whos e  cause he would champion . He vows to avenge her , and his 
desire for revenge becomes almos t monomanical when he learns that rumors 
are being spread designed to ruin her reputation . To al low for a happy 
ending , Hoffman departs from the facts  of the case and has Max acquitted 
of the murder of Alida ' s  betrayer Walter Bradshawe . 
9The Letters of Ann Cook (Washington, 1826) , rpt . in The Kentucky 
Tragedy, ed . Loren J .  Kal lsen (New York : Bobbs-Merri l l  Co . ,  1 963 ) , p .  1 2 9 . 
1 0  Charles Fenno Hoffman , Greys laer (New York : Harper and Brothers ,  
1 840) , p .  92 . 
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The third maj or character ,  Walter Bradshawe , a loyal ist officer 
during the war , is c l ear ly based on Colonel Sharp . Exactly l ike Sharp , 
Bradshawe is a politician who ran for office at a time when "party 
fee l ing was running high , "  and during the campaign , Bradshawe ' s  
1 1  "character was roughly hand l ed . "  Bradshawe betrays Al ida , spreads 
rumors about her , and is chal l enged by Greyslaer . I t  should be noted 
that Hoffman is the only author to reveal in fiction Co lonel Sharp ' s  
acquaintance with Lafayette . Hoffman ' s  use of this fac t ,  which is not 
mentioned in the eas i l y  obtained popu lar sources of the tragedy , 
underscores Hoffman ' s  extensive knowl edge of the cas e . 1 2  At one point 
in the novel , Bradshawe is imprisoned after being convicted of spying ,  
but his sentence of death i s  commuted by Lafayett e ,  who ameliorates 
the rigors of Bradshawe ' s  confinement and even permi ts Bradshawe to 
attend his l evees . 1 3  
Not only does Hoffman base the maj or characters o f  his novel on 
the princ ipals in the Beauchamp-Sharp cas e ,  he uses an incident from 
1 1  
Greys laer,  I ,  69 . 
12For information concerning Sharp ' s  relationship with Lafayette 
see H.  Levin ,  The Lawyers and Lawmakers of Kentucky (Chicago : Lewis 
Publ i shing Co . , 18 97 ) ,  p .  1 1 2 .  
1 3 In addition t o  having patterned Bradshawe after Colonel Sharp , 
Hoffman is also much indebted for many characteristics of hi s v i l lain to 
Cooper ' s  Magua in The Las t o f  the Mohicans . Both characters , in many 
respects ,  correspond to the:European Gothic vi l l ain . Like Cooper , 
Hoffman makes use of the American forest as the vil lain ' s domain . 
Bradshawe,  like Magua,  is  master of a cave , his " subterranean cast l e , "  
roughly equivalent to the Gothic castl e in European l iterature, in 
which there are intricate pas sages and hidden tunnel s .  Like Magua , 
Bradshawe is caught up in the pattern of capture and rescue whi l e  
pursuing the heroine , who ultimately is  freed . 
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that cas e--the charge of mi scegenat ion against Ann Cook--to demonstrat e 
a specific examp l e  of the white man ' s  prej udice against the red man in 
Ameri c a ,  the white man ' s  unwi l l ingness to accept int ermarriage with the 
Ind ian . Hoffman leads up to this by speaking in general terms throughout 
the novel of the mistreatment of the American Indian by the white man . 
In an exchange with Max Greys laer , an Indian Chief,  as Hoffman ' s  
spokesman , enumerates his obj ection to elements of the white man ' s  
civi l i zation that were often forced upon the Indian : " I t  is  your 
vaunted social system from which I recoi l with loathing . Your so-cal led 
civi l i zation is , in its very essence , a tyrant and enthral ler of the 
soul ; it merges the individual in the mass , and moulds him to the 
purposes , not of God , but of a community of men . 1 1 14  Hoffman appears to 
be acutely aware of the inevitab l e  confl ict between the encroaching 
civi li zat ion of the white man and the fo lk  ways of the Indian . Hoffman 
is sympathetic toward the Indian and que stions the efficacy of progress 
and expansion at the expense of destroying an entire rac e of people . 
Again fo l lowing the lead of Cooper , who in the Last of the Mohicans 
a l l ows Cora to be marri ed to Unc as only in a ceremonial death marr iage 
because of existing racial prejudice , Hoffman uses the relat ionship of 
Derrick De Roos , the younger brother of Al ida , with an Indian girl to 
point out the intimacy that could be establi shed between the two rac es 
and the prej udices that wou ld prevent any legal consummation of such a ·  
relationship . For years , Derrick ' s  name had been l inked with that of a 
14Greyslaer , I ,  140 . 
beautiful Indian girl . I t  was rumored that he had been int imate wi th 
her , but even Max Greys laer , one of Derrick ' s  c lose friends , did not 
know whether the scandalous rumor was true . Hoffman hints that an 
Indian boy whom Derri ck claims to have rescued after the chi ld was 
abandoned and has entrusted to the care of his s ister Al ida is proof 
that the rumor is true . Max , after hav ing seen the chi ld ,  is  struck 
by the resembl ance of the child to Al ida . And though Al ida insi sts 
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that there is  an even greater resembl ance between Gui s e ,  as the chi ld is 
cal l ed ,  and her brother Derri ck,  Walter Bradshawe stresses the 
resembl ance between Al ida and the Indian boy to give credenc e to rumors 
he had set afl oat that the chi ld is Al ida ' s .  Although Derri ck dies 
before he can reveal his re lationship with Guise , during Greys laer ' s  
trial for the murder of Bradshawe , a deposition is produced which 
reveals that Guise had been born out of wedlock to Derrick and an 
Indian maiden Annati e .  
Hoffman ' s  Greys laer is one of the most interesting works based upon 
the Kentucky Tragedy . The author ' s  use of we l l - known as wel l  as esoteric 
facts rel ated to the princ ipals  suggests that he was very fami liar with 
the cas e .  And though his maj or characters are c l early drawn from their 
Kentucky counterparts ,  Hoffman freely embell ishes them with novel 
characteristics , especial ly Wal ter Bradshawe , who is  perhaps more Gothic 
vi l l ain than Kentucky colone l .  Hoffman ' s  p l acing the affair during the 
time of the Revolutionary War when political divi sion was at fev er pitch 
magnifies the el ement of pol itical confl ict inherent in the Kentucky 
Tragedy. Of added interest to the student of the Beauchamp- Sharp cas e 
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is the manner in which Hoffman uses  one aspect of the affair to  probe 
the white man ' s relationship wi th the Indian . 
Although Hoffman ' s  Greys laer so ld wel l in the Unit ed States , 
apparent ly there were sections of the country where the book was not 
known , for in May, 1 84 2 ,  Sarah J .  Hale  addressed her readers in Godey' s 
Lady' s Book thus : "We actual ly received a communicat ion , signed by a 
number of our respected fri ends and subscribers in Mi ssouri , requesting 
us to obtain the necessary material s relating to the famous Kentucky 
Tragedy, and work them up into a tale for the Lady ' s Book. i • 1 5  And though 
she did not mention Greysl aer she did recommend Beauchampe , a recent ly 
published book by Wi l l iam Gi lmore Simms . I t  was perhaps inevitable  that 
Simms , the most  important literary figure of the South prior to the Civil 
War , would incorporate the story of the Kentucky Tragedy into one of 
hi s border romances . He fel t  that the American writ er should use 
subj ects avai lable in his national history , and Simms himself  had a 
predi l ection for national subj ects imbued with heroic personal it ies , 
picturesque event s ,  chivalry, and intense human passions . 16  The story 
of Beauchamp and Sharp , therefore ,  appeared made to order for Simms , and 
. 1 842 B h Th K k T d d . 1 l ?  1n eauc ampe , �· e entuc y rage y appeare 1n two vo umes . 
15 Godey' s Lady' s Book , May , 1 842 , p .  288 . 
16 Raymond C.  Palmer , The Prose Fiction Theories of Wi l l iam Gi lmore 
Simms (Indiana University Press , 1 946) , p .  6 .  
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The so-ca l l ed revised edition of Beauchampe , �· The Kentucky 
Tragedy came out in 1 856 . There was li ttle  revision ; Simms merely 
renamed volume one o f  the 1842 Beauchampe ,  entit ling it Charl emont , � 
The Pride of the Vi l lage . Volume two of the 1856 edit ion he named 
Beauchampe , � the Kentucky Tragedy, � Sequel to Charl emont . The 1856 
text di ffers from that of 1 842 only in comparatively minor detai l s . 
There had been so many conflict ing versions wri tten of the 
Beauchamp-Sharp case that in his preface to Beauchampe Simms insists  
that he alone had gone to the " fountain head" for · his materials : " We 
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have good authority for all  that is here given . We can place our hand 
on the record at any moment , and we defy al l skepticism . Newspapers 
are lying things at best--they have told sundry fibs on this very 
subj ect . Pamphl ets-- and our me l ancholy history has induced several--
are scarcely better as authorities ; even the dusty fi les of the  court 
should make nothing against the truth of our statements where they 
happen to di ffer . " 1 8  These statement s are most interest ing . There is 
no ques tion but that Simms used Beauchamp ' s  Confession and the Letters 
of Ann Cook as sources for his novel , but he int imat es that he has an 
even greater authority. Simms made a trip to the Southwest before and 
after the tragedy occurred , and it may have been pos sib l e  that he spoke 
wi th persons connected with or highly knowledgeab le  of the participants 
in the case,  as he had spoken with Virg i l  St ewart , the man who had 
tracked down a band of out laws , before Simms wrote Ri chard Hurdis . 1 9  
At .best the lengthy Beauchampe is unified and even symmetrical ; 
digressions , however , tend to di srupt the narrative a l l  too frequent ly.  
Comments found in  Simms ' s  letters may account for the digress ions , many 
1 8WJ.' l lJ.· am G1.' lmore s ·  B h th K t k T d 1.mms , eauc ampe , �· ___ e en uc y rage y 
(Phi ladelphia : Lea and Blanchard , 1 84 2 ) , I ,  8 .  
1 9 For the trips that Simms made to the Southwest see : Hampton M .  
Jarrel l ,  "Simms ' s  Vi sits t o  the Southwest , "  American Literature,  5 
(March 1 933) , 29-35 and Wi l l iam S .  Hoo l e ,  "A Not e on Simms ' s  V1. sits to 
the Southwest , "  American Literature , 6 (November 19 34) , 334-336 . 
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o f  which , such as hi s discuss ion of the art o f  angl ing and his 
definitions of the t erms "j og trot" and "dog trot , "  are more than 
dis tract ing . Just before Beauchampe was finished , Simms wrote to James 
Lawson : " I  average from 15 to 2 0  pages per diem , wr ite like steam , 
recklessly,  perhaps thought l essly ..... can give you no idea of the work . 
20 Scarcely have any myself . "  After the book was pub li shed he reveal ed 
to Benj amin Franklin Perry that Beaucharnpe had been wr itten "stans pede 
2 1  in �· goon l i ke ,  1 i  teral ly,  as fast as pen could fly over paper . "  
Al though Simms ' s  digress ions tend to disrupt the orderly flow of his 
story , his novel is one of the mos t satisfying account s of the Tragedy 
since he devotes an entire vo lume to giv ing us for the first time a 
ful l - l ength portrait of the character based on Co lonel Sharp . In 
addi tion ,  Simms found , as Les l ie A .  Fied l er points out , the "roo ts of 
the doubl e  crime of pass ion and rev enge in the social conditions of 
2 2  the border , "  and offers a v igorous defense for Beauchampe ' s  murder of 
Sharpe as an act required and j usti fied by the dictates of the southern 
code of honor . 
Historians generally agree that the southern way of l ife encompassed 
a wide range of social practices several of which ..... the practice of 
hospitality, the protect ion of one ' s  own name,  the protection of one i s 
2 0Mary C .  Oliphant et a l . ,  eds . , The Letters of Wi l l iam Gi lmore 
Simms (Columbia , South Caro l ina , 1 95 2 ):-f. 278 . 
2 1ol iphant , I ,  3 16 . 
22 Les l i e  A .  Fied ler , Love and Death i n  the Amer ican Novel , rev . ed . 
(New York : Stein and Day, 1 9 75):-p. 2 2 1 .  -- ---
fami ly, the protection of feminine virtue,  and the pract ice of the 
2 3  formal duel--are loos ely referred t o  a s  the southern code o f  honor . 
In Beauchampe , Simms i l lustrates Sharpe ' s  violation of the code,  
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particularly h is  vio lation o f  the practice of hospitality and feminine 
virtue , and as a natural consequence the protagonist ' s  chal l enging 
Sharpe to a duel . 
Volume I opens with the chance meeting of Warham P .  Sharpe,  a 
young Frankfort attorney , and Margaret Cooper, a young girl of the 
vi l l age of Charl emont . The two initial ly meet as Sharpe passes through 
Charl emont on his way from Frankfort to the Mississ ippi Val l ey .  The 
beauty of Margaret makes such an impression upon Sharpe that the thought 
of s exua l conquest begins to dominate his thoughts . Riding into 
Charlemont on his return to Frankfort , Sharpe hits upon a scheme to 
advance his evi l designs . He decides to ingratiate hims elf with the 
vi l l agers by pretending to be a minister . The Hinkl eys , a very old  and 
respected fami ly of Charlemont , extend their hospita lity to Sharpe by 
inviting him to be their house guest . Sharpe vio lat es the sacred trust 
of hospital ity by us ing the Hinkleys and their home as a means to gain 
the acceptance of the vil lagers in order to move among them freely and 
wi thout suspicion to achieve his conquest of Margaret Cooper . Not only 
is Sharpe gui l ty of a breach of hospital ity against the Hinkleys but 
also against the entire vi l l age where he had obtained the ' 'desired 
entree into the bosom of the flock . He was everywhere admitt ed with 
23 Stephen P .  Beck, "The Southern Code of Honor in the Kentucky 
Tragedy, "  M . A .  Thesis East Caro lina Univers ity,  1 968 , pp . 7- 8 .  
gladness -everywhere wel comed as to a horne" wi thout anyone reali zing 
that Sharpe is the "arch- hypocri te , "  "a spider , "  and "a s erpent . " 24 
Sharpe soon establi shes a relat ionship with Margaret Cooper , and 
after he has turned her head with prais e  and touched her heart wi th 
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professions of love , Margaret succumbs to hi s advances . After Margaret 
begins to real i z e  her mistake and to feel ashamed , she asks Sharpe to 
marry her . He agrees to do s o ,  but he abandons her even as she l earns 
that she is carrying his chi ld . As Sharpe leaves Charl emont for 
Frankfort at the conc lus fon of Volume I ,  he boas ts that when he firs t 
met Margaret he had found her "a sort of eagle  . . She is now , "  he 
observes , " l ike a timid fawn that tremb l es at the very fa l l ing of a 
l eaf in the forests . " 25 
In  Vo lume I I  we learn that Margaret has left Charl emont aft er 
giving birth to a chi ld which l ived only one month .  She has now 
assumed the name Anna Cook and i s  living near Orvi l l e  Beaucharnpe ' s  
farm outs ide Frankfort . Beaucharnpe , returning horne from Frankfort , 
chances to meet Margaret as she is target-practicing with her pistol s .  
Beaucharnpe i s  fascinated by her beauty and begins to court her . As 
Beauchampe grows increasing ly bold in his expressions o f  love to her , 
Margaret begins to s ee him as her avenger . She informs him of her past 
and her plans to murder her seducer . Beaucharnpe pl edges that if she 
wi l l  marry him he wi l l  be her champion and avenge whatev er wrong has 
been done her . 
24 Beaucharnpe , I ,  9 3 .  25 Beaucharnpe , I ,  295 . 
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After Margaret and Beauchampe are marri ed , Sharpe , an acquaintance 
of Beauchampe , visits their home . Margaret and Sharpe recognize each 
other but neither betrays hi s recognition of the other . Once  again 
Sharpe i s  gui lty of a gross breach of hospitality and an affront against 
feminine virtue when he attempts to coerce Margaret into having an 
affair with him. When Margaret final l y  reveals Sharpe ' s  past and 
present misconduct to her husband , Beauchampe has ample  reas on to 
cha l l enge Sharpe to a duel  to ful fi l l  his obl igation to upho ld the 
code of honor .  Ho lding steadfastly to the code of hospitali ty ,  however , 
Beauchampe refus es to take action against  a guest in his own home . He 
"wi l l  not violate the holy p l edge of hospitality , "  but warns Sharpe to 
expect a cha l l enge from him when Sharpe has returned to Frankfort . 
The due l  which should have taken place between Beauchampe and 
Sharpe as a natural result of Sharpe ' s  violating the southern code 
never occurs , however , for Sharpe refuses Beauchampe ' s  cha l l enge . 
When Beauchampe confronts Sharpe at the latter ' s  home and insis ts that 
Sharpe accepts his cal l enge , Sharpe makes an effort to exonerat e hims e l f  
by insinuating that not he but a Negro had been the father of Margaret ' s  
chi ld . Maddened by Sharpe ' s  attempt to inj ure his wife further by 
accusing her of mi scegenat ion , Beauchampe stabs Sharpe to death . 
After Beauchampe returns to Margaret to inform her that she has at 
last been avenged , Simms closes the chapter with his strongest defen se 
of Beauchampe ' s  act :  
Law is a very good thing in its way, but it is not every­
thing ; and there are some honest impul ses , in every manly 
bosom, which are the best of a l l  moral laws , as they are the 
most certainly human of al l l aws . Give us , say I ,  Kentucky 
practice , l i ke that of Beauchamp e ,  as a social l aw ,  rather . 
than that which prevai l s  in some of our pattern cities , where 
women are , in three- fourths the number of instances , the 
victims , --violated , mangl ed ,  murdered , --where men are the 
criminal s ,  and where-- (Heaven kindly having wi thdrawn the 
sense of shame) --there is no one gui lty--at l east none brave 
enough or manly enough to bring the gui l ty to punishment . 26 
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Twenti eth- century cri tics have not been kind in their evaluations 
of Beauchampe . Arthur H .  Quinn labeled it as among the "poorest" of 
Sinuns ' s  nove l s . 27 Carl Van Doren considered the novel  "amazingly 
28  sensational --bloody and tearful and barbarous ly ornate . " Vernon Loui s 
Parrington cal led the .s tory a "preposterous account of a notorious 
murder case in Kentucky [that ] deserved no better fate than the rubbish 
2 9  heap . "  Simms ' s  contemporaries , however , heaped praise upon the novel 
and its author . Paul Hami lton Hayne reviewed the 1 856 edi tion in 
Rus s e l l ' s ,  June , 1 85 7 ,  cal l ing it  "one of the very best of Sinuns ' s  
series of 1 Border novel s .  1 "  Th_e Charleston Mercury of March 25 , 1 856 , 
said of Beauchampe : "This is  one of Mr . Sirruns ' s  novels in which he has 
adhered mos t  c losely to historical fact . It  is  written with great 
power , but the tale is almos t too tragic for fiction . In this respect , 
however , the author has in no degree overco lored the details  of a true 
26 Beauchampe , I I ,  264 . 
27 Arthur Hobson Quinn , American Fiction (New York : Harper and 
Brothers , 1 9 36) , pp . 1 2 2- 1 2 3 .  
2 8  
· Carl Van Doren , The American Novel (New York : MacMi l l an , 1 96 7 ) , 
p .  5 5 .  
29vernon L .  Parrington , Main Current s i n  American Thought (New 
York : Harcourt , Brac e ,  1 927) ,� 1 3 0 .  
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story , that . . .  agitated the who l e  West wi th its  t errible interest . "  
Benj amin Franklin Perry ' s  review in the Greenvi l l e Mountaineer of May 27 , 
1 842 , s tated that " this story wi l l  rank with any of Bulwers , and is 
destined to be regarded as the very first of American Nove l s . "  Even 
Poe , who had given faint praise to Simms in 1842 , wrote in the Broadway 
Journal October 4 ,  1 845 , that Simms "is the Lope de Vega of Ameri can 
writers of fiction" and cited Beauchampe as one of his "best fictions . "  
Only when one is  aware of the widespread impression the Kentucky 
Tragedy made upon the nation during the nineteenth century is one abl e  
to understand the prais e  awarded Beauchampe during Simms ' s  l ifet ime . 
This was a s tory that the nation demanded to hear , and Simms gave 
readers a good fictional account of the Beauchamp-Sharp cas e .  He gave 
them, moreover , for the first time , a detai led extrapol ation of the 
relationship between characters representing Colonel Solomon P .  Sharp 
and Ann Cook,  an extrapolation that is a l l  the more interesting since it  
may have been founded on  first-hand accounts of those who knew Sharp 
and Ann and acquir�d by Simms during one of his vi sits  to the Southwest 
30 when the Beauchamp-Sharp affair was already well known . 
30Hampton M .  Jarrel l ,  in "S imms ' s  Visi ts to the Southwest , "  
Ameri can Literature , 5 (March 1 933) , 29- 35 , writes that Simms made 
several trips to the Southwest . At the c los e of 1824 or the beginning 
of 1 8 25 , Simms ' s  father invited him to visit him at his plantation near 
Georgev i l l e ,  Mi ssissippi . After a long j ourney, Simms arrived and 
remained there for several months . And though we do not know if  Simms 
visi ted Kentucky, in a l etter quoted by Wi l l iam S .  Hoo le  in "A Not e on 
Simm ' s  Visits to the Southwest , "  American Li terature , 6 (November 1 934) , 
334- 336 we l earn that during 1 8 3 1  Simms " l eft Charleston wi th a vi ew of 
trav e l l ing through . . . what was then cal l ed the fronti'er . The wi ld 
stories then in circu lation of daring adventure and wi ld lawl ess l ife of 
the frontier had attracted his attention , and he determined to s ee for 
hims e lf . "  
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Al though after Simms ' s  Beauchampe there is no evidence that the 
Kentucky Tragedy was used in an American novel during the remainder of 
the nineteenth century, it was the inspiration in the twentieth century 
for two novelist s ,  Hannah Daviess  Pittman , whos e  The Heart of Kentucky 
appeared at the turn of the century , and Robert Penn Warren , whos e  
World Enough and Time was publ ished in 1 95 0 .  And whereas Mrs .  Pittman ' s  
book is merely an imitation , for the mo st part , of S imms ' s  Beauchampe , 
Warren ' s  Wor ld Enough and Time is  the most original and mos t  excit ing 
account of the story that has yet been written . 
Although The Heart of Kentucky is in some respects an original 
treatment of the Kentucky Tragedy, the novel is a reworking of Wi l l iam 
Gilmore Simms ' s  Beaucharnpe despite James H .  Justus ' contention that 
"there is no concret e  evidence to show Simms ' s  work influenced Mrs . 
Pittrnan . "3 1  To begin with, there is the simi larity between Pittman ' s  
and Simms ' s  heroine . Pittman ' s  heroine is  named Marguerite after 
Simms ' s  Margaret . In her own horne , after she has recent ly been married , 
each heroine encounters but refuses to acknowl edge recognit ion of her 
seducer and is forced to repulse  his advances by securing a pistol from 
a desk drawer . Each heroine is  wil l ing to suppress her desire for 
revenge to save her husband . In addi tion to the simi larity between 
heroines ,  both Pittman and Simms maintain most emphatica lly that the 
hero was j ustified in taking the life of his wife ' s  betrayer . Moreover , 
31James H .  Justus , "The Kentucky Tragedy in Simms and Warren : A 
Study in Changing Mi l i eux , "  �1 . A . Thesis University of Tenness ee 1 95 2 , 
n .  1 6 ,  p .  8 .  
many of the chapter headings of Pittman ' s book bear a striking 
resemb lance to many of Simms ' s .  For examp l e ,  "The Chal l enge , "  "The 
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Trai l of the Serpent , "  " Innocent or Gui l ty , "  and "The Last Evening" in 
Pittman ' s  book appear in Beauchampe as "Cha l l enge , "  "The Serpent at his 
old Subtlet ies , "  "Guilty, "  and " Last Words . "  Fina l l y ,  one of the 
characters in Pittman ' s  novel when speaking of Colonel Steale  summarizes 
the plot found in Vo lume I of Simms ' s  Beauchampe : "Some years ago , I 
helped unmask his v i l l ainy in a l ittle  settl ement near where I grew up . 
He , at that time pas sing for a student of divinity and under an as sumed 
name , was paying court to al l the country gir l s  round about . I happened 
to hear him at a distant post office as k for l etters under another 
32  name , -his own , I know now , -and saw him open and read them . " 
There are some differences in detai l and mode of presentation to be 
found between Simms ' s  Beauchampe and Mrs . Pittman ' s  vers ion of that 
book . When reading Beauchampe , for ins tanc e ,  one is  left with the 
impression that the entire story takes p l ace outdoors . �1oreover , 
Simms ' s  descriptions of mountain streams , wood s ,  and crags could be 
indigenous to many sections of the country. On the other hand , one 
fee l s  that Pittman ' s  story is indeed taking place in the South . 
Beauchampe and Marguerit e ' s  home , for examp l e ,  "The Manor House , "  a 
large white structure of "Co lonial styl e with broad porch and fluted 
columns , its high gable roof disappearing in the lofty firs behind i t , " 33  
32Hannah Daviess Pittman , The Heart of  Kentucky (New York : Neal e 
Pub l i shing Company, 1 908 ) , p .  1 5 9 .  
33 The Heart of Kentucky, p. 1 3 .  
is the type of home that represents what has come to be known as 
traditional southern architectur e .  Surrounding the house are large , 
spacious gardens where Wal lace Darre l l , Pittman ' s Beauchamp , and his 
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fel l ow politicians gather on Sunday afternoons to discus s poli tics and 
to drink mint j u lep s ,  p lan barbecues , and exchange stories about the 
bel les  who graced the Springs the previous summer . Bus t l ing about the 
Manor House is Jefferson , Darrel l ' s  iras cibl e  black servant , who speaks 
what is general ly known as southern Negro dialect . This is in contrast 
with the somewhat surprising fact that Simms , the first important 
Ameri can wri ter to use the Negro as a character in a short s tory and 
praised for his accurate reproduction of Negro dial ect , does not make 
use of Negro characters in Beauchampe . There their presence , as in The 
Heart of Kentucky, might have heightened the verisimi litude of his 
34 s tory . 
The Heart of Kentucky is not on ly the first work based on the 
tragedy that is  invigorated with a sense of the Old South , but it  is 
also the first work in which it appears , at least for a time , that the 
character portraying Beauchamp is not gui lty of murder . After i t  is 
announced that Colonel Stea l e  has been murdered , Pittman succeeds in 
convincing the reader that Wal l ace Darrell  was not the assas sin . At 
the end of Chapter XI I I ,  Darre l l , who has been unsucces s ful  in his 
attempt to provoke Steale into accepting his cha l l enge to a duel , 
34J .  Al l en Morri s ,  "The Stories of Wi l l iam Gi lmore Simms , "  
American Literature , 1 4  (March 1 942) , 20-35 . 
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assures Marguerite that his resolve to murder Steale  is as strong as 
ever . "Nothing i s  altered , "  he t e l l s  her . " I t  is simply postponed . "35 
At the beginning of Chapter XIV,  the reader l earns that Colonel Stea l e  
has been as sassinated . And since the murder scene has been omitted by 
Pittman , when Darrel l  is accused of Stea l e ' s  death but insis ts upon his 
innocence ,  pointing out that there is  no evidenc e to connect him with 
the murder , we have no reason to doubt him· since he has been , up to this 
point , the personification of truth . Over and over he persuasively 
argues that he could not have been involved in Steale ' s  death . Just 
when it appears that Pittman ha s added a new twist to the story Darrell  
admits kil l ing Stea l e  and the reader begins to  turn the pages in an 
attempt to discover how Pit tman was abl e  to deceive him by convincing 
him that Darrel l  had not been guilty of murder . 
As did John Savage fifty years before her , Hannah Daviess Pittman 
used Wi l l iam Gi lmore Simms ' s  novel Beauchampe as the foundat ion for her 
story based on the Kentucky Tragedy. The works of both authors , however , 
were enriched when they departed from their model  to tincture their 
stori es with their own originality.  One finds , therefore , that 
Pittman ' s  attempts to construct a tru ly southern atmosphere for her 
novel and to convince her readers , for a whi le  at leas t ,  that Wa l l ac e 
Darrel l  was not responsible for the death of Colonel Steale  are unique 
contribut ions to the fictional accounts of the Beauchamp-Sharp affai r .  
Almos t ha l f  a century after Hannah Pittman wrote The Heart of 
Kentucky, Robert Penn Warren was introduced to and wrote of the Kentucky 
35 The Heart of Kentucky, p .  152 . 
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Tragedy . In an intervi ew with Ralph E l l ison , author of Invisible  Man ,  
Warren explained how his introduction t o  the Tragedy came about : 
"Katherine Anne Porter and I were both at the Library of Congress as 
Fel lows . We were in the same pew, had offices next to each other . 
She came in one day with an old pamphlet , th.e trial of Beauchamp for 
ki l l ing Colonel Sharp . She said , ' We l l , Red , you better read this . 1 
There i t  was . I read it  in five minut es . But I was s ix years making 
36 the book . "  The book was World Enough and Time (1 950) , a novel  that 
is the most historically thorough and the most provocative work yet 
based on the Kentucky Tragedy . 
Critics of World Enough and Time stress the fact that the novel 
fits in wel l  with the dominant themes of Warren ' s  other nove l s .  John 
W. Rathbun states that in World Enough and Time Warren deal s with , as 
he has in his other novels , "the question of man ' s  gui lt and sin,  his 
attempts at moral definition of himsel f . " 37 Irene Hendry writes that 
Jeremiah Beaumont , the story ' s  protagonist , is one among many heroes in 
Warren ' s  nove l s  who " fai l s  in sel f-knowl edge" and "thus fai l s  to act 
ri ghtly . he l ives in doubt , confusion ,  error and sin ; he fai l s  to 
1 .  h '  f 1 1  . 1 ' . . , 38 rea 1ze 1s  u est potent 1a 1t1es as a man . Char l es R .  Anderson 
36 Malcolm Crowley, ed . ,  Writers at Work (New York : Viking Press , 
1959)  J p .  1 96 .  
37 John W. Rathbun , "Philosophy, Wor ld Enough and Time , and the 
Art of the Novel , "  Modern Fiction Studies , 6 (Spring 1960) , 47-5 4 .  
38 I rene Hendry , "The Regional Novel , "  Sewanee Review,  5 3  (Winter 
1 945 ) , 84- 1 02 .  
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observes that World Enough and Time deal s wi th a theme that is found in 
al l of Warren ' s  nove ls , "the tragic search for order in a wo: dd of 
violenc e . "39 
Cri tics also focus on Warren ' s  drastic departure from the facts of 
the case in the conc luding chapters of World Enough and Time . His 
nove l , however , fol lows the facts of the case with more fidel ity than 
any other work based on the Tragedy . And though mos t critics as sume 
that Warren ' s  only source was Beauchamp ' s  Confession , internal evidence 
reveal s that Warren used many sources . Not on ly does Warren preface 
the pages containing the trial scene with the remark that "we have a 
ful l  record of the trial , the transcript itself,  which was l ater 
publ i shed , " 40  a remark which indicates his fami l iari ty with J .  G .  Dana 
and R. S .  Thomas ' s  Beauchamp ' s Trial . He a l so quotes almos t verbatim 
from Beauchamp ' s Trial the interrogation of Mrs . E l i za T .  Sharp 
concerning the question of Beauchamp ' s  voice matching the voice of 
her husband ' s  assass in .  And though Rachel Jordan is quite  un l ike the 
Ann Cook of the Letters of Ann Cook, one paragraph in World Enough and 
Time suggest s  that Warren was familiar with the Letters : "Rachel  could 
have made a good match in those days , but she did not us e her chances . 
. At one moment she was the young l ady of fashion surrounded by 
her dandies . At another , she was mooning over a book of phi losophy or 
39charles R .  Anderson , "Violence and Order in the Novel s  of 
Robert Penn Warren , "  Hopkin s Review , 6 (Winter 1 95 3) , 8 8 - 1 05 . 
40 Robert Penn Warren , World Enough and Time (New York : Random 
Hous e ,  1 950) , pp . 346-347 . 
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a book of poems or was scribbl ing away in her diary and at  l etters she 
sent to her cousin Amanda Hopeby , who had vi sited her for a year but 
back � n  V .  . . " 41  was now  �rg�n�a . Each characteristic attributed to Rachel 
is ascribed to Ann Cook in the Letters . In addition to the Confession ,  
the Trial , and the Letters , Warren a l s o  made us e o f  Dr . Leander J .  
Sharp 1 s Vindication o f  . . • Col . So lomon f.  Sharp.  When introducing 
Sugg Lancaster ,  Patrick Henry Darby ' s  counterpart , Warren repeat s an 
account , found only in the Vindication , of Darby ' s  befriending two 
42 s l aves whom he l ater sel l s  to a slaverunner . 
Warren consulted historical accounts of the tragedy as we l l  as 
sources writ ten by participants and observers . Any number of works 
could have provided him with the general informat ion needed for his 
c lear , concise references to the New Court-Old Court struggle and to 
other po litical aspects of the case . But one specific source that 
Warren probably used is L. F .  Johnson ' s  Famous Kentucky Tragedies and 
Tri al s , in which there is information about John U .  Waring that is 
almost impossible to find elsewher e .  I n  World Enough and Time , John U .  
Waring..._who was considered t o  be involved somehow in Sharp ' s  death---
becomes Perc ival Skrogg , newspaper editor and man of vio lenc e .  Skrogg ' s  
participation in many duels , the manner in which he dies--a bul l et struck 
him in the face-- , and his chicanery , which invo lved wearing a 
"beautiful ly wrought vest of chain mai l  beneath his . . .  shirt" . when 
4 1world Enough and Time , p .  5 1 .  
42Leander J .  Sharp , Vindication of 
Kendal l ,  1827) , pp . 39- 4 0 .  
Sharp (Frankfort : Amos 
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h e  due l l ed a l l  correspond with L .  F .  Johnson ' s  description of Waring as 
a man who "had • . .  engaged in many a b loody encounter , "  who was ki l l ed 
by a bul l et that "passed through his head , "  and who wore a long overcoat 
with s l e eves like bags in which "rumor had it he carried pistols . "43 
Additional evidence supporting the theory that Warren used Johnson as 
a source is the fact that at one point in World Enough and Time 
Jeremiah Beaumont , Warren ' s  Beauchamp , attends a session of the 
legis lature in Frankfort . During the session Beaumont i s  particularly 
interested in the arguments concerning the Old and New Courts conducted 
by two l egis lators Rowan and Wickli ffe . L .  F .  Johnson writes of a 
debate over a b i l l  designed to repeal the act which had authori zed the 
organi zation of the New Court wi th "John Rowan for and Robert Wj;ckli ffe 
. h 44 aga1.nst t e measure . "  
Not on ly did Warren use more sources than anyone before him, he 
a l so fo l lows the historical account more faithfu l l y .  But this history 
he animates and enriches into a commentary upon the tragedy of 
misguided aspiration and at the same time presents the comp l exity of 
l i fe and character in the front ier of the o ld Southwest .  I n  Wor ld 
Enough and Time , Warren breaks wi th tradition to give us new, and in 
some instances more accurate ,  interpretations of the maj or figures of 
the Beauchamp-Sharp cas e .  Rache l Jordan , l ess like the origina l Ann 
Cook than the heroine in any previous treatment of the Kentucky Tragedy, 
43 L. F.  Johnson , Famous Kentucky Tragedies and Tria l s  (Loui sv i l l e :  
Baldwin Law Book Co. , 1 916) , pp . 66-67 . 
44 Johnson ,  p .  3 2 .  
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is frigid and lacks the passion o f  her model . Colonel Cassius Fort , 
perhaps a more accurate representat ion of Co lonel Sharp than his 
fictional predecessors , is portrayed as a di stinguished , dedicated 
public  servant and is  the most balanced and sympathetic character in 
the novel .  Jeremiah Beaumont ,  as Beauchamp , actually i s  the v i l lain of 
the story at the same t ime that he is modern man in search of his 
identity, in a search for s e l f-understanding . He is an impul s ive ,  
melancholy young man who , despite his c l aim that he murd ered Fort out 
of devotion to the idea of exacting j ustice on the beha l f  of Rache l ,  
final l y  acknowledges that his crime was motivated by the "vain g l ory of 
sel f . "  
For the first t ime in fiction or non-fiction Co lonel  Sharp ' s  
counterpart becomes a sympathetic character , ironical ly, by Warren ' s  
simply basing the de lineation of Colonel Cassius Fort on historical 
evidenc e .  Thus in World Enough and Time Co lonel Fort is portrayed as 
a man with a reputation for sober thought and forensic eloquence .  And 
j ust as President Madison praised Sharp , Fort is proclaimed by Jefferson 
" ' as inte l ligent and devoted a man as has come out of the west . • r r45 
Unl ike the tradi tional portrait of Sharp as the unscrupu lous , power 
hungry politician ,  t he characteri zation here is of a man unfl agging in 
his efforts to bring about a peaceful so lution to the turbul ence in 
Kentucky during the financial crisis  in the 1 8 2 0 ' s . His abi l ity to 
accept compromi se enables him to conceive of a plan to end the New 
45wor ld Enough and Time , p .  3 7 .  
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Court-Old Court squabbl e  t o  everyone ' s  satis faction ,  a plan which 
Beaumont foi l s  by murdering Fort the night before he was to present it 
to the l egislature . Contributing most to our favorabl e  impression of 
Fort is the fact that he is not the vile  seducer his fictiona l counter-
parts have always been ;  for al though he did have an affair with Rachel 
Jordan he did not abandon her and , most important ly,  never in the novel . 
does Rachel accuse Fort of s eduction or betrayal unt il  she is  tortured 
into doing so by Jeremiah .  In fact , near the end o f  the novel Rachel 
admits to Beaumont that she had always loved Fort . 
Regardl ess of Fort ' s  respectab i lity and distinction , the novel is 
predominantly the story of Jeremiah Beaumont , a would-be knight-errant 
obsessed with the desire to win praise from the world and insight into 
and an understanding of inner forces that drive him to pursue an idea l 
that is  at times in confli ct with his own desires and reality.  At an 
early age Jeremiah ' s  life was affected deep ly by his infatuation with a 
book fi l l ed with pictures and stori es of Christian martyrs , especial ly 
the picture of a young woman tied to a post with flames rising about 
her . He would look at the picture for hours and sometimes felt as 
though he "might seize her from the flame and escape with her from a l l  
. 46 the people  who crowded about for her death . "  As he grew ol der the 
vision of the young woman and the desire to he lp her gained in intensity . 
Short ly after Jeremiah began to study law under Co lone l Fort , he found 
hims e l f  faced with the possibility of actual ly achieving his dream of 
rescuing a damsel  in distress . 
46world Enough and Time,  p .  1 1 .  
Jeremiah ' s  closest friend , Wi lkie Barron , confirms a rumor 
concerning Colone l Fort ' s  " s e lfl ess passion and dark betraya l" of 
Rachel Jordan . Jeremiah becomes enraged to hear that Fort , who had 
been like a father to him , was a vi l l ainous seducer . He decides to 
sever his relationship with Fort and to s eek out Rachel and offer 
hims e l f  to her as her defender and protector . He is ecstatic when he 
meets  Rache l and finds that she resembles  the "young female  bound to 
the stake for the flames in the picture in the old  book of Martyrs . "  
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His first thought , however , is not that he wi l l  save Rache l from Fort or 
from the s landerous tongues of the world ;  his first thought is that by 
becoming Rache l ' s  champion he wi l l  win the applaus e of "al l men of 
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honor . "  
From the out set of the relat ionship between Beaumont and Rachel 
unt i l  wel l  after Fort ' s  death,  Warren offers overwhelming evidence that 
Beaumont ' s  eventual murder of Fort is motivated by d eep-seated , personal 
desires and not by any demand for vengeance by Rachel .  After Rachel 
agrees to marry Beaumont , she does not require an oath of vengeanc e 
from him ; rather it  is Beaumont who insists that Rache l has suffered 
because of Fort and that she wi l l  have j ustice and peace on ly when he 
is dead . Rache l attempts to exp l ain to Beaumont that her affair with 
Fort was "Jus t something that happened . To him. To me . Something that 
48 happened • . . .  It was nobody ' s  fault . "  It soon becomes apparent, 
47world Enough and Time , p .  78 . 
48world Enough and Time,  p .  1 2 2 .  
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however , that Beaumont persists in hi s demand that Fort must die s ince 
he fee l s  that it would serve to "show his manhood in the wor ld in the 
49 way the world wou ld understand . "  And if anyone shou ld ever accuse 
him of marrying "a cast-off tro llop because she was rich" then " the 
blood of Fort would clear him . . .  before the world . "5 0  When Beaumont 
final ly prepares to j ourney to Frankfort to as sas sinat e Fort , Rachel · 
again p l eads that she does not hate Fort nor does she desire his death . 
Beaumont refuses to l isten , for he has begun to look upon the assas-
sination of Fort as his "great Purpos e . "  
After Beaumont has murdered Fort and i s  awaiting execution after 
he has been tried and found gui l ty of homicid e ,  Warren a l l ows him, along 
with Rachel ,  who had vo luntarily j oined Beaumont in his ce l l ,  to escape 
from j ai l .  The two find sanctuary in the swampy backwaters o f  the Ohio 
on an is land ru l ed by an aged out l aw ,  La Grand ' Bosse . Un like others 
who had al lowed their fict ional Beauchamps to escape death to live 
happ i ly ever after , Warren allows  Beaumont to escape death to give his 
protagonist an opportunity to come to terms with the fact that his crime 
was commi tted for personal reasons that had nothing to do with Rache l .  
In the swamp , l iterally cut off from civi li zation , Beaumont is 
safe from capture, but he is  constantly tortured by doubts concerning 
his mot ives for murdering Fort . During his tria l he had begun to ask 
49world Enough and Time, p .  182 . 
50world Enough and Time , p .  18 0 . 
himself if he had indeed acted because he fe l t  that Rachel had been 
wronged by Fort . In his j ournal he wrote : " I  tried to think back on 
al l my l ife that had led to the deed , and what carne after.  I could 
remember the events ,  but the reason that he ld them together seemed to 
51 have fled away. " He had even begun to doubt that he had ever lov ed 
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Rachel and "he prayed God for he lp to love  her . "5 2  While  on the island 
of La Grand ' Bosse Beaumont begins to see nothing but ugliness in 
Rachel ' s  appearance and inwardl y  cries , "was it a l l  for this , was it a l l  
for this ! "5 3  Groping within himself for answers , he finds none but 
begins to find peace by a gradual descent into the drunkenness , 
debauchery, and animal- l ike exi stence of the other inhabitants on the 
i s l and . For a whi l e  he finds a kind of serenity , whi ch he cal l s  the 
"black inwardness and womb of the quagrnire . "54 
Beaumont ' s  p l eace is  shattered , however , when after he once  again 
tel l s  Rachel  that he ki l led Fort for her , Rache l exc laims vehement l y :  
"No . No . Not for me • • . •  Oh , for yoursel f !  . . .  Oh , I didn ' t  hate 
him, I loved him, and you used me, you used me to ki l l  hirn . " 55 Unable  
to  cope with the gui lt that she feel s  for a l l owing Beaumont to ki l l  
Fort , Rachel commit s  suicide . Deeply affected by Rache l ' s  death and 
5 1world Enou�h and Time , p .  393 . 
5 2worl d  Enough and Time , p .  404 . 
5 3world Enough and Time , p .  4 7 9 .  
54world Enough and Time , p .  479 . 
55
world Enough and Time , pp . 4 97-498 . 
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her ind ictment against him for the murder of Fort , Beaumont decides to 
return to the world and attempt s  to exp l ain why : " I  do not flee toward 
pardon but toward expiation. . . I ki l l ed Cassius Fort , in darkness 
and deceit , and that was a crime . But I do not s eek expiation merely 
for that . Nor for what I did to Rache l ,  greater crime as  it  i s ,  to go 
to her not for her sake but my own and to defi l e  her mind , and to 
torture her • . .  and to lead her into ruin for my vain glory . 
No , that crime for which I seek expiation is never lost . I t  is always 
ther e .  I t  i s  unpardonabl e .  I t  is the crime of sel f . "5 6  
Now that h e  had begun t o  accept the truth, Beaumont cou ld enumerate 
the errors he had made that had resulted in the tragic deaths of Fort 
and Rachel and the terrible  wast ing of his own human resources and 
potential . To begin with he had named his "great Purpose" as al l ,  and 
in so doing he had exi l ed himsel f  from mankind . He had murdered and 
had denied his gui l t .  Final ly, pursuing peace,  he had sought "communion 
only in the blank cup of nature" on the island of La Grand 1 Bosse . Even 
though Beaumont accepts his gui l t ,  he is  not al lowed to achieve expiation . 
After deciding to return to Frankfort to "shake the hangman ' s  hand , "  
Beaumont i s  murdered by a bounty hunter, who decapitates him and carries 
his head to Frankfort for the reward . 5
7 
After the body of Rachel has 
56world Enough and Time , pp . 5 04-505 . 
57Whi l e  engaged in research in Kentucky , this wri ter was l ed to 
bel i eve that Warren had been threatened with a l awsuit for tampering 
wi th the facts of the historical tragedy and a l l owing his fictiona l 
Beauchamp to die not by the hangman ' s  rope but by the knife of One- eye . 
Warren , however , states in a letter to the writer , December 1 976 :  ' ' I 
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been returned t o  Frankfort , she is buried with the head o f  Jeremiah 
propped against her left shoulder . 
Although the manner in which Beaumont dies is a cl ear departure 
from the fact s  as we know them,  World Enough and Time remains the one 
work that comes closest to re-creating the essence and spirit of the 
Kentucky Tragedy as it was recorded· by participant and historian . The 
melancholy,  the mystery , the anguish are a l l  preserved . Moreover , in 
Warren ' s novel every histori cal character of any importance is drawn 
with remarkable clarity . There i s ,  for example , the roguish Patrick 
Henry Darby, who as Sugg Lancaster enters the world of Jeremiah Beaumont 
with "black cape , ruby pin , and twisted smi l e  l i ke ripped s i l k . "58 
Fina l l y ,  Warren ' s  me ssage in Wor ld Enough and Time , unl ike that found 
in the fiction and non- fiction of his predecessors , is not a l ecture 
against seduction but is rather a more astute appraisal of the Tragedy 
whi ch chronicles the tragic wasting of human resources through the 
mi sguided aspirations of the protagoni st . 
From 1 842 to 1 950 the story of Beauchamp and Sharp appeared in 
novels  by four Ameri can authors . These authors , al though combining 
fiction with the facts of the story, have given us more comp l ete 
chronic les of t he Kentucky Tragedy than thos e who have told the story 
affirm , insofar as human memory permits , that no one on God ' s green 
globe ever threatened to bring suit because in World Enough and Time 
I have One- eye hack off the head of Jeremiah , thus departing from the 
conclusion of The Kentucky Tragedy . "  
58world Enough and Time , p .  308 . 
in p l ays . poems , short stories , and pamph l et s .  Each novelis t ,  in 
addition to presenting a comp l et e picture of the affair . chose to 
focus on one maj or aspect of the story . Thus , Charles Fenno Hoffman 
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i n  Greys laer magnifies the fractious political situation preval ent in 
the 1 82 0 ' s  in Kentucky , which many historians feel had a great bearing 
on the Beauchamp-Sharp murd er cas e ,  by placing his story dur ing the 
Revo lutionary War . Wil l iam Gilmore Simms ' s  book - l ength conj ectural 
account of the relat ionship between his fictional Co lonel Sharp and 
Ann Cook renders Beauchampe as the only work singularly devoted to an 
analysis of the principal cause of the Kentucky Tragedy . Al though 
Hannah Daviess Pittman ' s work is primari ly a rewriting of Simms ' s  
novel ,  The Heart of Kentucky deserves praise as the first work about 
the Tragedy in which the setting and atmosphere are truly southern . 
Fina l l y ,  Robert Penn Warren ' s  study real istical ly portrays Beauchamp as 
an assassin and probes the motives and impul ses that inspired his 
protagonis t to murder in cold b lood . 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUS I ON 
Kentucky in the 1820 ' s  was in a state of turmoi l .  Act s of vio l ence 
occurred almost daily. The deplorable  economic situat ion , which 
eventually l ed to the polari zation of the citizens of Kentucky behind 
the New and Old Court parties , produced a general state of confusion 
and conflict . Order was difficult  to maintain , and one j ournalist wrote 
that "if the people  of other countries were to j udge the condition of 
moral s  in Kentucky from the frequency of murder . . . they wou ld compare 
1 us to a set of savages . "  Instances of bloodshed were ubiquitous during 
this period , but some individual instances of violence have been sing led 
out by historians as i l lustrations of the fierceness of the times . For 
examp l e ,  Governor Desha ' s son , I ssac B .  Desha , was convicted of highway 
robbery and murder in 1 825 and l ater attempted to take his own l i fe by 
cutting his throat . 2 Francis G .  Waring of Frankfort , Kentucky ,  was 
ki l l ed in a duel  with Jacob H .  Hol eman , editor of the Frankfort 
Commentator , fol lowing a quarrel over Waring ' s  having ki l led Hol eman ' s  
3 dog . And Francis Waring ' s  brother John U .  Waring , a wealthy l and 
specul ator and l awyer of more than ordinary abi l ity, bragged that he had 
1Alvin F .  Harlow,  Weep No More � Lady (New York : Whitt less ey Hous e ,  
1 942) , p .  1 0 8 .  
2Louisv i l l e  Publ ic Advertiser ,  Loui svi l l e ,  Kentucky , Ju ly 1 2 ,  1 826 . 
3J .  Winston Co l eman , Jr . , Famous Kentucky Duels  (Frankfort , 
Kentucky , 1 9 53) , pp . 5 1 - 5 8 .  
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stabbed to death s i x  men and that h e  ''brought saddle pickets along with 
him to fil l  with men ' s  ears and he mentioned particu larly Gov . Charles 
4 A. Morehead . " But perhaps the most  vi olent event that took p l ace during 
this time was the murder on November 7 ,  1 82 5 ,  of Colonel So l omon P .  
Sharp , distinguished Kentucky statesman , by Jereboam 0. Beauchamp , who 
was hanged for Sharp ' s  murder on July 7 ,  182 6 ,  a few hours after he had 
stabbed hims e l f  in the abdomen and had witnessed the sui cide of his wife 
Ann . This event- - the celebrated case in which a young Kentucky gent leman, 
to fu l fi l l  a vow of revenge imposed upon him by his wife as a condition 
of their marriage , assassinated the man who had been her lover years 
before--became known as the Kentucky Tragedy and for over a century and 
a hal f has appeared as a maj or theme in American literature . 
Occurring at a time when American authors were searching for themes 
from their nat ional history and at a time when Americans were eager for 
stories of chivalry and romance ,  the Kentucky Tragedy became one of the 
mos t popular literary themes in the nineteenth c entury. As one author 
stated , the story "has been told in many a place,  from the far south , 
even to the fro zen north;  there is s carcely a hearth that has not 
re- echoed ' The Kentucky Tragedy . ' "5 Van Wyck Brooks in The World of 
Washington Irving cal l s  it the most popu lar literary theme in Ameri ca 
in the 1 830 ' s .  The story has appeared in every genre,  ranging from the 
4 L .  F .  Johnson, Famous Kentucky Tragedi es and Trial s ( Lexington , 
Kentucky : Henry Clay Press , 1 972) , p .  67 . 
5
Mary E .  MacMichael , "The Kentucky Tragedy : A Tal e-- Founded on 
Fact s of Actual Occurrence , "  The Gent leman ' s  Magazine,  2 ( 1 8 3 8) , 
265- 2 7 1 . 
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inane short story "The Kentucky Tragedy : A Tale- Founded on Facts of 
Actual Occurrence" ( 1 838)  by Mary E.  MacMichael to the superb novel 
World Enough and Time (1 950) by Robert Penn Warren . 
An important reason for the popularity of the Kentucky Tragedy in 
lit erature l ies in i ts being a factual account that demonstrably 
satisfied and fulfi l l ed the curiosity and expectations of Americans 
about the viol ent character of frontier life in the Southwest  of the 
early 1 8 00 ' s .  Al though viol ence has always been common in Ameri ca , the 
South has always seemed to many the very embodiment of that vio l ence . 
As one critic of Robert Penn Warren points out , "the witch-burning of 
New Eng land , the bandit of the Wi ld West , the und erworld of Chic ago , 
a l l  . . . fade before the success ion of Southern images of vio lence 
that fascinate the popul ar mind : the lash of the slave-driver , the 
Bowie knife of the old Southwest , the due l l ing pisto l of the hot-headed 
gentl eman , the rebe l ye l l  of the fire-eater , the gasoline torch of the 
lyncher , the fiery cross of the Klansman . "6 The "popular mind , "  
fascinated with stories of the viol ence of the South , cou ld not have 
been more satis fied than with the story of the Kentucky Tragedy , an 
incident fraught with murder , sui cid e ,  and hanging . 
During the 1 830 ' s  the popularity of the Tragedy was assured becaus e it 
dramati zed an actual appl ication of the cel ebrated southern code of 
honor which j ustified the concept of private j us tice , especially since,  
a s  in the  Beauchamp cas e ,  it involved the  defens e of  feminine honor 
6
charles R .  Anderson , "Viol ence and Order in the Novels of Robert 
Penn Warren , "  Hopkins Revi ew , 6 (Winter 1 953 ) , 88- 1 05 .  
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which had been violated by s eduction and accusations of miscegenation . 
In his Confession ,  Beauchamp insists that his act was that of  a southern 
gent leman r eacting normal ly to the acc epted code of conduct of his t ime--
a code that cal l ed for the prot ection of one ' s  fami l y ,  feminine virtue,  
7 and the practice of the formal due l .  Of added interest to the pub l ic 
was the fact that the Kentucky Tragedy invo lved the story of  a woman who 
actually planned to avenge her own di shonor , ironica l ly overstepping the 
bounds of  the southern code which forbade a woman from avenging any 
. d . h 8 wrong comm1tte aga1nst er . 
A wealth of  incidents in frontier life,  especially incidents of  
law lessness and crime , appealed to the Ameri can public  and provided 
American authors with native themes . One southern historian suggests 
that "what is distinctive in American , in contrast to general English 
literature, comes out of our experience with the frontier . " 9 Of  a l l  
the stori es of the frontier th� Kentucky Tragedy became the mos t popular .  
I n  fact , Professor Ri chard Beal e Davis has pointed out that the "Kentucky 
Tragedy stands as one of the three great historical events , matters , or 
7
Although the southern code of honor was never formal ly codified ,  
John Lyde Wi l son , Char leston minister and former governor o f  South 
Caro lina , publi shed The Code of Honor in 1838 which subsequent ly became 
the accepted guide for due l l ing in the South . 
8 St ephen P .  Beck,  "The Southern Code of Honor in the Kentucky 
Tragedy , "  M. A. Thesis East Caro l ina Univers ity , 1 9 6 8 ,  p .  9 .  
9J .  B .  Hubbel l ,  South and Southwest : Literary Essays and Remini s ­
cences (Durham, North Carolina : Duke Univers ity Press , 1 965) , p .  277 . 
themes which American writers have drawn upon in creating fiction , 
poetry, and drama . Onl y  Pocahontas and Merry Mount rival it . " 1
0 
1 0Richard Beal e Davis , "Thomas Hol l ey Chivers and the Kentucky 
Tragedy, "  University of Texas Studies in Literature and Language , I ,  
No . 2 (Summer 1 95 9) , 281 - 28 8 . 
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APPEND IX 
In January 1826 , about two months after Beauchamp had been placed 
in j ai l ,  Ann Cook Beauchamp wrote the fol lowing letter to John U .  Waring 
p leading for Waring to help her husband . At the time , Waring himself 
was under suspicion of being somehow involved in Colonel Sharp ' s  death . 
The entire letter i s  here reproduced since it  gives us s ome insight into 
the character of the woman who was direct ly responsible for the Kentucky 
Tragedy. 
Retirement JanY 1 8 26 
Dear Sir 
I have taken the l iberty of addressing you by letter , as 
the only means in my power ; and do appeal to the magnanimity 
of soul that I am conscious you pos sess ! To be the protector 
of my Husband ! Defend him from vi l e  perj ury strategems and 
snares that are laid for him! Recording Angels wi l l  approve 
your course ,  and j ustify you at the bar of Heaven for 
defending innocence,  and virtue ! For myself (previous ly) I 
would never have solicited mortal in my favour--But readily 
and with a freedom I ask alone be meritorious to extend this 
aid to the alike deserving whos e acts have been founded on 
rectitude--And but for the force of prej udi ce,  and the great 
weight of wealth in competit ion Mr . Beauchamp never would have 
been committed or detained a moment for the crime a l leged 
against him, when there was no foundation or j ust evidence . 
You wi l l  excuse the panegyric due to intrinsic worth.  I am 
very conscious that true merit has also del icate and refined 
sensations , consequent ly I am induced to j ustify myself for 
the l iberty I have taken in so holy a cause by giving the 
true reasons why you are the obj ect applied to for 
beneficence . Then your generos ity wi l l  only consider it  a 
freedom originating from real candour , and which the present 
crisis amp ly j ustifies . 
I understood you had detected Darby in the vile  stratagem 
he had laid to convict Mr . Beauchamp . I do not bel ieve Mr . 
Beauchamp had ever laid eyes on Darby previous to his trial . -­
My grateful heart glows with unbound gratitude to you the 
choicest of Heaven to distribute justice to my beloved 
Husband ! Previous to my seeing you after you came to Bowl ing 
Green to l ive , your charact er was del ineat ed by an enemy of 
yours in the most glowing and vivid col ours in the world  to my 
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eyes whereas it was intended to be exhibited as the most  
hideous Monster . --The picture was fini shed by a supplementary 
remark that he [not l egible]  and was qui te a stranger to 
fear--such a man should be avoided . My heart was inwardly 
del ighted ! And I s ighed for such as I saw you : but had no 
opportunity of becoming much acquainted before I l eft Bowl ing 
Green--Disgusted with the greater part of the world I entered 
into retirement . You there ( I  was informed) frustrated the 
vi l e  motives and strategems used by my enemies to blast  my 
character forever . And fearl essly you opposed the current 
that was turned upon an innocent female whose greatest fault  
was b l indness to the arts of an insidious vil l ain . In this 
retired situation in which I l ived , chance threw my husband in 
my way--we became acquainted . --No s ordid motive on either part 
united us-- I  discovered a s imi l ar cast of character between 
yourself and him, and have secretly wi shed that destiny had 
p laced you near each other , that reciprocal ly when needed you 
might be the usefu l  friend to each other , for convinced I was 
you were both capable of friendship in the supreme degree . 
A generous friendship no cold medium knows 
Burns with one l ove with one [not l egible] of [not l egibl e ]  
One should our interest and our passions be 
My friend must hate the man that inj ures me 
Such a friend as the poet describes you would ever find my 
husband , and convinced I am you wi l l  be the fri end in need to 
him who is truly deserving , and [not l egible] vi l l ainy that 
wi l l  be [not l egibl e ]  in a great degree against him . Mr . 
Sandford Duncan in whos e house Darby stated he saw Mr . 
Beauchamp , wil l  swear the period mentioned by Darby of Mr . 
Beauchamp ' s  being there was not the fact as he certainly would 
have known it , being confined to hi s bed by sickness  many 
weeks . This  Mr . Duncan wi l l  b e  a material witness in Mr . 
Beauchamp ' s  favour . Wi l l  you not be in Frankfort at Mr . 
Beauchamp ' s  trial ? I hope there is not any thing that could 
prevent your being there . And wi l l  you not wri te to me on 
the receipt of this , that I may be happy in the confirmation 
you are in favour of my husband ! Oh you that have experienced 
each tender feel ing of the heart , wi l l  conceive the concern I 
have for the beloved of my soul ! And your phi lanthropy wi l l  
excuse and not consider this l engthy epis t l e  an imposition . I 
never would have had the least fear for the safety of my 
husband but for the great bribe offered by our Legislature to 
vi l l ains . Sti l l  I have a confidence that the out stretched 
arm of Deity wi l l  shield  from the enemy the innocent cu lprit 
whos e acts have been founded on rectitude . Tender my respects 
to Mrs . Waring and accept the esteem of one who has greatly 
wished your prosperity. 
Anna Beauchamp 
1 7 7  
Mr . John U .  Waring 
P . S .  As Mr . Waring is a gent l eman of business [not legib l e ]  
not b e  a t  home on the receit o f  this--the friend whom h e  may 
have directed to open and attend to his letters wi l l  p lease 
forward this to Mr . Waring and I sha l l  be great ly obl iged . 
. 1 A. B .  
1This l etter is on fi le  at the Library o f  Congress . A copy was 
obtained from Profes sor Robert D .  Bamberg of Kent State University. 
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VITA 
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school in August 1 966 and in 1970  received his Bachelor of Arts degree 
in English at the University of Florida . In the fal l  of 1970  he 
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